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Abstract 
 
The System-on-Chip (SoC) circuits contain already today a large number of 
processors and other blocks, which sets several hard requirements to their 
communication infrastructures implemented with Networks-On-Chip (NOC). The 
NOCs are a generally accepted concept in the semiconductor industry for solving the 
problems related with an on-chip communication which include among other things 
high wire delays and increasing clock skew. Other problems related to on-chip 
communication are the scalability of the NOC topologies for different systems sizes 
and for different performance and reliability requirements. This thesis concerns the 
implementation of communication infrastructures with eXtended Generalized Fat 
Tree (XGFT) Network-On-Chip (NOC) for Multi-Processor SoCs (MPSoC). Actually 
this thesis presents two different NOCs, because the XGFT NOC is compared with a 
two-dimensional (2-D) mesh NOC which was especially developed and designed for 
this purpose. The 2-D mesh is used as a reference NOC, because it is the most 
commonly used topology in different NOC implementations presented by today.  An 
important issue in the NOC design is routing, and therefore, both adaptive and 
deterministic routing in the XGFTs is concerned quite thoroughly in this thesis. The 
performances of different XGFTs are also evaluated and compared in order to explain 
how the routing affects the performance and how the scalability of the XGFT 
topology could be exploited in optimizing the NOCs. One of the important issues also 
concerned in this thesis is the Quality-of-Service (QoS) which simple NOCs are able 
to provide. Usually Time-Division-Multiplexing (TDM) and accurate allocation of 
communication resources is required for implementing guaranteed QoS. However, the 
QoS can also be improved by other simpler methods presented in this thesis, although 
these methods can not provide guaranteed QoS of any kind.  
 Owing to the increasing number of transistors, wires, and intellectual property 
blocks the testing of the SoCs is becoming more complex. The future deep sub-
micron (DSM) VLSI technologies are also more complex technologies which 
increases the defect densities in addition to the previously mentioned facts. As a 
consequence of this, a special attention must be paid for making the NOCs as reliable 
as possible and for improving their manufacturability. This can be achieved by 
exploiting the redundant resources of the NOCs and by using different mechanisms 
for reconfiguring the faulty NOCs so that they could operate correctly despite the 
defects. This thesis shows how this can be done with a new Fault-Diagnosis-And-
Repair (FDAR) system which is used together with a fault-tolerant routing in both the 
XGFT NOCs and the 2-D mesh NOCs. The FDAR system improves also the 
manufacturability of the SoCs, since it can be used for reconfiguring the faulty NOCs 
on-line to work properly as the title of this thesis also suggests. Because defect 
densities are increasing and the testing of the SoCs is becoming more complex, 
systems like the FDAR which allow on-line self-diagnosis and self-repair will become 
necessary. This is also possible owing to the large number of redundant hardware 
resources which the MPSoCs have for both computing and communication.  
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1. Introduction 
 
A recent trend in a System-on-Chip (SoC) design has been that the operation of the 
circuits has been increasingly implemented with software run by programmable 
processors and reconfigurable logic blocks [1] the number of which has increased on 
SoC circuits. These Multi-Processor SoCs (MPSoCs) can easily be modified for 
several different purposes by changing their embedded software and they can actually 
be considered multipurpose design platforms [2]. In a broader sense the design 
platforms can also include complete design flows which are used for generating the 
embedded software in addition to the multiprocessor platforms. They may also 
implement a processor centric design flows which generate application specific 
processors optimized for running some particular applications and communication 
infrastructures for connecting the processors [3]. The communication infrastructures 
of the MPSoCs will be implemented with Networks-On-Chip (NOC) which must be 
modifiable for different purposes in a short time. Therefore, the NOCs are usually 
implemented as reusable Intellectual Property (IP) blocks [4] which can be quickly 
reconfigured for different platforms. The operation of NOCs resembles that of the 
current packet switched computer and telecommunication networks which allow 
software processes to use advanced communication protocols for interprocess 
communication [5]. The NOCs are also used for eliminating physical level problems 
related with future deep sub-micron (DSM) VLSI technologies like high wire delays 
and high clock skew which is due to the high variance of the process parameters on 
large VLSI circuits. They make it possible to use a Globally-Asynchronous Locally-
Synchronous (GALS) design style which must be used for eliminating the above 
mentioned problems.  

This thesis presents a NOC which is implemented with an eXtended 
Generalized Fat Tree topology (XGFT). The presented XGFT NOC is especially 
designed for future MPSoC platforms which require good performance and fault-
tolerance from their communication infrastructures. It is on-line reconfigurable so that 
minor faults can not corrupt the operation of the whole MPSoC. For this reason, it is 
equipped with a Fault-Diagnosis-And-Repair (FDAR) system which is used for 
locating and repairing the faults on-line. The FDAR is also used in implementing a 
fault-tolerant routing in the XGFTs. In this thesis the on-line reconfigurable XGFT is 
compared with another corresponding NOC which has a two-dimensional (2-D) mesh 
topology in order to clarify its different characteristics.  

1.1 Backgrounds 
 
Due to the hard time-to-market requirements the semiconductor industry has 

been forced to take into use design methods which enable shorter design times. One 
of these methods is the reuse of the earlier designed blocks. Currently one of the goals 
of the hardware block design is to make the blocks as easily reusable as possible. The 
blocks should also be generic so that they could be adapted to various purposes and 
needs. Such blocks which are especially designed to be reused are called Intellectual 
Property (IP) blocks [4]. The term IP block refers to the designers’ juridical rights to 
their designs. The IP block designers usually sell licenses to companies which use the 
IP blocks in their SoC designs. The IP blocks (or IP cores) are sold and provided 
either as a soft-core, a hard-core, or as a firmware which consists of a generic gate 
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netlist. Most commonly IP-cores are soft-cores which consist of synthesizable 
descriptions written in some hardware description language (HDL) like VHDL. Soft-
cores are usually provided with simulation test-benches and synthesis scripts, and they 
are extensively verified, which saves the client company’s time and resources. The 
communication infrastructures of large MPSoCs can also be implemented as IP 
blocks like the XGFT NOC. This kind of IP blocks are also called Interconnect IPs 
(IIP) which are targeted for providing an integrated solution to the problems related 
with the on-chip communication of the large SoC chips. One of the objectives of the 
IP block business is also to sell expertise to client companies which do not have it.  

The hard time-to-market requirement sets also other requirements. Because the 
VLSI technologies are continuingly becoming more complex, they are more 
expensive and their manufacturing processes require more fine-tuning before their 
chip yield achieves an acceptable level [6]. Therefore, sometimes it may be necessary 
to start manufacturing before the technology is mature. This is possible, if the chips 
can be tested properly to ensure that faulty chips will not be mounted to the systems. 
On the other hand, it will also become necessary to make the chip more fault-tolerant 
so that they would be able to recover from faults and could be reconfigured to operate 
correctly. For example, the manufacturability of large memory circuits, which are 
manufactured with small wire widths and large transistor and wire densities, and 
which contain a lot of redundant resources, must have been improved in this way to 
improve the chip yields [6]. In the same way the manufacturability of large MPSoCs, 
which contain redundant hardware resources for computing and communication, 
could be improved by making their communication infrastructures more fault-tolerant. 
The on-line reconfigurable XGFT was designed so as to improve the fault-tolerance 
and the manufacturability of the MPSoCs.  

Several NOCs with different topologies have been presented for implementing 
the communication infrastructures of the SoCs and MPSoCs. Currently probably the 
most commonly used and researched network topology in NOCs is a two-dimensional 
(2-D) mesh. This is partly owing to the regular connections between its nodes which 
allow simple IP block implementations. The 2-D mesh topology is also scaleable for 
different system sizes and it is able to produce a good performance, because the 
connections between its nodes are short. These properties make the 2-D mesh 
topology especially suitable for NOC implementations, because the bad scalability of 
the wire delays will cause problems with future deep DSM VLSI technologies after 
the smallest line widths will be 130 nm and below [7]. Therefore, the XGFT is 
compared to the 2-D mesh NOC in this thesis. For practical reasons the comparison 
had to be limited to comparing only the area consumption and the area efficiency of 
the NOCs. However, these design criteria are commonly used in evaluating and 
comparing the NOC implementations, because everyone wants to make as small NOC 
as possible with as high performance as possible.  

Multistage Interconnection Networks (MIN) have also been widely used in 
computer networks and other systems which require efficient communication. One of 
the most commonly used multistage interconnection networks is a fat tree and its 
different modifications. Like the 2-D mesh network, the fat tree has also been used in 
supercomputers. Their diameter which is the maximum number of hops between the 
processor nodes is smaller than that of the 2-D mesh networks, which is an advantage, 
because it results in smaller communication latencies. The XGFT was developed from 
the Fat Tree in order to improve its scalability for different system sizes and different 
performance requirements. This was achieved by allowing switches with different 
number of ports to be used in different switch stages of the network. This makes it 
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possible to choose the number of switch nodes quite independently of the number of 
processors nodes and to optimize the NOC for some particular application. The 
XGFTs are able to produce good performance with random traffic patterns produced 
typically by randomly mapped processes and their performance can be further 
improved by mapping the communicating processes to the computing leaf nodes 
suitably in such a way that they produce more local cluster traffic. These properties 
make the XGFTs a promising choice for different IIP implementations.  

1.2 The objectives and scope of the research 
 

This thesis is written about the results of a research project the objective of 
which was the development of a new packet switched Network-on-Chip IIP for Multi-
Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) circuits. The selected network topology was the 
XGFT topology as was explained earlier. Due to the small amount of available human 
resources usable in this one-man project, it would have been impossible to implement 
a complete IIP block following all of the common design practices during the project. 
Another NOC with a 2-D mesh topology was also designed so as to compare it with 
the XGFT NOC as was explained earlier. To make the different NOCs more 
comparable with each other the NOCs had to be implemented with the same switch 
technology as will be explained later in this thesis. This design work included the 
development of the routing algorithms for both of the NOCs, the switch nodes, and 
generic NOC generators so that different NOC configurations could be generated for 
simulations. The performance simulations required special simulation arrangements 
so that appropriate comparable information of the NOCs’ performance could have 
been achieved. One of the objectives of the comparison was to study which one of the 
NOCs provides a better ratio of the performance to the cost. The research and 
development of new methods for improving the fault-tolerance of the NOCs was also 
one of the objectives as was explained already earlier.  

The communication infrastructures of the MPSoC circuits are complex 
systems the operation of which resembles that of the telecommunication and 
computer networks. Therefore, they are also commonly modelled like the larger 
networks with the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) environment [8] which is 
depicted in Figure 1. Their operation can be divided into seven layers which are 
application layer, presentation layer, session layer, transport layer, network layer, data 
link layer, and physical layer. Each of these layers forms an operational entity which 
provides certain services for communicating end systems. Although there is for 
simplicity only one switch node in Figure 1 the NOCs will be constructed from 
several switch nodes connected to each other. This research was focused on the 
implementation of the three lowest layers of this model, because the NOCs generally 
implement only these parts of the OSI environment. The physical layer specifies the 
physical characteristics of the communication network like e.g. voltage levels, bit 
rates, and the sequence of events by which the bits are transferred across the physical 
medium. Data link layer provides error-free transmission across the links to the next 
upper layer which is the network layer. The network layer is responsible for routing 
the data across the NOC from one end system to another. Although, the upper layers 
should be able to perform their tasks without knowing the operation of these three 
lowest layers, the reconfigurability of the NOCs presented in this thesis requires that 
the transport layer must also be aware of the operation and the special features of the 
NOC. The transport layer controls the reliability of the connections by packets’ flow 
control, packets’ segmentation and desegmentation, and error control, and it is 
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implemented by software run by the processors. It controls also the operation of the 
FDAR system in addition to the packets’ retransmission and rerouting. The 
implementation of the transport layer is not necessarily very complex, because neither 
the FDAR system nor the packets’ retransmission and rerouting requires complex 
transport layer. Generally speaking, layers below the dashed horizontal line are 
implemented with the NOCs, and layers above it are implemented with processors 
and software. Therefore, this thesis is mainly focused only on the implementation of 
the three lowest layers while upper layers which implement communication protocols 
and application are out of the scope.  
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Figure 1. The OSI environment [8]. 

1.3 Main Contributions 
 

In this thesis, a fault-tolerant XGFT NOC is presented for MPSoC circuits and 
compared with a fault-tolerant 2-D mesh NOC which was also designed in the same 
research project. The following list contains a summary of the main contributions.  
 
1. The survey of the existing NOC designs presented so far.  
 
2. Development of new adaptive and deterministic routing algorithms for the XGFT 

networks and comparison of their performances.  
 
3. Development of two switch nodes with distributed architectures for the XGFT 

implementations. These two different switch nodes are actually used in two 
different XGFT NOCs.   

 
4. Development of a two-dimensional (2-D) mesh and its special configuration 

named full 2-D mesh configuration. Additionally, a new fault-tolerant routing 
algorithm was developed for the 2-D mesh NOCs. The port blocks of the 
aforementioned distributed switch nodes of the XGFTs were reused with minor 
modifications for implementing the switches of the 2-D mesh NOCs which were 
used as reference designs. 
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5. Comparison of the XGFT and the 2-D mesh implemented with comparable switch 
technologies.  

 
6. Development of methods for improving the fault-tolerance of the XGFT NOC. 

These methods are included in the following list.  
 

a) A suitable topology transformation for improving the fault-tolerance of the 
XGFT NOC. It can be shown that the transformed XGFTs have small area 
costs and compact circuit layouts as Backbone layout scheme is used. The 
Backbone was especially developed for the XGFTs by the author and it is 
suitable for different XGFTs which may also have some irregular features.  

b) Efficient parity bit checks for detecting bit errors and methods for removing 
the corrupted packets safely from the network so that they would not be 
blocked in the NOC permanently and corrupt its operation.  

c) A system named Fault-Diagnosis-And-Repair (FDAR) which is able to detect 
such static, dynamic, and transient faults which produce bit errors or block 
packets permanently in the NOCs. As the FDAR system detects faults it also 
repairs the faulty switch nodes to work correctly. The FDAR allows also the 
results of the other test methods to be used for repairing the faulty NOCs and 
it is usable in 2-D mesh NOCs.  

  
7. Development and evaluation of simple methods usable for improving the Quality-

of-Service (QoS) of the XGFTs. These methods were a traffic prioritization and a 
usage of priority queues at traffic sources. The effect of the clustering of 
processors and processes on the performance was also studied.  

 
Most of these results and contributions have already earlier been presented and 

reported in aforementioned publications.  

1.4 Summary of publications and author’s contribution 
 

The author has developed all of the things mentioned in the previous section 
and described in the publication [P1][P2][P3][P4][P5][P6][P7] in more details. 
Communication architectures for MPSoC circuits were still a new research topic 
when the author started his research. Therefore, the number of usable earlier 
published results was quite small in the beginning. Computer networks and network 
topologies used in supercomputers were considered good and suitable models for on-
chip interconnect networks. Partly therefore, the hierarchical XGFT topology was 
chosen, since it resembles a lot the very well known Fat Tree topology used in a 
couple of well known supercomputers. The XGFTs are also more scalable than the 
Fat Tree, which can be exploited in VLSI implementations. In the beginning the 
research was focused on the development of adaptive routing algorithms and switch 
nodes for the XGFTs. This task included also the performance simulations so that the 
superiority of different design alternatives could be studied. These tasks were carried 
out by the author alone and the results were reported in publications [P1][P2][P3][P4]. 
The list of publications does not include all of the publications which the author has 
written about the results. This is because the results of the missing publication are in 
practice reported also in the publications which are in the list. Actually two different 
XGFT NOCs were developed. Additionally, 2-D mesh and full 2-D mesh 
configuration were also developed and used as a reference NOC for evaluating the 
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competence of the XGFTs. The 2-D mesh was chosen to a main reference design 
because it is currently the most commonly used topology in the NOC 
implementations. Recently the research was focused on improving the fault-tolerance 
of the XGFT NOCs with the new FDAR system which was also developed by the 
author alone. The FDAR has also evolved during the project and its different versions 
were presented in publications [P5][P6][P7] written by the author. Below is a short 
description of the content of each of the publications.  

 
Publication [P1] presents the fundamentals of the operation and 

implementation of the routing and arbitration functions in packet switched 
communication networks from the viewpoint of the NOC implementations. The 
implementation of the XGFT NOCs and the new adaptive routing is also considered 
in this publication. The first author is responsible alone for all of the results of this 
publication. 

 
Publication [P2] presents how the XGFT topologies are generated. It presents 

also new adaptive routing algorithms for two different XGFT implementations and 
compares the performances of these XGFTs. The comparisons were done based on 
the results of the simulations with behavioural-level models of the XGFT NOCs. The 
first author is responsible alone of all of the results of this publication.  

 
Publication [P3] presents the XGFT NOC as a reusable IP block and compares 

it with a simple two-dimensional mesh NOC which was developed especially for the 
comparison between these two NOC topologies. This same publication presents also a 
new layout scheme which was named Backbone and which is usable in estimating and 
predicting the performance of the XGFT NOCs of the MPSoCs. The first author is 
responsible alone for all of the results of this publication.  

 
Publication [P4] presents basic distributed switch architecture of the switch 

nodes of the NOCs. This presentation included the operation and the structure of the 
port blocks which the switch nodes are constructed from. This same distributed switch 
architecture was later supplemented with new features and used in all of the NOCs 
with minor modifications. The first author is responsible alone for all of the results of 
this publication.  

 
Publication [P5] envisions how fault-tolerant XGFT NOCs are implemented. 

It presents three different methods for this purpose. One of these methods is a simple 
topology transformation, which improves the connectivity of the XGFTs with low 
costs. Another method is parity bit checks which are used for detecting bit errors. The 
main focus was on the presentation of the FDAR system, which can be used for 
testing, diagnosing, and repairing the XGFT NOCs. It also compared the performance 
of the adaptive routing to that of the deterministic routing. The deterministic routing is 
used with the FDAR for implementing a fault-tolerant routing in the XGFT NOCs. 
The first author is responsible alone for all of the results of this publication.   

 
Publication [P6] presents the reference design which is a 2-D mesh NOC. This 

reference NOC was implemented with a new switch node and it was equipped with 
the FDAR version two which was also presented in this same publication. In addition, 
a new NOC architecture called full 2-D mesh configuration was presented and the 
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costs of the FDAR were estimated. The first author is responsible alone for all of the 
results of this publication.  

 
Publication [P7] presents the last version of the XGFT NOC equipped with the 

FDAR version two developed in the project. The operation of the FDAR and the 
fault-tolerant XGFT NOC is presented in this publication from the viewpoint of the 
fault-tolerance and manufacturability. In addition, the performance of the faulty 
XGFTs and the costs of the FDAR system are also estimated. The first author is 
responsible alone for all of the results of this publication.  

1.5 Thesis Outline 
 

The content of this thesis consists of 10 chapters. In Chapter 2 the necessity of 
the Networks-on-Chip and interconnect centric design is argued. Then the current 
state of the art of the NOCs is reviewed briefly with short descriptions of the existing 
NOCs. Chapter 2 presents also a simple classification of the NOCs so as to clarify the 
essence of the XGFTs as a NOC. In Chapter 3 the structure of two XGFT networks is 
presented precisely so that it would be possible to explain later on the operation of the 
new routing algorithms. The content of this chapter is based on publication [P2] and is 
also mostly presented in it. Chapter 4 presents adaptive routing algorithms designed 
for the two aforementioned XGFT NOCs. The content of this chapter is also mostly 
presented in publications [P1][P2] but the presentation is reorganized and rewritten. 
Chapter 4 presents also a classification of the routing algorithms and formal proofs 
which determine the location of the new routing algorithms in the context of the 
classification. Chapter 5 presents the distributed architecture of the switch nodes. This 
presentation covers the operation of the switches. Although the content of this chapter 
is mostly presented already in publications [P3][P4][P5][P7], the description has been 
enlarged to cover large number of new details. Chapter 6 presents in more details the 
Backbone layout scheme which helps to organize the MPSoC on the chips. The 
Backbone has also been presented already earlier in [P3] but not as accurately. Its 
performance and costs have not been estimated earlier either. Chapter 7 presents the 
reference design which is the 2-D mesh and its special modification called full 2-D 
mesh configuration. Most of the content of this chapter has also earlier been presented 
in publication [P6], but the previous description has been enlarged here with a more 
precise description of the fault-tolerant routing. Chapter 8 compares the performance 
of the different routing algorithms and different XGFT configurations. The 
performance of the XGFTs is also compared with that of the 2-D mesh network in this 
chapter. This chapter presents also simple methods which can be used for improving 
the Quality-of-Service of the simple NOCs like the presented XGFTs. Chapter 9 
presents different methods for improving the fault-tolerance of the XGFT and 2-D 
mesh NOCs. These methods include a simple low cost topology transformation which 
doubles the number of different routing paths between processors through the NOC 
[P5]. They include also parity bit checks for enhancing the detection of bit errors. The 
last one of the three methods is the FDAR system [P5][P6][P7], which is able to 
detect and repair the faults on-line. Especially the FDAR version two [P6][P7] makes 
the NOCs on-line reconfigurable systems which are able to perform on-line self-
diagnosis and self-repair. Finally, Chapter 10 presents the main results of this thesis 
and my conclusions.  
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2. Network-on-Chip architectures 
 
The concept of the NOC was developed for solving several problems related with on-
chip communication which require integrated solution [3][5][9], and up till date it has 
been widely adopted by the semiconductor industry. A large number of different 
NOCs have been developed for solving these problems caused partly by new deep 
sub-micron (DSM) VLSI technologies. The first of the two sections of this chapter 
presents shortly the main problems which the NOCs solve and the second section 
presents a simple classification of the NOCs according to their topologies. This 
section reviews also some of the NOCs presented during the last few years.  

2.1 Why Networks-on-Chip? 
 
 As was mentioned above the NOCs are targeted for solving several problems 
related with the on-chip communication of the future SoC circuits. One of these 
problems is the insufficient productivity of the designers which is a consequence of 
the growing systems sizes. This so called productivity gap means that the VLSI 
technologies have more capacity for large SoC circuits than the designers are able to 
utilize in realistic design time. This requires that the abstraction level of the design 
should be raised and in addition, new system level design automation tools and design 
flows must be employed, and the existing design must be reused more extensively. 
The abstraction level can be raised by utilizing new platform based design flows 
which exploit the programmability of the future MPSoC platforms in designing 
different circuit configurations and versions for various purposes in a short time 
[1][3][5][9]. The internal operation of the MPSoC platforms will resemble that of the 
real computer systems and similar programming practices will be used also in 
developing software for them. Furthermore, the same methods which are used for 
inter-processor and inter-process communication in computer and telecommunication 
networks will be used in the MPSoCs. This was already seen as the first real NOC 
named SPIN was introduced in [10]. In SPIN the NOC hardware is implemented as a 
reusable IP block and the network interfaces implement simple protocol stacks.  

One part of the solution is also an efficient reuse of existing design which 
requires that the hardware blocks are designed as reusable IP cores [4]. This makes it 
possible to encapsulate the physical level problems related to on-chip communication 
into one IP core which is the NOC IIP. One of these problems is the large variance of 
the process parameters which will increase the variance of the signalling delays and 
the clock skew on large circuits manufactured with new DSM VLSI technologies [7]. 
The physical level problems like the bad scalability of the wire delays is also one of 
the most important reasons for why shared on-chip buses must be replaced with the 
NOCs. Furthermore, the NOCs will be used for organizing communications on the 
continually growing SoC circuits which may contain several hundreds or thousands of 
communicating blocks in the future. This could not be done with the shared on-chip 
system buses, because they would not allow parallel communication between 
processors and other blocks, and therefore, they would become bottlenecks for the 
system performance even in small SoCs. The NOC IIPs can solve many of these 
problems, because they will be designed to be scalable from various design aspects so 
that they could be reused in different MPSoC platforms.  
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The testing of the future SoC circuits will also be a difficult task owing to the 
increasing number of blocks of the SoCs and growing defect densities. Because 
traditional test methods used with external testers have become insufficient for testing 
large SoCs their processors must be used for implementing self-tests for testing the 
hardware blocks over shared system buses which are used as a part of the test access 
method (TAM) [11][12][13]. Every IP block of the SoCs can be equipped, for 
example, with a test wrapper which is connected to the IP block’s scan chain [13] and 
which the processors can access over the on-chip bus. The processors run test 
software which generates test data, writes the test data to the test wrapper, reads the 
test results from the test wrapper, and analyses the test results. The processors can 
also run self-tests so as to test their circuits. The NOCs will be used in the testing of 
the SoCs like a TAM in a similar way as the shared systems buses have been used 
[14]. It has also been predicted that the NOCs should be self-diagnosable and self-
repairable so that acceptable chip yield and fault-tolerance could be achieved [15]. 
The NOCs contain a lot of redundant resources and minor manufacturing defects can 
not make them unusable, if they have mechanisms for locating and repairing the 
faults. The fault-tolerance of the NOCs is also crucial for the reliable operation of the 
MPSoCs and therefore, the self-repair methods must be used.  

2.2 A simple NOC classification and review 
  

The granularity, i.e. the size and the complexity of the processing nodes, 
affects also the network topology. Although many NOCs are basically targeted to all 
kind of SoCs, it can be argued whether it makes sense to equip individual embedded 
memory blocks or DSP accelerators with network interfaces so that they could 
communicate with all the other IP blocks of the whole SoC. This is because the 
communication infrastructure would become unnecessarily complex and expensive 
with a large number of switch nodes and advanced network interfaces while the 
performance of the NOC would be low. In most of the cases the systems could be 
partitioned into smaller subsystems or processor nodes which have a private local 
memory and which communicate across the NOC with each other. These SoCs could 
resemble, for example, distributed systems [16] where processor nodes run dedicated 
operating system kernels and processes use message passing method for inter-process 
communication. Hence, an unnecessarily small granularity of the communicating 
blocks would complicate also the design of the NOC. Therefore, the granularity of the 
systems should be chosen suitably to avoid implementing too large and complex 
communication infrastructures. The wire delays are also more scalable within the 
subsystems and do not cause problems, because the length of the wiring within the 
subsystems reduces as the logic size reduces. Thus, from this point of view, the future 
SoCs should be generic MPSoC platforms with suitable granularity. For this reason, 
the XGFT NOC was developed for the MPSoCs.  

Communication networks used in computer systems as well as the NOCs can 
be roughly classified to shared medium networks, direct networks, indirect networks, 
and hybrid networks according to how their resources, which  are the network 
interfaces, switch nodes and communication channels, are connected to each other 
and how the communicating processor nodes are connected to the network. Figure 2 
depicts a classification of the NOCs which is based on the differences between the 
topologies and which is approximately similar to that of the computer networks 
presented in [17]. The topology determines many properties of the NOCs like, for 
example, the usable alternative routing algorithms, the scalability, the performance, 
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and the set of possible applications. The shared medium networks are basically on-
chip system buses which are shared by multiple processors. The direct networks are 
composed of nodes which contain one processor and one switch which the processor 
uses for communicating with the other nodes. The number of switches and the 
processors are equal in direct networks. In indirect networks processors are connected 
only to edge switches, and the number of processors can be quite different from the 
number of switches. The hybrid networks may have features of more than one of the 
previously presented network topologies.  
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Figure 2. Classification of Networks-on-Chip 

 
Shared on-chip buses on top of the classification depicted in Figure 2 include 

AMBA [18], and CoreConnect [19] which are supplied as reusable commercial IP 
blocks by different companies. Both of these on-chip bus architectures allow fast 
development and integration of reusable IP cores into SoCs. The problem of the 
shared on-chip buses is their bad scalability for large SoCs. This is because the wires 
become long and wire delays high as the number of blocks connected to the bus 
becomes high, which reduces the operation rate and throughput of the shared buses. 
AMBA is a hierarchical shared bus which is divided by a bridge into system bus 
(ASB) and peripheral (APB) bus. The processor and the main memory are connected 
to the ASB segment of the AMBA and the slower peripheral blocks to the APB 
segment. The ASB is also connected to an external bus interface and a test control 
interface, which makes it possible to test the SoCs and their IP blocks with external 
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testers. CoreConnect is also a hierarchical bus which consists of different segments. 
The Processor Local Bus (PLB) can be connected to one or more processors and the 
On-Chip Peripheral Bus (OPB) connects slower peripheral blocks to the system. The 
PLB can be implemented either as a simple shared bus or as a crossbar which the 
master devices like the processors can arbitrate independently.  

The 2-D meshes are direct networks where every network node consists of one 
processor node and one switch node. The 2-D meshes are strictly orthogonal, because 
their every node has at least one link crossing each dimension. The 2-D mesh 
topology has become the most commonly used choice in NOCs owing to its regular 
topology which allows simple routing and short communication links between 
communicating blocks. The 2-D mesh topology provides also a good reliability with 
multiple routing paths between every pair of two network nodes, which can be 
exploited by adaptive routing algorithms. The problem of the 2-D mesh networks is 
their high diameter, which increases the communication latencies. In addition, there is 
one switch in every network node in the direct networks, which increases their costs. 
SoCBUS [20] and SoCIN [21] are examples of such basic NOCs which have 2-D 
mesh topology. In SoCBUS packets are routed with circuit switching called packet 
connected circuit (PCC). In the PCC routing small routing packets are used to set up 
the connection between the packet source and destination before the payload data is 
transferred. This eliminates the need for buffers and reduces the routing latencies. It is 
also possible to implement Guaranteed Throughput (GT) services with the PCC by 
allowing Best Effort (BE) connections to be torn down if they block connections 
which request the GT service. This may be, however, a time consuming operation if 
the network is congested and the routing path is long. The SoCIN is a pure packet 
switched NOC where wormhole routing technique is used to reduce routing latencies 
and buffer sizes. In SoCIN packets are routed with an ordinary XY-routing, and 
SoCIN can also be used for implementing a 2-D folded torus topology.  
 Nostrum [22] has also a 2-D mesh topology and it provides two traffic classes 
with different Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantees. The Best-Effort (BE) service 
class is used with datagrams for message passing communication. Its benefits are its 
low set-up time of connections and its ability to cope with network congestions and 
failure situations. The other one is Guaranteed Bandwidth (GB) service class. In 
Nostrum packets consist of only one FLIT and the routing method is a deflection 
routing. In deflection routing the switches may misroute the packets through free 
output ports, if the requested port is reserved. For this reason, the packets leave the 
switches immediately after they have arrived, because the number of arrived packets 
is the same as the number of the output ports. Therefore, the packets need not be 
stored into buffers for a longer time than at most one clock cycle either. The usage of 
the deflection routing makes it possible to time-division-multiplex (TDM) the 
switches for GB virtual channels (VC) by dividing the network into two temporally 
disjoint networks (TDN). The GB packets called containers are routed 
deterministically along the VCs and the BE packets give way to them, if the packets 
would be routed through the same output ports. This ensures that the routing latencies 
of the GB packets are always directly proportional to the distance between the source 
and the destination and do not vary randomly. The routes of the VCs are determined 
at the design time, but the bandwidth can be reserved dynamically during run time.  
 Another direct network topology is Octagon [23] where network nodes and 
bidirectional links between the adjacent nodes form a ring. In Octagon the nodes in 
the opposite sides of the ring are also connected to each other with bidirectional links. 
As the number of communicating nodes exceeds eight the nodes are arranged into two 
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or more rings which have common nodes which operate as bridges. The advantage of 
the Octagon is a low diameter and its disadvantage is the high length of the longest 
links. The direct networks could also have an irregular topology optimized for some 
application, although such an example is not presented here.  
 Different SoC applications produce different traffic patterns and require 
different performances. For this reason, the NOCs should be scalable also for varying 
performance requirements in addition to the different system sizes. The topologies of 
the indirect networks can be more easily optimized for some particular application 
than those of the direct networks, because the number of switch nodes can be chosen 
independently of the number of processors connected to the network. Therefore, they 
are more suitable for MPSoCs from this perspective. SPIN has a fat tree topology [10] 
which is a bidirectional multi-stage interconnection network (BMIN). It is a pure 
packet switch NOC where wormhole routing technique is used. It can be scaled for 
different system sizes which are equal to exponents of number two, and it routes 
packets with adaptive Turnaround routing [17]. Another NOC which also has an 
indirect topology is the XGFT [P1][P2] which is presented in the next chapters of this 
thesis. The XGFT has evolved from the fat trees and it has a superior scalability for 
different systems sizes, performance, and fault-tolerance compared to that of the fat 
trees. This is because the number of switches of its different switch stages as well as 
the number of its leaf processor nodes can be changed quite arbitrarily.  

Irregular indirect topologies where the degrees of switch nodes can be chosen 
independently of the degrees of the other switch nodes allow even more optimized 
NOC implementations. XPipes [24] is a library of soft components which can be used 
for implementing customized NOCs with irregular indirect topology for SoCs which 
contain general-purpose programmable processors, DSPs, hardware accelerators, 
memory blocks, I/O blocks etc. It consists of soft macros of network interfaces, 
switches and switch-to-switch links and it is targeted for interconnect centric design 
flows where pre-designed and pre-verified intellectual property (IP) blocks are 
integrated into an interconnect-centric system architecture. Since basically most of the 
SoCs integrate a heterogeneous set of specialised components, Xpipes allows the 
usage of irregular highly optimized network topology to be customised for every 
application individually. For example, three different network configurations for 
MPEG4 decoder implemented with XPipes are presented in [24]. Different network 
configurations consist of different number of switch nodes, and the degree of the 
switches may be different even in the same network configuration. The power 
consumptions, silicon areas, and routing latencies of the network configurations are 
also different, which illustrates how the networks can be optimised. Despite the 
irregularity of practical network topologies aimed at the SoCs to be composed of 
heterogeneous components, the Xpipes could also be used for generating, for 
example, 2-D mesh-networks depending on the application. The application can be 
presented as a core graph the vertices of which are the communicating components of 
the system. The edges of the core graph are annotated with the communication 
bandwidth between the components. The NOC design flow based on the usage of 
XpipesCompiler reads among the other things the core graph as an input and 
generates a high-level SoC floorplan which includes the communicating blocks, the 
switch nodes and the communication links. The routing is source routing with look-up 
tables which are also generated by the XpipesCompiler for every switch node 
separately.  

Ǽthereal [25] is another NOC which can be flexibly configured for different 
applications and which can be used for implementing NOCs with irregular indirect 
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topologies. It provides separate classes for best-effort (BE) and guaranteed services 
(GS) traffic. The BE (best-effort) traffic is routed through the NOC like in other 
networks with conventional wormhole routing, whereas the GS traffic is routed by 
pipelined time-division-multiplexed circuit switching. In one of the configurations 
every switch node also consists of two separate switches for switching GS and BE 
traffic and forms a combined GS-BE-switch. The GS switches have slot tables which 
map output ports to input ports for every time slot. All of the switch nodes use the 
same fixed-duration time slot and their operation must be synchronized. This can be 
done by using the same centralized synchronous clock in every switch node. 
Alternatively the synchronization can be based on tokens which output ports generate 
and send to input ports within the same switch node so as to indicate that they can 
receive more FLITs. The slot tables are configured with SetUp-packets which are 
routed like BE packets with deterministic source routing downstream to the 
destination along the same routing path as the data will be routed after configuration. 
As the SetUp-packet finally arrives at the destination, the destination sends an 
AckSetUp-packet upstream to inform the source node of the successful configuration. 
If the configuration fails in one of the switch nodes, this node drops the SetUp-packet 
and sends a TearDown-packet upstream to tear down the partial connections. The slot 
tables could also be configured in a centralized manner. Generally speaking, the 
Ǽthereal is probably the most advanced NOC presented up till now, but it requires 
also quite complex design flow, which may be a disadvantage.  
 The last class consists of such hybrid NOCs which combine features of the 
NOCs of the other classes. This class includes PROTEO [26], which has a 
hierarchical ring topology but which has also features of irregular indirect networks. 
Originally PROTEO was presented as a library of components which could be used 
for implementing NOCs with different topologies. This has been a challenging task 
and practical PROTEO implementations have resembled more hierarchical ring 
networks. Like the PROTEO NOC, HIBI [27] (Heterogeneous IP Block 
Interconnection) was also developed at Tampere University of Technology. It has 
hierarchical bus topology where distinct bus segments are connected by bridges to 
each other. Processors and other blocks are connected to the bus segments. HIBI is 
very economic and efficient interconnection network, but it is probably not able to 
produce sufficient performance in MPSoCs which contain hundreds of processor 
nodes. This class includes also a full 2-D mesh configuration [P6] which is basically a 
2-D mesh. This is because it combines features of both the direct networks and the 
indirect networks. In the full 2-D mesh configuration all of the ports of the switch 
nodes also in the edges of network can be used for connecting processors to the 
network. This modified 2-D mesh topology needs a new routing algorithm named 
Fault-Tolerant Dimension-Order-Routing (FTDOR) so that the processors in the 
edges would be able to communicate with all of the other processors. It is presented in 
more details in Chapter 7.  
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3. Recursive XGFT architecture 
 
Unidirectional Multistage Interconnection Networks (MIN) consist of two or more 
switch stages which are connected to each other with unidirectional communication 
channels. Figure 3 below depicts a unidirectional MIN where switch nodes drawn 
with large white boxes are connected to the switches of the next switch stage with 
unidirectional communication channels drawn with black and grey arrows. The 
arrows within the boxes show the direction of the traffic. The input and output ports 
of the processors’ network interfaces are drawn with eight small white boxes marked 
with P0 to P7 on the left and on the right edges of the network respectively. In this 
special unidirectional MIN the switches of different switch stages on the left side of 
the vertical dashed line are connected also with additional longer channels to the 
switches on the right side of the vertical dashed line. These connections are drawn 
with dashed black arrows.  
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Figure 3. An unidirectional Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN). 
  

The unidirectional MIN depicted in Figure 3 can be transformed to a one-sided 
BMIN by folding the right side of the network on the left side along the line drawn 
with vertical dashed line. The result is depicted in Figure 4 where switches consist of 
two halves and where the black arrows depict communication channels which route 
packet rightwards in the network and the grey arrows depict channels which route 
packets leftwards in Figure 3. Respectively, the switch halves marked with thick black 
arrows route packet rightwards and switches marked with thick grey arrows route 
them leftwards. The network in Figure 4 is also a small eXtended Generalized Fat 
Tree (XGFT(2,2,4,2,2)) implemented with dual-switch nodes which will be presented 
later. The switch halves marked with thick black arrows are further connected to the 
switch halves marked with thick grey arrows like in Figure 3 although the dashed 
arrows are not shown in Figure 4 any more. The switch halves are called up-routing 
and down-routing switches respectively in the following text, and the dashed arrows 
are called Turn-Back (TB) channels, since they can be used for switching the packets 
towards their destination from the nearest common ancestors as will be explained 
later. The naming of these items does not work properly in these figures, since the 
MINs are presented horizontally, but in the following sections it works as the MINs 
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are presented vertically. One of the advantages of the BMIN in Figure 4 is that its 
switches, channels, and interfaces can be placed locally to the same places, which can 
be exploited in designing area efficient circuit layouts. For example, both of the 
switch halves can be placed near to each other, both of the channels of the 
bidirectional links can be routed side by side from one switch to another, and input 
and output ports of each processor node can be placed side by side into the same place 
without extra wiring.  
 

 
P0 
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P2 

P3 
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P5 

P6 

P7 
 

Figure 4. A one-sided Bidirectional Multistage Interconnection Network (BMIN) 
achieved from the MIN by folding the other half of the MIN back and by combining 
the switch nodes.  

  
The first of the following sections presents how the XGFTs have evolved from 

the Fat Trees and the next section presents the structure of the switch nodes. The two 
last sections present how the XGFTs can be generated recursively and how their 
topology could be optimized.  

3.1 The evolution of the XGFT topology 
  

The XGFTs have evolved from the Fat Tree which was first presented by C. 
Leiserson [28]. The Fat Tree network topology has successfully been used in 
supercomputers like Connection Machine CM-5 [29], Meiko CS-2 [30], and IBM 
RS/6000 SP [31] although Leiserson developed it originally for VLSI circuit 
implementations. In the original Fat Tree the switch nodes become larger towards the 
root which is on top of the network, and the degree of the switch nodes is different at 
different switch stages. A two-dimensional projection of the original Fat Tree is 
depicted in Figure 5 where the black squares are the leaf processor nodes and the 
white blocks are switch nodes. As one can see, it has actually a binary (2-ary) tree 
topology. The links between the switch nodes are depicted with grey rectangular 
blocks in Figure 5. They are bidirectional and the number of the channels within them 
is higher on top of the Fat Tree near the root than on the bottom near the processor 
leaf nodes. The switches have bidirectional ports for connecting to their left and right 
child switch nodes, to their parent switch node, and to the processors. As the packets 
are routed from the source processors to the destinations, they are routed upwards 
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until they arrive at the nearest common ancestors of both the source and the 
destination processors nodes from which they are routed downwards to their 
destinations.  

The height of the Fat Tree can be reduced by increasing the degree of its 
switch nodes which is the number of their ports. The Fat Tree in Figure 5 has six 
switch stages and if, for example, the switches of the two topmost switch stages are 
combined to one larger switch, the height of the Fat Tree can be reduced by one 
switch stage. If this same is repeated recursively through switch stages one and two, 
and switch stages three and four similarly, the height of the network can be reduced 
by two more switch stages. The result is show in Figure 6 which depicts a 4-ary 
butterfly Fat Tree where all of the switch stages are implemented with several small 
switch nodes of the same degree instead of few large switch nodes.  
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Figure 5. H-tree layout of the original Fat Tree with 64 leaf processor nodes. 

 
The communication networks of the supercomputers were implemented with 

distinct switches of the same degree like in Figure 6 which depicts a 4-ary Fat Tree 
where black small boxes are the leaf processor nodes and the white numbered boxes 
are the switch nodes. The numbering of the switch nodes shows the switch stage 
which the switch nodes belong to, and every switch stage combines two switch stages 
of the original 2-ary Fat Tree depicted in Figure 5 as was explained earlier. The height 
of the network is determined by the number of the processor leaf nodes and the 
number of the ports which can be used for connecting the switch nodes to their child 
switch nodes. For example, the height of the 4-ary Fat Tree is Log464 = 3. In the 4-ary 
Fat Tree depicted in Figure 6 the switches have only two ports usable for connecting 
to their parent switch nodes and, for this reason, the total number of switches is 
smaller in the upper switch stages than in the lower switch stages. If every switch 
node would have four ports for connecting to their parents, the number of the switches 
in every switch stage would be 16, which would improve the performance of the 
network. Unfortunately, this would also increase its area. In VLSI circuits the number 
of parents of the switch nodes could also be three or five as well, but in 
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supercomputers which used the Fat Tree interconnection network, it was usually two 
probably so that the number of switches and wiring would not have grown high. The 
number of the child nodes is determined by routing, because it is easier to handle the 
output port numbers if the number of output ports is equal to 2k for some integer k 
which is usually equal to one, two, or three.  
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Figure 6. The H-layout of the 4-ary butterfly Fat Tree with tree switch stages and 
64 processor leaf nodes.  

 
Fat Trees have a logarithmic diameter, which is a maximum distance between 

any two processors of the system, and scalable bisection width, which is the minimum 
number of links whose removal splits the network into two halves of equal size. As 
the diameter is a logarithmic function of the system size the communication latencies 
are smaller than in such networks where the diameter is a linear function of the 
system size like in the 2-D mesh networks. The scalable bisection width affects the 
scalability of the system’s fault-tolerance and performance. The disadvantage of the 
2-ary Fat Trees is that the possible system size depends on the degree of the switch 
nodes and it can be 2h where h is the height of the Fat Tree. This is partly because the 
traditional H-tree layout of the systems’ does not allow any other degrees than those 
of the powers of number two.  

The Fat Tree’s evolved to the Generalized Fat Trees (GFT) [32] and Least 
Common Ancestor (LCA) [33] networks which are actually just different forms of the 
Fat Trees. In these networks the number of the children of the switch nodes can be 
different from the numbers 2k and the permutations of the connections between the 
switches of the successive switch stages are different from those of the earlier 
presented Fat Trees. However, they are constructed from switches of the same degree, 
which makes them less scalable than the eXtended Generalized Fat Trees (XGFT). 
The XGFT was originally developed for solving the problem of the weak scalability 
of the Fat Tree [32] and it has better scalability for different system sizes and different 
performance requirements. Additionally, its diameter and communication latencies 
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can be scaled, because its height can be changed. Its better scalability can also be 
exploited in improving the fault-tolerance of the MPSoCs.  

The XGFTs are hierarchical BMINs where switch nodes in different switch 
stages can have different number of ports. Originally the XGFT of height h was 
defined as a tuple XGFT(h, m1, m2,…, mh, w1, w2,…, wh) where each node in stage i 
(0 ≤ i ≤ h-1) has wi+1 parent nodes and each node in stage i (1 ≤ i ≤ h) has mi child 
nodes [32]. In this network processor leaf nodes are in stage zero (i = 0).  They can be 
connected to more than one switch node of the lowest switch stage (i = 1) and every 
network interface of the same processor would have the same network address. The 
XGFTs can alternatively be redefined as a tuple XGFT(h, m1, m2,…, mh, w1, w2,…, 
wh) where switch nodes in stage i (1 ≤ i ≤ h) have been connected to mi child nodes 
and wi parent nodes with bi-directional links [P2]. According to this new definition 
processors are connected to the switch nodes of the lowest switch stage, which is the 
switch stage one. The height h, which is the number of switch stages, and numbers mi 
and wi specify unambiguously the topology of the XGFT. Although this is a slightly 
different definition, it still defines almost exactly the same network topology. The 
only difference is that according to the new definition the processor leaf nodes can 
have only one network interface and they can be connected to only one switch node of 
the lowest switch stage. This property does not limit the usability of the redefined 
XGFT in any way, because processor nodes of the MPSoCs do not usually have more 
than only one network interface. Additionally, if they need more than one network 
interface, they can be inserted freely and connected to any of the switches of the 
lowest switch stage.  

In the XGFTs the switch nodes of different switch stages can be of different 
degrees but the switches of the same switch stage must have the same degree. Figure 
7 A depicts XGFT(3, 4, 3, 5, 2, 2, 2) which has three switch stages and 60 leaf nodes. 
The switch nodes are drawn with large white squares and the processor leaf nodes 
with small black squares. The links between the nodes are bidirectional. This network 
could be implemented similarly to the network depicted in Figure 4 by connecting at 
first two unidirectional MINs back-to-back like in Figure 3 and by folding the right 
half of the network on the left half. The numbering of the switches in different switch 
stages of the network shows the stage numbers from one to three. The overall number 
of leaf processor nodes can be expressed as the product m1 × m2 × … × mh of the 
numbers of children of the switch nodes of the different switch stages. For example, 
the number of leaves of the XGFT(3, 4, 3, 5, 2, 2, 2) is 4 × 3 × 5 = 60. It is assumed 
that the leaves are numbered from left to right in ascending order in such a way that 
the leftmost leaf has address zero and the rightmost leaf has address m1 × m2 × … × 
mh - 1 like Figure 7 A illustrates.  

Different XGFT topologies can be generated by changing the values of 
parameters mi, wi, (1 ≤ i ≤ h) and the height h of the XGFT. Figure 7 B on the right 
illustrates how the topology of the XGFT in Figure 7 A could be changed. The 
XGFT(3, 4, 3, 5, 3, 1, 2) in Figure 7 B has still 60 leaf nodes, but the number of 
switches in stage two has been increased in order to increase the amount of routing 
resources for local traffic within the five sub-XGFT(2, 4, 3, 2, 2)s of height two. At 
the same time the number of topmost switches connecting the sub-XGFTs of height 
two has been decreased from four to three, because the network traffic has become 
more local and smaller proportion of the traffic is routed through them. Generally 
speaking, the network on the right has more routing capacity for local so called cluster 
traffic than the network on the left. Additionally, it has more redundant routing 
resources in its switch stage two, which makes its sub-XGFTs more fault-tolerant. 
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This simple example illustrates how XGFTs could be suitably constructed for various 
applications which produce different network traffic. It would also be possible to 
scale these networks for higher number of processors simply by increasing the degree 
of the switch nodes. If, for example, the number of children of the switches belonging 
to the lowest switch stage would be increased from four to six the system size would 
grow from 60 to 90. The networks could also be made higher or flatter. For example, 
XGFT(2, 10, 6, 3, 3) with two switch stages and XGFT(4, 5, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2) with 
four switch stages have also 60 leaf processor nodes.  

Different XGFT configurations produce different performances. In the flatter 
networks the number of hops between processors is smaller, which reduces the 
routing latencies, but the communication links between the switches may also be 
much longer, which increases the wire delays. The higher networks have higher 
diameter, which increases the communication latencies, but the communication links 
may be shorter, which reduces the wire delays. The communication links can also be 
pipelined in order to reduce the wire delays, which makes it possible to choose the 
topology more freely. In the XGFTs routing resources, which are the switches and the 
communication links, can be inserted to where they are needed most, which is an 
advantage. This makes the XGFTs suitable for various SoC implementations and 
superior to the original Fat Tree.  
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Figure 7. XGFT(3, 4, 3, 5, 2, 2, 2) (A) and XGFT(3, 4, 3, 5, 3, 1, 2) (B). 

  

3.2 The structure of the switch nodes 
 
In XGFTs the switch nodes are connected to each other with bi-directional 

links which consist of two unidirectional channels for transferring data to opposite 
directions. Switch nodes are connected to their parent nodes through bi-directional P-
ports and to their child nodes through bi-directional C-ports. Each of the bi-directional 
P-ports consists of a pair of unidirectional input PDR-port and output PUR-port, and 
each of the bi-directional C-ports consists of a pair of unidirectional CUR-port and 
CDR-port. This is illustrated in Figure 8 which depicts a top-level model of the switch 
nodes. The numbering of the bi-directional P and C ports shows which parent and 
child nodes these ports are connected to. The index numbers are within value ranges 
from 0 to wi-1 and from 0 to mi-1 respectively (1 ≤ i ≤ h). For example, switches send 
packets to parent number zero through PUR[0]-port, and receive packets from it 
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through PDR[0]-port. They receive packets respectively from child node number three 
through CUR[3]-ports, and send packets to it through CDR[3]-port.  

 
PUR[0] PUR[1] PUR[wk-1] PDR[0] PDR[1] PDR[wk-1] 
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Figure 8. The high-abstraction level architecture of the switch nodes. 

 
The XGFTs can be implemented with different switch nodes, which are 

depicted in Figure 9 A and Figure 9 B [P2]. Figure 9 A depicts a dual-switch node 
which has been constructed from two separate switch blocks like previously. The 
switch block on the left routes packets upwards in the network and the switch block 
on the right routes them downwards. These switch blocks are called up-routing and 
down-routing switches respectively according to their function. The up-routing switch 
is connected to the down-routing switch with one or more unidirectional channels 
named turn-back (TB) channels which are used for routing packets from the up-
routing switch to the down-routing switch. Within the switch blocks the input port 
blocks (IP) are connected to the output port bocks (OP) through crossbars (CB). In the 
topmost switch stage the number of connections between the up-routing and down-
routing switches can be increased easily by connecting free PUR-ports to free PDR-
ports, which improves the performance of the XGFT. Although in Figure 7 A and 
Figure 7 B these connections have been drawn with extra links between different 
topmost switch nodes, it is also possible to connect the PUR-ports and the PDR-ports of 
the same topmost switch nodes. The dual-switch nodes make it possible to implement 
the down-routing and up-routing networks with different switches and place and route 
these network quite independently. The switch halves are also simple and small as a 
consequence of which the internal wires of the switch blocks are short and wire delays 
low. This technique resembles dimension-slicing which is used for dividing the switch 
nodes of the 2-D mesh networks into smaller ones [34]. As was mentioned earlier the 
XGFT depicted in Figure 4 is also implemented with dual-switch nodes.  

A different XGFT implementation can be achieved if the up-routing and 
down-routing networks are combined into one bidirectional network by replacing the 
dual-switch nodes with larger mega-switches where input CUR-ports are connected 
directly to output CDR-ports within one switch for switching packets downwards from 
the nearest common ancestors. Figure 9 B depicts a mega-switch node where input 
ports are connected directly to all of the appropriate output ports over one crossbar 
(CB) within one switch block. Owing to these direct connections from input ports to 
output ports the extra links would be useless on top of the networks constructed from 
mega-switches. For this reason, the topmost root switches of such networks could be 
implemented without the PUR and PDR-ports. Because XGFTs constructed from dual-
switch nodes and mega-switch nodes are actually two different networks, they need 
also different routing algorithms like TBWP and TB in order to work properly and to 
produce good performances. Routing algorithms will be presented in more details in 
Chapter 4.  
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Figure 9. The architecture of the dual-switch (A) and the mega-switch nodes (B).  

 

3.3 The recursive generation of the modified XGFT topology 
 
The XGFTs can be generated top-down recursively [P2]. The recursive 

generation is started from the top of the XGFT(h, m1, m2,…, mh, w1, w2,…, wh) of 
height h, and continued in the similar way within each of its sub-XGFT(L, m1, m2,…, 
mL, w1, w2,…, wL)s of height L (1 ≤ L ≤ h - 1) until finally within sub-XGFT(1, m1, 
w1)s of height one only one switch is generated. The generation proceeds stage by 
stage through the whole XGFT. In other words, the topmost root switches of the 
XGFTs of height h are generated at first. In the next step sub-XGFTs of height h-1 are 
generated and connected to the root switches. After this the generation continues 
recursively within each of the sub-XGFTs of height h-1 etc.  

Connections between the switch nodes in stage L (1 ≤ L ≤ h) and sub-XGFTs 
of height L-1 follow certain rules. Firstly, each of the root switch nodes is connected 
to all of the sub-XGFTs, and secondly, each of the sub-XGFTs is connected to all of 
the root switch nodes.  For example, there are four topmost root switches in stage 
three, and five sub-XGFT(2, 4, 3, 2, 2)s of height two in the XGFT(3, 4, 3, 5, 2, 2, 2) 
depicted in Figure 7 A. All of the root switches are connected to all of the sub-XGFTs 
and all of the sub-XGFTs are connected to all of the root switch nodes like Figure 7 A 
illustrates. The following two simple rules define more precisely how the connections 
between the root switches of the sub-XGFT of height L and the sub-XGFTs of height 
L-1 are generated within sub-XGFT of height L [P2]. In these rules parameter RL = w1 
× w2 × … × wL-1 is the number of the root switch nodes of the sub-XGFT of height L. 
and parameter mL is the number of sub-XGFTs of height L-1.  
 
1. Up-routing port PUR[j][i] (0 ≤ i ≤ RL-1) of sub-XGFT j (0 ≤ j ≤ mL-1) of height L-1 

is connected to port CUR[i][j] (0 ≤ j ≤ mL-1) of switch i (0 ≤ i ≤ RL-1) in stage L. 
2. Down-routing port CDR[i][j] (0 ≤ j ≤ mL-1) of the root switch i (0 ≤ i ≤ RL-1) in 

stage L is connected to port PDR[j][i] (0 ≤ i ≤ RL-1) of sub-XGFT j (0 ≤ j ≤ mL-1) 
of height L-1.  

 
The connections between the topmost root switch nodes of the sub-XGFT of 

height L (1 ≤ L ≤ h) and its sub-XGFTs of height L-1 are depicted in Figure 10. Small 
white squares are switch nodes and larger white oblongs are sub-XGFTs of height L 
and L-1. Like Figure 10 depicts all of the topmost switches of the sub-XGFT of height 
L are connected to all of the sub-XGFTs of height L-1 through their C-ports. 
Respectively, the topmost switches of each of the sub-XGFT of height L-1 are 
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connected to the all of the topmost root switches of the sub-XGFT of height L through 
their P-ports. This can be expressed also more precisely with two simple rules.  

 
1. The topmost switch node i (0 ≤ i ≤ w1 × w2 × … × wL-2-1) of sub-XGFT j (0 ≤ j ≤ 

mL-1) of height L-1 is connected through its PUR[l]-port (0 ≤ l ≤ wL-1-1) to the 
CUR[j]-port of the topmost switch node k = i × wL-1 + l (i × wL-1 ≤ k ≤ (i+1) × wL-1-
1) of the sub-XGFT of height L.  

2. The topmost switch node k (0 ≤ k ≤ w1 × w2 × … × wL-1-1) of sub-XGFT of height 
L is connected through its CDR[j]-port (0 ≤ j ≤ mL-1) to the PDR[l]-port (0 ≤ l ≤ wL-

1-1,  l = k MOD wL-1) of the topmost switch node i = k DIV wL-1 of the sub-XGFT 
j (0 ≤ j ≤ mL-1) of height L-1.  
 
Fat trees and XGFTs can be generated top-down recursively with the above 

generation rules with hardware description languages like VHDL which can also be 
used for generating recursive structures [35]. The bi-directional C-ports of the 
switches in the lowest switch stage of the sub-XGFTs are connected to the bi-
directional C-ports of the XGFT within appropriate index ranges. If, for example, the 
height of the sub-XGFT is L (1 ≤ L ≤ h - 1) and its ordinal number is p (0 ≤ p ≤ mh × 
mh-1 × … × mL+1 - 1), its C-ports are connected to XGFT’s C-ports within index range 
from p × mL × mL-1 × … × m1 to (p+1) × mL × mL-1 × … × m1-1. The leaf processor 
nodes are connected to the XGFT through these C-ports. The P-ports of the sub-
XGFTs are the P-ports of its topmost root switch nodes which are connected to the C-
ports of the next upper switch stage according to the generation rules like Figure 10 
depicts.   

 

 

0 wL-1 2×wL-1 (w1×w2×…×wL-2-1)×wL-1wL-1-1 2×wL-1-1 3×wL-1-1 

L-1 

L 

w1×w2×…×wL-2×wL-1-1

10 mL-1 

 
Figure 10. Link connections between successive switch stages of the XGFTs.  

 

3.4 Generating an optimal XGFT topology 
 

The XGFT topology can also be optimized for application specific platforms. The 
optimization of the XGFT topology for some particular application or a group of 
applications requires knowledge of the software processes of the applications. These 
processes could be characterized by how much they need memory space and 
computing power. Additionally, it must be known which processes communicate with 
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each other and how much they need bandwidth for this purpose. From the point of 
view of the digital systems design the communicating processes should be mapped to 
processors which are as near to each other as possible in order to minimize the 
amount of hardware resources needed for the communication [36]. The distance 
between processes is the shortest, if the processes are run by the same processor. It is 
also short if the processes are run by processors which are leaves of the same sub-
XGFTs. Hence, the average communication distance between the processes can be 
minimized by partitioning the processes in such a way the processes of the same 
application are mapped to the processor leaf nodes of the same sub-XGFTs. This 
minimizes also the amount of resources needed for communication assuming that the 
processes use most of the bandwidth for communication with the other processes of 
the same application. Simulation results, which will be presented later, show that as 
the traffic pattern becomes more local the performance of the XGFTs improves. The 
same simulation results show also that XGFTs which have less switches in their upper 
switch stages can achieve equally good performance with larger XGFTs with local 
traffic patterns [P2][P3]. In addition, simulations with different NOC topologies have 
shown that the NOCs consume considerably less power with local cluster traffic than 
with random traffic [37]. This is because the packets must be transferred through 
smaller number of switches and communication channels, if the distance between 
processes is small. Finally, in real application all of the processes do not necessarily 
communicate with all the other processes randomly with different bandwidths like in 
simulations, but only a few processes send and receive data between applications 
while most of the traffic is transmitted between processes of the same applications, 
which will make optimization an even easier task. On the other hand, it may 
sometimes be possible to parallelize the execution of the applications by dividing 
them into as many small processes as possible, which would produce traffic patterns 
similar to those used in the simulations.  

The total number of processor leaf nodes is determined by the computing 
performance required by the processes. On the other hand, because the silicon areas of 
the processor leaf nodes should be approximately equal to achieve as regular circuit 
layout as possible and because the processes have different memory space 
requirements, it may become necessary to construct the system with higher number of 
processor leaf nodes. In addition, processes will also have quite different 
communication bandwidth requirements and if the capacity of the sub-XGFTs is not 
sufficient, the number of sub-XGFTs must be increased or the sub-XGFTs must be 
enlarged with additional routing resources. Furthermore, some of the switches of the 
lowest switch stage can also be connected to a smaller number of processor nodes 
than the maximum possible would allow like Figure 11 illustrates while some of the 
processors connected to the switches of the lowest switch stage could be replaced 
with smaller switches. This shows how the XGFTs could be tailored to such MPSoCs 
which are built of processor nodes of different sizes and which may have quite 
irregular architectures. Applications can be modelled as Kahn process networks [38] 
where processes use message passing method for inter-process communication. 
Because processes can be mapped to processors in multiple different ways and every 
mapping produces a different traffic pattern, it is necessary to benchmark the XGFT 
so as to ensure that it produces the required performance including throughput, 
latency, and fault-tolerance for some particular process mapping [39].  
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Figure 11. Optimized XGFT(3,4,3,5,2,2,4).  
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4. Routing in the XGFTs 
 
Routing is a process which is performed by every switch node of the network to every 
packet that arrives at them. It determines the routing paths along which the packets 
traverse the network from their source processor nodes to their destinations. Because 
the routing path selection affects the performance of the network, the design of the 
routing algorithms is one of the most important tasks of the Network-on-Chip (NOC) 
design. There are several aspects that must be taken into consideration in the design of 
the routing algorithms and the first two sections of this chapter present a classification 
and general requirements of routing algorithms to be used in the NOCs. After this two 
adaptive routing algorithms named Turn-Back (TB) and Turn-Back-When-Possible 
(TBWP) [P1][P2] designed for XGFTs are presented. This chapter presents also an 
address space encoding which is used for simplifying the operation and 
implementation of the adaptive TB and TBWP routing, and explains why these 
routing algorithms route packets correctly through the XGFTs. Its last two sections 
present a deterministic shortest path routing for the XGFTs and prove that the 
presented routing algorithms are deadlock-free, livelock-free and starvation-free.  

4.1 Classification of routing algorithms  
 

 Routing algorithms have several features which differentiate them and make 
them more or less suitable for some particular applications or superior to other routing 
algorithms. These features include among the other things their implementation 
technique and their ability to adapt routing decisions to different traffic conditions. 
Figure 12 depicts a classification of routing algorithms which is partly borrowed from 
[17] and [34] where it is presented slightly differently. In this classification the 
topmost differentiating property is the place where the routing decisions are made. 
The routing decisions can be done at the packet sources before the packets are 
transmitted to the network (Source Routing). In this case packets must carry the 
routing information and the network nodes route the packets according to this 
information along predetermined routing paths. Alternatively, the routing decision 
function can also be distributed to network nodes (Distributed Routing) which make 
the routing decisions as the packets traverse the network. In a hybrid scheme routing 
is performed in multiple phases (Multiphase Routing). The packet sources determine 
intermediate nodes through which the packets are routed, but the routing decisions are 
done in a distributed manner. 
   The routing decision functions can be implemented either with lookup-tables 
(Table-lookup Routing) or with arithmetic operations (Arithmetic Routing). Usually 
Table-lookup Routing is used with irregular network topologies and Arithmetic 
Routing with regular network topologies. This is because it would be quite impossible 
to compute the routing decisions for irregular network topologies with simple 
arithmetic operations, because routing requires the knowledge of the network 
topology and the location of different addresses. The look-up tables can be placed at 
the packet sources or they can be distributed to the network nodes. In regular network 
topologies, where connections between nodes follow strict rules, it is possible to 
express the routing decision functions with simple mathematical formulas. This is an 
advantage of the regular topologies, because routing tables of larger networks 
consume usually a lot of hardware resources if they must be placed at every network 
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node which performs routing. Arithmetic routing is usually also faster than the table-
lookup routing and the usage of the routing tables may also cause an extra delay for 
the routing. Like the table-lookup routing the arithmetic routing can also be 
performed at the packet sources or it can be performed in a distributed fashion in the 
network nodes along the routing paths.  

The routing algorithms can also be classified as either deterministic or 
adaptive routing algorithms depending on whether they are able to adapt their routing 
decisions to the network state. The networks can be, for example, locally faulty or 
congested. In this case adaptive routing algorithms are able to take this into 
consideration and find more suitable alternative routing paths for packets in order to 
route them around these regions. This improves their fault tolerance and performance, 
because they are also able to balance traffic loads in the networks. In deterministic 
routing the packets are routed always along the same routing path between some 
particular source and destination nodes, and therefore, deterministic routing is not 
basically able to adapt its operation to exceptional situations. The deterministic 
routing could also be used with Multiphase Routing. For example, in oblivious 
routing [34][40] the intermediate nodes can be chosen either randomly to balance the 
traffic loads of some nonuniform traffic patterns or they can be chosen suitably to 
avoid routing packets via faulty network regions. In addition, it would also be 
possible to use adaptive source routing to balance traffic load, but this would be 
possible only if the traffic conditions change slowly. This would also require a 
feedback mechanism so that the packet sources could get information of the changing 
traffic conditions from the network and would be able to choose suitable routing paths 
for the packets.  
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Figure 12. Modified classification of routing algorithms [17]. 

 
The original TBWP routing algorithm, which does routing decisions based on 

arithmetic computations at the switch nodes, implements a distributed adaptive 
arithmetic routing according to the above classification. In true Networks-on-Chip 
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realizations the TBWP will be used with encoded addresses which are either stored 
into indexed lookup tables called address translation tables or computed by the 
processors at the packet sources. The hardware realization of the TBWP can be 
classified to a distributed adaptive arithmetic routing algorithm, because the encoded 
addresses are also just addresses and the switch nodes do routing decisions based on 
simple comparison operations. The encoding just adds to the addresses routing 
information which allows simpler implementation of the routing decision functions 
which are distributed to the switch nodes. Similarly the TB routing can also be 
classified to a distributed adaptive arithmetic routing algorithm. The knowledge of the 
regular topology of the XGFTs is also exploited by both of these routing algorithms.  

The adaptive routing can be further classified to progressive and backtracking 
routing. In progressive routing the packets are moved only forward in the networks, 
whereas in backtracking routing the packets can also backtrack. In progressive routing 
the packet payload follows usually immediately its header which carries routing 
information and reserves routing resources for the packets. In backtracking routing the 
header is usually moved ahead of the rest of the packet so that only the header must 
be backtracking as it becomes necessary. This is because otherwise the 
implementation of the network nodes would become much more complex. 
Backtracking routing can be used for implementing fault-tolerant routing protocols, 
which use packet headers for probing the network a couple of hops ahead of the 
packets so as to find the faults before the packets are routed forward.  

In profitable routing the packets are routed forward along such channels which 
bring them closer to their destinations, whereas misrouting algorithms may also 
choose other paths for routing the packets forward. The profitable routing algorithms 
are also called minimal routing algorithms, which use always one of the shortest paths 
for routing. Misrouting algorithms are also called nonminimal, because they may also 
use other paths than the shortest paths. In addition to fault-tolerant routing the 
misrouting technique can also be used as a deadlock avoidance or elimination method. 
Finally, the adaptive routing algorithms can be either fully adaptive or partially 
adaptive depending on whether they are able to use all of the possible routing paths 
for routing the packets to the destinations or not. According to this later part of the 
classification the TBWP is also a progressive misrouting fully adaptive routing 
algorithm. This is evident if the XGFT constructed from the dual-switch nodes is 
folded open like the one depicted in Figure 3. It is also able to use all of the switch 
stages and suitable routing paths for routing the packets through the network. The TB 
is progressive and profitable, but only partially adaptive routing algorithm. This is 
because it routes packets always forward and because it always uses only the shortest 
paths for this purpose.  

4.2 General requirements of the routing algorithms suitable 
for NOCs 
 

The operation environment of the NOCs sets some special requirements to the 
implementation of the routing. Although the NOCs resemble the current computer 
networks, their implementation technology is different. In the computer and 
telecommunication networks switches are constructed from distinct VLSI circuits 
where only the I/O-pin count of the circuits limits the port count and the circuit size. 
The switches are also connected to each other with electrical or optical links and 
signalling delays are not a problem, because different transmission technologies with 
error correction and synchronization techniques are used for bit serial transfer over the 
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links. In the NOCs the silicon area is a limiting factor in addition to the power 
consumption, which limits the number of implementation choices. For example, 
routing tables are large and slow compared to arithmetic routing. The routing 
algorithms should also be fault-tolerant, since the increasing variance of the process 
parameters will cause more dynamic faults like timing errors while the chips are also 
becoming more susceptible to different transient faults which can be caused by 
crosstalk, radiation, ground bounch, or noise on power lines. These faults may corrupt 
the operation of the whole NOC, if the routing algorithms are not able to adapt their 
operation to fault conditions.  
 Routing algorithms that will be used in on-chip networks should satisfy the 
requirements of the following list [P1][17][34][41]. These are actually general 
properties which all of the routing algorithms used in computer networks should also 
satisfy.  
 
1. Routing algorithms must route packets correctly. This includes also that 

algorithms should provide deadlock-free routing so that it would be impossible 
that multiple packets are waiting in a cycle for each other to be routed forward, 
although they will never be routed forward. Routing algorithms should also be 
livelock-free, which ensures that all of the packets will always finally arrive at 
their destinations.  

 
2. Routing algorithms should consist of simple computations. Simple 

computations have usually small and fast hardware implementations unlike 
complex computations which require more complex logic which has larger 
operation delays.  

 
3. Routing algorithms should be adaptive. Adaptive routing algorithms are able to 

route packets along alternative routing paths to the destinations and avoid using 
congested network nodes. They are also able to distribute and balance the traffic 
load in the network. In addition, they usually operate correctly also in such 
conditions where the network is partially out of action due to faults.  

 
4. Routing algorithms should primarily choose the shortest routing paths for 

the packets and use only secondarily the other paths. The routing delays are 
smallest along the shortest routing paths, if these paths are not congested. This 
property would also eliminate the possibility of the livelock.  

 
5. Routing algorithms should service fairly all network users. This eliminates the 

problem of an indefinite postponement which occurs when a packet is waiting for 
routing which could happen but never does so. This could include also 
connectivity which is the ability to route packets from any source node to any 
destination node.  

 
6. Routing algorithms should provide fault-tolerant service. This is the ability to 

route packets correctly also in the presence of the faulty parts. The fault-tolerant 
routing must be able to adapt its operation to different faults and it can be 
implemented with deterministic routing too.  

 
Network topology, which can be either regular or irregular, has a significant 

effect on the implementation of the routing algorithms. In the networks which have an 
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irregular topology the routing algorithms have usually complex and expensive 
implementations [42][43]. In the networks like the XGFT with regular topology 
connections between network nodes follow certain rules, which can be exploited in 
designing the routing algorithms. As a consequence of the regularity of the 
connections, it is possible to use arithmetic routing which has usually small and fast 
hardware implementations. The usage of the large routing tables should be avoided in 
the NOCs, because they may require runtime configurations, and they may also 
consume a lot of hardware resources. Because of this, the irregular topologies, which 
are usual in telecommunication networks and which may require the routing tables to 
be used for storing the routing information also in the switch nodes, are currently not 
very commonly used in the NOCs. Controversially, regular network topologies like 
Fat Trees, rings, and 2-D meshes, which are usually used in the computer networks 
are the most commonly used topologies also in the NOCs.  

Adaptive routing algorithms are able to take into consideration the current 
traffic conditions in network as they are doing the routing decisions. Therefore, they 
are able to route packets around congested parts of the network and they typically 
produce better throughput than non-adaptive algorithms which are not able to do so. 
Furthermore, they may also provide more fault tolerant and reliable routing, because 
they are usually able to change the routing paths if connections between the switch 
nodes are broken. A simple example of a non-adaptive routing algorithm is a source 
routing where the routing information can be attached to the packet headers in the 
form of output port numbers of the successive switches that are along the packet's 
routing path. This allows simple implementation without complex and time 
consuming computations, which is an advantage. Another advantage of the source 
routing is that it can also be used with randomly generated routing paths, which 
spreads the traffic load over the whole network producing better performance. Source 
routing can also be used if the routing resources are allocated to virtual connections 
between communicating processors. Owing to the resource allocation the network 
should not become congested and the performance does not deteriorate due to the 
source routing.  

4.3 Address space encoding 
 

The Turn-Back-When-Possible (TBWP) was designed for improving the 
performance of such XGFTs which have been constructed from dual-switch nodes 
where shortest-path routing algorithms like the TB and Turnaround [44] do not 
produce good performance. The Turn-Back (TB) routing algorithm, which was 
designed for XGFTs constructed from mega-switches, is almost similar to the TBWP. 
Both of the algorithms use encoded addresses, which makes it possible to simplify 
their routing decision functions, because owing to the address space encoding the 
routing decision functions can be implemented with simple comparison and cut 
operations. Without address encoding the routing decision functions should perform 
integer division and multiplication operations, which would limit the number of 
usable network topologies. This is because the integer multiplication and division 
operations have no feasible hardware realization for the XGFT topologies where the 
port counts of the switch node are not powers of two. Below is an algorithmic 
description of the address space encoding.  

As was mentioned above the operation of the real hardware implementations 
of the TB and the TBWP is based on the address space encoding which makes it 
possible to eliminate complex arithmetic operations like integer multiplication and 
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division operations from their routing decision functions. The usage of the address 
space encoding makes it possible to reduce the size of the hardware and the operation 
latency of the routing decision functions. The encoded addresses are actually integer 
vectors which specify routing paths from the topmost roots of the XGFT to the leaf 
processor nodes [P2]. There is exactly one routing path of length h from each of the 
topmost root switches to each of the leaf nodes D (0 ≤ D ≤ m1 × m2 × … × mh - 1) of 
the XGFT of height h. Respectively, there is also one routing path of length L (1 ≤ L ≤ 
h-1) from all of the root switch nodes of the sub-XGFTs of height L to each of the leaf 
processor nodes of the sub-XGFTs. This path can be unambiguously defined with 
output port numbers dL (1 ≤ L ≤ h-1) of the switches along the path starting from any 
of the topmost root switches. This follows from the rules which define how XGFTs 
are generated top-down recursively [P2]. According to these rules output ports CDR[j] 
(0 ≤ j ≤ mL - 1) of all of the root switches of the XGFT and the sub-XGFTs of height L 
(1 ≤ L ≤ h) are connected to the sub-XGFT j (0 ≤ j ≤ mL - 1) of height L-1 the leaf of 
which the processor node is. For this reason, the routing paths from any of the roots of 
the sub-XGFTs of height L to the destination leaf node can be represented as an 
output port number sequence dL dL-1 … d1 where numbers dL (1 ≤ L ≤ h) are output 
CDR-port numbers of the switches in stages L (1 ≤ L ≤ h). This is illustrated below in 
Figure 13 which shows how address 34 is encoded. In this example the encoded 
address is presented in vector form like (d3, d2, d1). As one can see, the encoded 
address (2, 2, 2), which is the output CDR-port number sequence, specifies the down-
routing path from every topmost root switch node to exactly the same leaf processor 
node number 34.  
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2
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59 
34 = (d3, d2, d1)enc = (2, 2, 2)  

Figure 13. Address space encoding.  
  

The width of the binary number representation of the output port number dL 
depends on the number of CDR-ports (mL) of the switch nodes in switch stage L. It is 
equal to the smallest integer kL for which mL ≤ 2kL. For this reason, addresses D (0 ≤ D 
≤ m1 × m2 × … × mh - 1) can be encoded by computing the kL bits wide output CDR-
port numbers dL and by concatenating them. In other words, the encoded address Denc 
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of address D is an output port number sequence dh dh-1 … d1 where the width of 
numbers dL (1 ≤ L ≤ h) is equal to kL which is the smallest such an integer for which 
mL is smaller than or equal to two to the power kL.  

Figure 14 below depicts the address space encoding which consists of three 
steps. As was already previously explained, this encoding algorithm computes 
actually a routing path from any of the topmost root switches of the network 
downwards to the leaf processor node the address of which is encoded. In doing so it 
transforms an integer address to a sequence of output port numbers which is the 
encoded address. The first step of the algorithm computes the output CDR-port 
numbers for every switch stage. In the second step it converts these integers to their 
binary number representations of appropriate widths, and in the last step it 
concatenates these binary numbers to form the encoded address [P2].  

 
 Step 1.  Compute output CDR-port numbers dL for all L (= 1, 2, …, h) 

with formula dL = (D DIV m0×m1×m2×…×mL-1) MOD mL where m0=1.  
Step 2.  Convert numbers dL (L = 1, 2, …, h) to binary numbers of 
width kL bits for which mL is smaller than or equal to two to the power 
of kL, i.e. mL ≤ 2kL.   
Step 3.  Concatenate the converted binary numbers dL (L = 1, 2, …, h) 
to form the encoded address Denc = dh dh-1… d1.  

 
Figure 14. The address space encoding algorithm. 

 
In the first step the output CDR-port numbers dL are computed for all L (1 ≤ L ≤ 

h) with a formula dL = (D DIV m0 × m1 × m2 × … × mL-1) MOD mL where DIV- and 
MOD-operations compute the integer quotient and remainder of the division of two 
integers. This is the same formula which is used by the original TBWP routing which 
uses integer addresses [P2]. In the second step numbers dL are converted to binary 
numbers the width of which is the smallest positive integer kL for which mL ≤ 2kL. In 
the third step, the encoded binary number representations of the output port numbers 
dL are concatenated to form the encoded address Denc = dh dh-1 … d1. Parameter m0 (= 
1) was inserted to formula so that it would work correctly also with L = 1.  

It can be shown that the encoding algorithm computes correctly the encoded 
addresses which determine down-routing paths from any of the topmost root switches 
of the network to the destination processor leaf node the address of which is encoded.  
 

THEOREM 1. The output port numbers dL =  (D DIV m0 × m1 × m2 × … × 
mL-1) MOD mL, where m0 = 1, determine the output CDR-ports in switch stages L (1 ≤ 
L ≤ h) along the down-routing paths from any of the topmost root switches to the leaf 
processor node D of the XGFT.  

 
PROOF. Assume that the leaf nodes have been given addresses in ascending 

order starting from the left in such a way that the leftmost leaf node has address zero 
and the rightmost leaf has address m1 × m2 × … × mh-1 like in Figure 13. Let NL-1 = 
m0 × m1 × … × mL-1 be the number of leaves in each of the sub-XGFTs of height L-1 
the root of which the node in stage L is. Hence, the destination address D can also be 
written in form D = pD × NL-1 + qD, where qD and pD are such integers that 0 ≤ qD ≤ 
NL-1-1 and 0 ≤ pD ≤ mL × mL+1 × … × mh-1 where mL × mL+1 × … × mh is the total 
number of sub-XGFTs of height L-1. Number pD is the ordinal number of the sub-
XGFT of height L-1 the leaf of which the destination leaf node is. Obviously if the 
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destination address D is divided by NL-1, then the quotient D DIV NL-1 = pD is the 
ordinal number of the destination sub-XGFT of height L-1, and the remainder dL = pD 
MOD mL is the appropriate output CDR-port number of the topmost root switch in 
stage L. The output port number dL is also the ordinal number of the sub-XGFT of 
height L-1 within the sub-XGFT of height L. In other words, the output CDR[dL]-port 
connects the switch to the sub-XGFT of height L-1 the leaf of which the destination 
leaf processor node D is within the sub-XGFT of height L. Hence, dL = (D DIV NL-1) 
MOD mL. ■  

 
Figure 15 shows an example of how the output port numbers are computed in 

step 1 of the encoding algorithm. In this example the destination leaf node D is in sub-
XGFTs of height L-1. The ordinal number pD of the sub-XGFT of height L-1 can be 
computed by dividing the address D by the number of leaf nodes of the sub-XGFTs of 
height L-1, i.e. by NL-1 = m1 × m2 × … × mL-1. This is the same as the integer division 
D DIV m0 × m1 × … × mL-1 = pL above. The output port number is remainder dL which 
can be computed by dividing the ordinal numbers pD by mL which is the number of 
sub-XGFTs of height L-1 in each of the sub-XGFTs of height L. This is done with 
formula dL = pD MOD mL = (D DIV m0 × m1 × m2 × … × mL-1) MOD mL. All of the 
switches in switch stage L get this same result as they do these same computations 
like Figure 15 illustrates.  
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Figure 15. Computing of the output CDR-port numbers in the roots of the sub-
XGFTs of height L.  

 

4.4 Adaptive routing in the XGFTs 
 
The TBWP and the TB routing use the encoded addresses. Figure 16 below 

shows a simplified version of the TBWP which operates with encoded source (S) and 
destinations (D) addresses Senc = sh sh-1 … s1 and Denc = dh dh-1 … d1 which the packets 
carry in their headers when they traverse the network. This description presents the 
operation of the routing decision function of the switches in the switch stage L of the 
XGFT. Part 1 of the TBWP is used in the input port blocks connected to input CUR-
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ports of the dual-switch node depicted in Figure 9 A, and Part 2 of the TBWP is used 
in the input port blocks connected input PDR-ports. Part 1 of the TBWP implements an 
adaptive routing upwards in the XGFTs. If the packet arrives at the input port of the 
up-routing switch block of the dual-switch node in stage L (1 ≤ L ≤ h - 1) through any 
of the CUR-ports, and if sh sh-1 … sL+1 = dh dh-1 … dL+1, it is routed to the Turn-Back 
(TB) channel. If the TB-channel is already reserved, then the packet is routed upwards 
through any of the PUR-ports to the next upper switch stage. It is also routed to one of 
the parent nodes through any of the PUR-ports, if sh sh-1 … sL+1 ≠ dh dh-1 … dL+1. In the 
topmost switch stage (L = h) packets are always routed either through the TB-channel 
to the down-routing switch or through any of the PUR-ports to another topmost switch 
node. Part 2 of the TBWP implements deterministic routing downwards. If the packet 
arrives at the down-routing switch of the dual-switch node in stage L (1 ≤ L ≤ h) 
through any of the PDR-ports or through the TB-channel, it is routed downwards 
through CDR[dL]-port, which is also described in Part 2 of Figure 16.  

 
 

Part 1. Up-routing in switch layer L (L = 1,..,h): 
IF ”switch is in the top-most stage, i.e. L = h” THEN 
    IF “The Turn-Back channel is free” THEN 
        “Route packet out through the Turn-Back channel”; 
    ELSE 
        “Route packet upwards through any of the free PUR-ports”; 
    END IF; 
ELSIF “dhdh-1…dL+1 = shsh-1…sL+1” THEN 
    IF “The Turn-Back channel is free” THEN 
        “Route packet out through the Turn-Back channel”; 
    ELSE 
        “Route packet upwards through any of the free PUR-ports”; 
    END IF; 
ELSE 
    “Route packet upwards through any of the PUR-ports”; 
END; 

Part 2. Down-routing in switch layer L (L = 1,.., h): 
    “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-ports”;  

 
Figure 16. The operation of the Turn-Back-When-Possible routing. 

 
THEOREM 2. The TBWP algorithm described in Figure 16 routes the 

packets correctly to their desired destinations in the XGFTs implemented with dual-
switch nodes.  

 
PROOF. Part 1 of the TBWP algorithm above routes packets upwards in the 

XGFTs. Because it is able to adapt its routing decisions to the state of the switch 
nodes, it implements an adaptive routing algorithm. It depends on the operation of the 
arbiters how the transfers are scheduled from input ports to the free PUR-ports and TB-
channels. If the switch node is one of the common ancestors of both the source and 
destination leaf nodes, Part 1 routes the packet through the TB-channel to the down-
routing switch when it is possible. The switch is one of the common ancestors, if the 
most significant numbers of the encoded source and destination addresses are equal, 
i.e. if sh sh-1 … sL+1 = dh dh-1 … dL+1. This is because the output CDR-port number 
sequences sh sh-1 … sL+1 and dh dh-1 … dL+1 determine unambiguously the sub-XGFTs 
of height L the leaves of which the source and destination nodes must be, which 
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follows from the operation of the address encoding algorithm. Therefore, the routing 
decisions can be based on testing the equality of the most significant kh + kh-1 + … + 
kL+1 bits of the source and destination addresses. Part 2 of the TBWP simply cuts the 
output port numbers from the destination address. It routes packets deterministically 
downwards, because the remaining output port numbers dL dL-1 … d1 determine 
unambiguously the routing path downwards to the destination from the nearest 
common ancestors and from common ancestors, which follows also from the 
encoding of the addresses. If the packets are routed upwards from the nearest common 
ancestor, they will be turned back as soon as possible and routed downwards as 
described in Part 2. ■  

 
It was also shown earlier in [P2] little differently that the TBWP routes the 

packets to their correct destinations. The TBWP is not a shortest path routing 
algorithm, because it does not always choose the shortest path through the TB-
channel, if it is reserved. It routes the packets further upwards if the TB-channels are 
reserved, because otherwise the TB-channels would block more packets and become a 
bottleneck for the performance of the XGFTs implemented with dual-switch nodes.  

The Turn-Back (TB) routing algorithm used with mega-switches is a shortest 
path routing algorithm. Like the TBWP, it consists also of two separate parts for 
routing the packets upwards and downwards in the network. Part 1 is implemented in 
the input ports connected to the CUR-ports of the mega-switches, and Part 2 is 
implemented in the input ports connected to the PDR-ports. As the packet arrives at a 
mega-switch node in stage L (1 ≤ L ≤ h - 1) through one of the CUR-ports, and if sh sh-1 
… sL+1 = dh dh-1 … dL+1, Part 1 routes it downwards through CDR[dL]-port. Otherwise, 
Part 1 routes it adaptively upwards through one of the PUR-ports. From the top-most 
switch stage (L = h) it routes packets always downwards through CDR[dh]-port. As the 
packet arrives at a mega-switch node in stage L (1 ≤ L ≤ h-1) through one of the PDR-
ports, Part 2 routes it downwards through CDR[dL]-port. This is also described in 
Figure 17 below. It could also be proved that the TB routes the packets correctly to 
the destinations in the same way as it was proved that the TBWP does so.  

 
 

Part 1. Up-routing in switch layer L (L = 1,..,h): 
IF ”switch is in the top-most stage, i.e. L = h” THEN 
   “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-port”; 
ELSIF “dhdh-1…dL+1 = shsh-1…sL+1” THEN 
   “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-port”; 
ELSE 
   “Route packet upwards through any of the PUR-ports”; 
END; 

Part 2. Down-routing in switch layer L (L = 1,.., h-1): 
   “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-ports”;  

 
Figure 17. The operation of the Turn-Back routing. 

  
As was mentioned above the output port number sequences dh dh-1 … dL+1 

specify unambiguously the sub-XGFTs of height L the leaves of which the destination 
processors D are. Therefore, it would also be possible to route packets to the 
destinations by carrying only the destination addresses in the packet headers. This is 
because the topmost switches of these sub-XGFTs could also be addressed by the 
output CDR-port number sequences in the same way, and the encoded destination 
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addresses could be compared with the switch addresses instead of the encoded source 
addresses.  
 The operation of the TBWP and the TB is illustrated below in Figure 18. It 
shows how the TBWP and the TB can route a packet from processor node 13 (= (1, 0, 
1)enc) to processor node 34 (= (2, 2, 2)enc). In the switch number 3 of the lowest switch 
stage both of the routing algorithms test whether ((s3, s2) =) (1, 0) = (2, 2) (= (d3, d2)) 
and because it is not, they route the packet upwards through one of the free output 
PUR-ports. In the next switch both of the routing algorithms test whether ((s3) =) (1) = 
(2) (= (d3)) and because it is not, they route the packet upwards again. In the next 
switch which is in the topmost switch stage the TBWP would route the packet to the 
down-routing switch through the turn-back channel, but because this channel is 
assumably already reserved, it must route it to another topmost switch node like 
Figure 18 illustrates. The TB routing routes the packet downward through output 
CDR[2]-port from the topmost root switch node number 3. The TBWP does this same 
in the topmost switch node number 1. Both of the routing algorithms route packets 
downwards through the output CDR[2]-port of the switches number 4 and 5. Finally, 
both of the routing algorithms route the packets to their destination through the output 
CDR[2]-port of the switch number 8 of the lowest switch stage.   
 

 

0 

6

0 1 2 3

5432 1 0 7 8 9

14543 2 1 109876 13 12110 

59 
34 = (d3, d2, d1)enc = (2, 2, 2) 13 = (s3, s2, s1)enc = (1, 0, 1)  

Figure 18. The operation of the TBWP and the TB routing.  

4.5 Deterministic routing 
 

The deterministic routing can be implemented by specifying both the up-
routing and the down-routing paths before transmitting the packets to network. In 
deterministic routing the information of the switch stage at which the packets must be 
turned back is carried separately in the packet headers. The down-routing paths are 
determined by the encoded destination addresses Denc like previously, because there is 
only one usable routing path from every switch node for routing the packet 
downwards to its destination. The source addresses Senc are replaced with the up-
routing path P = ph ph-1 … p1. They consist of the output PUR-port numbers of the 
switch nodes along the up-routing path.  
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The operation of the deterministic routing in the XGFTs constructed from 
mega-switches is depicted in Figure 19. The turn-back height is carried in the 
HEIGHT-field of the packet header. The value of the HEIGHT-field can be easily 
computed by comparing the encoded source and destination addresses. Starting from 
h the first index L where the numbers sL and dL are different from each others is the 
turn-back height of the packet. Part 1 performs the up-routing and Part2 performs the 
down-routing of the packets.  
 

 
Part 1. Up-routing in switch layer L (L = 1,..,h): 
IF ”switch is in the switch stage L < HEIGHT” THEN 
   “Route packet upwards through PUR[pL]-port”; 
ELSE 
   “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-port”; 
END; 
Part 2. Down-routing in switch layer L (L = 1,.., h-1): 
   “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-ports”;  

 
Figure 19. The operation of the deterministic routing. 

4.6 Deadlock-free, livelock-free, and starvation-free routing in 
the XGFTs 
 
 Routing algorithms must be deadlock-free, because otherwise deadlocks of 
few packets might corrupt the operation of the whole network. Deadlocks occur as 
packets are waiting in a cycle for one another to release resources like buffers or 
communication channels so that they could be routed forward. There are two methods 
usable for handling deadlocks. These methods are deadlock avoidance and deadlock 
recovery [17][34]. In deadlock avoidance deadlocks could occur, but the network uses 
some mechanism to avoid them. In deadlock recovery the deadlocks can really occur 
and the network uses some mechanisms for detecting and removing them so that the 
normal operation could be continued. Because deadlocks can also be caused by faults, 
which may appear randomly during systems operation, it is necessary that networks 
have mechanisms for detecting deadlocks and for recovering from them. However, in 
this section the focus is on the deadlock-free operation of the TBWP and the TB 
routing algorithms in normal operation conditions, and the issues related to the fault-
tolerant routing in the XGFTs are handled later in Chapter 9.   
 The routing algorithms can generally be presented with a routing relation R 
and a selection function ρ. The routing function R returns a set of possible output 
channels from which the selection function ρ chooses the most suitable one. The 
routing relation R could be presented in three different ways [17]. In the practical 
switch implementation the operation of the routing decision functions of the TBWP 
and the TB are divided into two separate parts which route packet upwards and 
downwards in the XGFTs depending on the input port and the destination as was 
described earlier. Thus, the operation of the TB and the TBWP is determined by the 
input channels and the destination addresses, although the routing decisions are made 
based on the encoded source and destination addresses. Therefore, the routing 
decision functions of the TBWP and the TB can be defined as a relation   
 

),(: CNCR Ρ→×      (4.1) 
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where C is a set of (input) channels and N is a set of destination nodes. Relation R(ck, 
nd) above presents the routing decision function of so-called incremental routing, 
where routing is evaluated once per every hop of the packet. It returns a set of 
possible output channels P(C) as a function of the input channel ck and the destination 
node nd. The decision functions of the TBWP and the TB compare the encoded source 
and destination addresses as they do the routing decisions. Because every switch node 
of the XGFTs could also be given a local address dh dh-1 … dL+1 to specify its location 
in the sub-XGFTs as was mentioned already earlier, the comparison between the 
encoded source and destination addresses could be replaced with the comparison of 
the switch nodes’ local addresses and the encoded destination addresses too. This 
would result in an equivalent routing decision function with only two input 
parameters, because the switch addresses have constant values. The above relation R 
has more memory than the conventional definition of the routing as a function from N 
× N to P(C). The TB and the TBWP also remember the turn-back points of the routing 
paths and operate differently before and after it along the different halves of the 
routing path. For example, the routing decisions can not be made based on the results 
of the comparison of the addresses after the turn-back switch (or the nearest common 
ancestor switch) is passed. Additionally, the routing decision function used after the 
turn-back point could not make correct routing decision before the turn-back point. 
Hence, the routing decision functions of the TBWP and the TB can be represented 
with relation R presented above. The selection function ρ is implemented with switch 
arbiters which allocate suitable output ports for the packets from the set of the 
possible output ports P(C).  
 Finally, it is possible to show that the TBWP and the TB must be deadlock-
free routing algorithms by proving the following Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 
is based on the results of Appendix A which presents also basic definitions and terms 
used in Theorem 3 and in its proof.   
 
 THEOREM 3. The TBWP and the TB are both deadlock-free routing 
algorithms.  
 
 PROOF. It can be assumed that the XGFTs constructed from dual-switch 
nodes are folded open like the one in Figure 3. It is evident that the channel 
dependency graph of the TBWP can not contain cycles, because the network is a 
unidirectional MIN which does not contain any cycles.  

The channel dependency graph of the TB routing used in the XGFTs 
implemented with mega-switch nodes is also an acyclic graph. This is partly because 
the up-routing and the down-routing paths are both acyclic and partly because the TB 
routing turns the packets back only once as it routes them from the source to the 
destination. Additionally, the up-routing and the down-routing paths are disjoint and 
do not go through the same switch nodes with the exception of the nearest common 
ancestors where the packets are turned back. Hence, because the channel dependency 
graphs of the TB and the TBWP can not contain cycles, based on the result of 
Theorem A.1. deadlocks are impossible. ■  
 

The result of Theorem 3 has also been shown informally in [P2]. The XGFTs 
have an acyclic regular treelike topology, which is clearly an advantage, because it 
makes the design of the deadlock-free routing algorithms easier.  
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Such situation where a packet is not able to reach its destination, even if it 
would not be blocked permanently is called a livelock. The livelock is a problem of 
some adaptive routing algorithms which may route the packets around their 
destination if the appropriate channels are reserved. Therefore, it must be proved that 
routing algorithms are also livelock-free so that it could be guaranteed that they 
always route packets to the destinations. It is first shown in Theorem 4 that the TB is a 
minimal routing algorithm, because minimal routing algorithms route the packets 
always along one of the shortest routing paths. If these routing paths are not faulty, 
the packets can be guaranteed to be routed to their destinations, i.e. the routing 
algorithm is livelock-free. Theorem 5 shows that the TBWP is a non-minimal and 
livelock-free routing algorithm.  

 
THEOREM 4. The TB routing algorithm is a minimal routing algorithm.  
 
PROOF. The TB turns the packets back from the first switch node where 

condition sh sh-1 … sL+1 = dh dh-1 … dL+1 is true or from the topmost root switch nodes 
as the packets are routed upwards. Because CDR-port number sequences sh sh-1 … sL+1 
and dh dh-1 … dL+1 determine unambiguously the sub-XGFT of height L the leaves of 
which both source and destination leaf nodes are, this switch node is one of the roots 
of sub-XGFT of height L and it must be one of the nearest common ancestors of the 
source and destination nodes. Because the shortest routing paths go though the nearest 
common ancestors, the TB must be a shortest-path routing algorithm, i.e. a minimal 
routing algorithm. ■  

 
The TB must also be a livelock-free routing algorithm which follows from the 

result of Theorem 4.  
 
THEOREM 5. The TBWP routing algorithm is a non-minimal and livelock-

free routing algorithm.  
 
PROOF. The TBWP can turn the packets back from the nearest common 

ancestor or from any of the switch nodes of the upper switch stages. If the packet 
arrives at one of the topmost root switch nodes, it is possible to route it from one root 
switch to another through the extra links, and from this root switch node downwards 
to its destination. The TBWP does not route the packets necessarily along the shortest 
routing paths and it is able to use all of the possible paths for routing the packets to 
their destinations. Thus, it must be a non-minimal routing algorithm.  

The XGFTs constructed from dual-switch nodes can all be presented like the 
small network in Figure 3. As one can see, the topology is acyclic and the TBWP 
routes the packets from left to right without turns. All of the routing paths between the 
sources and destinations are also of limited lengths. Additionally, the TBWP is a 
progressive routing algorithm, because every hop takes the packets towards their 
destinations. Hence, because it can be guaranteed that the TBWP routes the packets 
from the sources to the destinations always with a limited number of hops along 
routing paths of limited lengths, the TBWP is also a livelock-free routing algorithm. ■  

 
It is also possible that the packets are blocked permanently, if the traffic loads 

are high and the channels are always granted to other packets. This situation is called 
starvation which it is a problem caused by an unfair selection function implemented 
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with switch arbiters. For this reason, the switch arbiters should be fair so that all of the 
packets would be served equally and routed forward.  

Deterministic routing presented in section 4.5 is also a deadlock-free and 
livelock-free routing algorithm. It is deadlock-free, because its channel dependency 
graph is acyclic like that of the adaptive TB routing algorithm. It is also livelock-free 
as it is used in the XGFTs constructed from mega-switches, because it is a minimal 
routing algorithm. Respectively, it is possible to present a deadlock-free deterministic 
routing also for the XGFTs constructed from dual-switches. This routing algorithm 
would also be livelock-free, since every hop takes the packets towards their 
destinations and the maximum possible number of hops, i.e. the maximum length of 
the routing paths, is limited.  
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5. The distributed architecture of the 
switch nodes 
 
The switch nodes of the NOCs can be implemented in many different ways, but 
crossbar switches seem to be the most commonly used alternatives in the NOCs. This 
is because the crossbar switches have simple architectures which provide good 
performance. They can be implemented with output-buffered, internally-buffered, and 
input-buffered switch fabrics which have different benefits and drawbacks. The 
names output-buffered, internally-buffered, and input-buffered refer to the places 
where the buffers are and where the packets’ buffering takes place. For example, in 
the input-buffered crossbar switches the buffers are at the input ports. Output buffered 
switches have ideal performance with 100% throughput, but this requires that the 
operation rate is speeded up in proportion to the number of the input ports. Internally-
buffered crossbar switches achieve as high performance as the output-buffered 
switches without speeding up the operation rate, but the size of the crossbar grows 
quickly as the number of ports increases, because there is one buffer in every cross-
point of the crossbar. Like the output-buffered crossbar switches the input-buffered 
crossbar switches are smaller than the internally-buffered switches, because they have 
smaller number of buffers. Unfortunately, due to a Head-Of-Line Blocking (HOLB) 
their performance is worse than that of the output-buffered and the internally-buffered 
crossbar switches. Despite this, the input-buffered switches are very usable in the 
small switch nodes of the NOCs which are usually implemented with wormhole 
switching [17] (or wormhole routing [41] as it is also called) which is suitable for 
input-buffered switches. In wormhole switching the packets can be routed forward 
immediately after their headers have arrived at the switch nodes if suitable output 
ports are free for this purpose. In other words, packets need not be received and stored 
into buffers completely before routing forward. Therefore, the usage of the wormhole 
switching reduces the buffer space requirements and the communication latencies 
compared to store-and-forward switching and virtual cut-through switching [17] (or 
virtual cut-through routing [45] as it is also called) which are commonly used in 
telecommunication switches. In store-and-forward switching packets must be received 
and stored into buffers completely before they can be routed forward, which increases 
the required buffer size and communication latencies. In virtual cut-through switching 
packets can be switched forward immediately after their headers have arrived, if 
appropriate output ports are free for this purpose. Otherwise, they must be stored 
completely into buffers before switching forward.  

Wormhole switching and input-buffering are also used with virtual channel 
flow control which is used for eliminating deadlocks and for reducing the probability 
of HOLB [46]. The virtual channel flow control is an advanced mechanism which 
makes it possible to time-division-multiplex output channels for several packets 
switched from different input ports to the same output port at the same time. It is also 
used as a deadlock avoidance mechanism. The input-buffering can be considered the 
most suitable choice for the crossbar switches of the NOCs and it is also used in many 
of the switches designed for the NOCs up till now [47][48][49]. In practical switch 
implementations the output ports contain also small buffers so that the operation of 
the input channels and the output channels could be disconnected from each others. 
This is necessary so that the flow control could work properly without extra stops and 
many of the switches are actually input-output-buffered switches. The input buffering 
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could also be used with virtual output queuing (VOQ) [50] and dynamically allocated 
multi-queues (DAMQ) [51] which can be used for reducing the HOLB if the 
maximum packet size is small and several packets can fit in the buffers. Furthermore, 
the recently presented switches designed for routing both GS and BE traffic are 
implemented with input buffers [25].  
 The switch nodes of the XGFTs have a distributed architecture where routing, 
arbitration and switching functions are distributed to the input ports and to the output 
ports. Therefore, there are no centralized arbiters or crossbars in the switches for 
performing these functions. In the distributed switch architectures the crosspoint 
columns are replaced with output multiplexers which are controlled by distributed 
small output arbiters. As a consequence of this, the distributed architecture has a 
versatile structure which can be exploited in the floorplanning of the circuits. The 
distributed architecture is also scalable for different port counts, because the wire 
delay is practically the only factor, which limits their size and operation speed. 
Distributed architecture is also easy to make fault-tolerant due to their modular 
structure, as will be shown later. Earlier distributed switch architectures have been 
developed and presented for 2-D mesh NOCs [52][53], but they are also usable in the 
XGFTs. The following sections present the simple distributed input-output-buffered 
crossbar switch architecture of the switch nodes used in the XGFTs.  

5.1 The distributed switch architecture 
 

Switch nodes have a modular distributed architecture which is scalable for 
different port counts. They were implemented as parameterized synthesizable soft-
cores written in VHDL. The parameters include the number of input and output ports, 
the depth of both the input and the output FIFOs, the width of communication 
channels etc. Figure 20 A depicts the distributed architecture of the 3x4-dual-switch 
node which can be connected to three parent nodes and four child nodes. Every input 
port (IP) and output port block (OP) forms one unidirectional CUR, PUR, CDR, or PDR-
port. A pair of one unidirectional PUR-port and one PDR-port forms one bi-directional 
P-port which connects the switch node to one of its parent nodes in the next upper 
switch stage. Respectively a pair of one unidirectional CUR-port and one CDR-port 
forms one bi-directional C-port which connects the switch node to one of its child 
nodes in the next lower switch stage or to one of the processors. Figure 20 B depicts a 
3x4-mega-switch node of the corresponding size.  
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Figure 20. The distributed architectures of the 3x4 dual-switch (A) and mega-switch 
nodes (B).  
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The benefits of the distributed architecture include improved fault-tolerance, 
modularity, flexibly changeable layout suitable for XGFTs, and good performance. 
Their fault-tolerance is good, because there are no centralized blocks for performing 
routing, arbitration, and switching functions in the distributed architecture. For this 
reason, the faults and their effect can be encapsulated into the faulty port blocks, and 
the switch nodes can be repaired by disabling the faulty parts. If the centralized 
functional blocks would be defected, the whole switch should be disabled, because, 
for example, a centralized arbiter or a crossbar can not be easily repaired. The layout 
of the distributed architecture can also be changed flexibly, because the placement of 
the port blocks can be chosen independently of each others’ placements. The wire 
delays constrain the operation speeds of the distributed switch architectures, but 
because the distributed switch architectures do not contain essentially longer wires 
than the other switch architectures they can be assumed to be able to achieve as high 
operation speeds as the other architectures.  

5.2 The structure of the packets 
 

Processor nodes communicate with each other across the XGFTs by sending 
packets of variable lengths between eight and 64 words. The structure of the packets 
is depicted in Figure 21. They consist of a header of two 32 bits wide words, a 
payload of a variable length, and a tail which contains a cyclic redundancy check 
(CRC) [8] and three end-delimiters. The header contains MODE, PRIOR, HEIGHT, 
DEST ADDR, and SOURCE ADDR fields used for controlling the routing of the 
packets through the network. From the point of view of the packet’s routing the 
network operates differently according to the value of the MODE-field. The value of 
this field determines how the packet is routed through the network. In "11"-mode it is 
routed with adaptive TB routing and in "10"-mode it is routed with the deterministic 
routing through the network. In "01"-mode the packet is routed with deterministic 
routing and it is used for diagnosing the network, which will be explained later. In 
"00"-mode it is also routed with deterministic routing and it is used for reconfiguring 
the network. The HEIGHT field is used with deterministic routing for determining the 
height at which the packet will be turned back and routed downwards to its 
destination. In adaptive TB routing the SOURCE ADDR and DEST ADDR fields 
contain encoded source and destination addresses [P5][P7]. In deterministic routing 
the SOURCE ADDR field contains the routing paths upwards and DEST ADDR field 
downwards. Figure 21 depicts also the end-delimiter which consists of eight '0'-bits. 
As the packet is sent to the network the packet source sets the parity bits of the end-
delimiters to value '1' which corresponds to an odd parity. This makes the end-
delimiters distinguishable from the other data bytes which have an even parity. These 
parity bits form so called Vertical Redundancy Check (VRC) which is used by the 
switch nodes and the destination processors for detecting bit errors from the packets. 
The switches need to find only two of the three end-delimiters to find the end of the 
packet, which allows one of the end-delimiters to be corrupted by bit errors. The 
packet can also be used for reconfiguring the network in “00”-mode. In this case its 
configuration mode (CONF. MODE) is “11” and its configuration address field 
(CONF. ADDR.) contains the address of the switch node which should be 
reconfigured. This address consists of the switch stage number and the switch 
number, and the port locks field (PORT LOCKS) determines which output ports will 
be locked [P7].  
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MODE PRIOR. 

LENGTH 

VARIABLE LENGTH PAYLOAD 

CRC & THREE END-DELIMITERS 

OPERATION MODES: 
”11” = NORMAL MODE  
            & ADAPT. ROUT. 
“10” = NORMAL MODE  
            & DETERM. ROUT. 
“01” = DIAGNOSIS  
            & DETERM. ROUT.
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            & DETERM. ROUT.

END-DELIMITER:  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SOURCE ADDR. DESTIN. ADDR. 

PORT LOCKS CONF. ADDR. CONF. MODE 

HEIGHT 

 
Figure 21. The structure of the packets and different operation modes. 

 

5.3 The structure of the communication channels 
 

The communication between P-ports and C-ports of the switch nodes of 
different switch stages is performed across bidirectional links depicted in Figure 22 A. 
These links consist of two unidirectional channels. In the synthesized network 
configurations the 36 bits wide flow control units (FLITs) consist of 32 data bits and 4 
parity bits. Packet sources compute the parity bits as the packets are transmitted to the 
network and the switches use them for detecting bit errors. Communication channels 
compute also for every packet a nine bits wide Longitudinal Redundancy Checks 
(LRC) [54] every bit of which is a parity of four bits of the FLITs. This increases 
considerably the probability that the bit errors are detected. The request signal Req 
and the acknowledge signal Ack of the channels are used by the On/Off flow-control 
[34] implemented with the link controllers which control the transfer of the FLITs 
over the channels. Value ‘1’ of the Ack-signal determines that the input port has space 
in its buffer and it is able to receive new FLITs whereas value ‘0’ determines that it is 
not able to receive more FLITs. Value ‘1’ of Req-signal determines that the output 
port has sent a new FLIT which is on the channel. Because the network operates 
synchronously the length of one clock cycle specifies the transmission time of one 
FLIT across the channel. The remaining Blocked, Remove, Op_Lock and Ip_Lock 
signals belong to the FDAR system and their operation will be explained later.  

The communication channels are implemented with synchronous logic, 
although the clock skew would most probably cause problems with the correct 
sampling of the signal values at higher clock frequencies. However, the clock skew 
can be controlled under certain conditions, which will be shown later in Chapter 6 
which considers the performance of the Backbone layout. In addition, different 
techniques can be used for reducing the clock skew and its effect on the operation of 
the communication channels. The most promising alternative is the self-calibration 
mechanism which controls the timing of the sampling and allows clock speed and 
voltage levels to be changed according to the traffic load across the channel so as to 
reduce the power consumption radically [55].  

The communication channels can be divided into shorter segments by 
pipelining so as to reduce the signal delays. The pipelining allows higher clock rates 
to be used for communication. It makes the management of the clock skew easier, 
because the pipeline stages shorten the distances and signalling delays between 
sampling registers, which allows higher clock skew. In addition, the clock skew can 
be assumed to be smaller between the registers after pipelining, because the variance 
of the process parameters must be smaller within shorter distances. Hence, the 
pipelining can be used for reducing the signal delays and for raising the clock speeds. 
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Figure 22 B shows the structure of a simple pipeline element which can be used for 
dividing the channels into shorter segments. The Data-signal is 36 bits wide because 
it contains also the four parity bits of the VRC. The Req and Ack-signals are also 
pipelined, which affects the operation of the flow control by increasing the 
communication latencies. This requires also that the levels of the Almost_Full and 
Almost_Empty states of the OP-FIFOs and IP-FIFOs, which determine when the 
transmissions across the channels can be triggered and must be stopped, must be 
changed respectively [34].  
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Figure 22. The structure of the bidirectional communication link (A) and the 
pipeline stage (B).  

5.4 The structure of the port blocks 
 

Figure 23 A depicts the structure of the input port (IP) block and Figure 23 B 
depicts the structure of the output port (OP) block [P6][P7]. The names of the signals 
and blocks are partly changed so as to make the figures more readable. The port 
blocks contain link controllers for receiving (Rx-CTRL) and transmitting (Tx-CTRL) 
data across the communication channels, and FIFOs (IP-FIFO, OP-FIFO) for storing 
it. The Tx-CTRL blocks generate LRCs which the Rx-CTRL blocks use for detecting 
bit errors. As was already mentioned above, the link controllers implement simple 
On/Off-flow control. The input port controllers (IP-CTRL) make the routing 
decisions, perform arbitration and control the transfer of the packets from the input 
ports to the output ports. The output port controllers (OP-CTRL) perform arbitration 
and control the operation of the output multiplexer. Both of the port controllers 
contain small input and output arbiters which implement a prioritized iterative SLIP 
(iSLIP) [50] arbiter. The input and output arbiters use Request, Accept, and Grant 
signals for arbitration. Before the arbitration the input port controller checks also the 
correctness of the LRC and the VRC of the packet’s header FLIT. If the packet header 
is corrupted by bit errors, the packet is removed from the network. After the 
arbitration has finished, the input port controller controls the transfer of the packets 
from the input port to the output port with Push, Pop, Almost_Empty, and Almost_Full 
signals. The output multiplexer (OP-MUX) switches the FLITs transmitted from 
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different input ports. The input port controllers implement also a large part of the 
FDAR system and many of their I/O-signals and other signal (Op_Lock, Ip_Lock, 
Lock_Ops, Ops_Locked, Lock_Ip, Ip_Locked, Error, Blocked_In, Blocked_Out, 
Remove_In, Remove_Out, Lock_Op, Op_Locked) belong to this system.  

The input and output ports of the previous switch version contained also Built-
In Self-Test (BIST) controllers for testing the communication channels [P5]. The 
BIST was performed to the channels immediately after the start-up of the system. The 
BIST-controller of the output port block generates test data with a Linear-Feedback-
Shift-Register (LFSR) for testing the operation of the communication channels. As the 
test data is transmitted through the communication channel it goes through the OP-
FIFO block, the communication channel, and the IP-FIFO block of the input ports. At 
the same time another BIST-controller at the input port block generates the same test 
data with another LFSR and compares it with the received one. The BIST fails if the 
number of errors exceeds some predefined limit and the communication channel 
remains disabled. Otherwise, it is enabled.  
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Figure 23. The structure of the input port (A) and the output port (B). 

 
In the new switch node a separate BIST is not needed, because the channels 

can be tested on-line during their operation against bit errors. A high number of bit 
errors during a short period of time indicate that the channel is faulty and must be 
locked. The operation of the FDAR system which implements an on-line bit error 
control is presented in chapter 9 of this thesis. The BIST of the old communication 
channels could also be implemented without the BIST-controllers of the input ports, 
because the VRCs and LRCs could be used for detecting the bit errors from the 
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received FLITs. Only two 16 bits wide LFSRs and VRC generators would be needed 
for producing the test FLITs while the receiving end of the channels would just check 
the correctness of the VRCs and the LRCs. This would results in a smaller BIST 
implementation.   

The operation of the input port controllers is distributed to three different state 
machines which are depicted with circles in a schematic diagram in Figure 24. 
Actually these state machines correspond to VHDL-processes which contain also 
other functionalities in addition to pure the state machines, although they are called 
state machines in this chapter and in the other chapters of this thesis. These state 
machines filter the packet headers and their fields from the FLIT stream, perform 
routing and arbitration functions, and control the transfer of the packets from the input 
port to the output ports. The INPUT-CONTROLLER-state machine (IC) filters the 
packet headers from the input FLIT stream for the ROUTER-AND-ARBITER-state 
machine (RAA). The link controller (Rx-CTRL) controls its operation by the Push-
signal. Value ‘1’ of the Push-signal triggers state transitions and filtering. This state 
machine controls also the error checking of the input FLIT stream (data_in). If the 
packet header is corrupted by bit errors, it will inform the ROUTER-AND-ARBITER 
about it by vrc_error and lrc_error signals. It filters also the end-delimiters out of the 
FLIT stream so as to synchronize its operation to the packet stream. The signals of the 
FDAR system are not shown in Figure 24.  
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Figure 24. The internal structure on of the input port controller. 

  
After the IC-state machine has received the next packet header, it sets value 

‘1’ to addr_read signal so as to inform the RAA of it, which starts the routing and 
arbitration functions. The RAA reads the source and destination addresses from 
source_addr and dest_addr signals. It reads also packet’s mode field, priority field, 
and other appropriate fields needed for routing the packet forward, which is not 
shown in Figure 24. The transfer of the packets can be continued without stops until 
the IP-FIFO becomes full while the RAA is performing the routing and arbitration 
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function. After the RAA has finished the arbitration and the transfer of the previous 
packet is finished the packet can be transferred to the scheduled output port. The 
transfer is controlled by a state machine named OUTPUT-CONTROLLER (OC). The 
concurrent operation of these three state machines is described in the following list. 
The concurrent operation of the state machines is part of the pipelined operation of the 
input port.  

 
1. The IC-state machine receives the header of the next packet, reads the address and 

other fields, and sets addr_stored-signal to value ‘1’ so as to inform RAA-state 
machine of this. After this the IC-state machine continues filtering the FLIT 
stream so as to find the end-delimiters of the packet.  

 
2. The RAA-state machine starts routing and arbitration functions after it has been 

informed of the reception of the new packet header by addr_stored-signal. It 
makes at first routing decision based on the addresses so as to choose suitable 
output ports and starts arbitration in order to allocate one of the output ports for 
the transfer. Meanwhile the transfer of the packet’s FLITs continues until the IP-
FIFO becomes full. After the arbitration has finished, it sets value ‘1’ to 
arbit_rdy-signal and waits until the OC-state machine has finished the transfer of 
the previous packet from the IP-FIFO to one of the OP-FIFOs and sets value ‘1’ 
to its transfer_rdy-signal..  

 
3. The OC-state machine operates concurrently with the other state machines. It sets 

value ‘1’ to transfer_rdy-signal so as to show to the RAA that it has finished the 
previous transfer and that the RAA can start the next arbitration. It can start the 
next transfer immediately after it has finished the previous transfer, if signal 
arbit_rdy has value ‘1’, which shows that there is the next packet in the IP-FIFO 
ready for the transfer. It reads the destination output port number of the packet 
from the op_no-signal, reserves the destination output port for the transfer by 
setting value ‘1’ to Reserve( op_no )-signal, and starts the transfer. It sets also 
value ‘0’ to transfer_rdy signal after RAA has set value ‘0’ to its arbit_rdy-signal.   

 
The IP-FIFO is also part of the pipeline mechanism. All of the three state 

machines of the input port controller operate concurrently and the transfer of the 
packets can be continued without stops through the IP-FIFO until it becomes full. The 
timing of the pipelined operation is explained in more details later in section 5.7.  

The output port blocks contain output port controllers (OP-CTRL) which 
perform arbitration with the input port controllers (IP-CTRL) and control output 
multiplexers (OP-MUX) which are used for multiplexing the FLIT streams 
transmitted from the granted input ports to the output FIFOs (OP-FIFO). The output 
port controller and its connections to the input port controller are illustrated in Figure 
25. It contains OUTPUT ARBITER-state machine (OA) which controls arbitration and 
the output multiplexer (OP-MUX). Arbitration signals Request, Grant, and Accept are 
connected to the RAA-state machines of the input port controllers. A separate Reserve-
signal is needed because the OC-state machines, which control the transfer of the 
packets from the input ports to the output ports, operate independently of the RAA-
state machines. The control and status signals of the OP-FIFO are not shown in 
Figure 25 because the OC-process controls directly the storing of the FLITs into the 
OP-FIFO.  
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Figure 25. The structure of the output port controller. 

 

5.5 Buffering 
 

All of the FIFOs of the port blocks were implemented with token FIFOs [P4] 
where address decoders were replaced with a token ring constructed from a ring of 
flip-flops. The structure of the token FIFO is simpler than that of the conventional 
FIFO implementations which have two address counters, two address decoders, and a 
block for generating status. Owing to its simple structure the token FIFO achieves 
easily high operation speeds. Similar design technique has also been used for 
designing fast FIFOs for asynchronous communication between different clock 
domains [56]. Figure 26 A depicts the structure of the token FIFO implemented with 
registers. The writing of the registers is controlled by Write_Ctrl-blocks the operation 
of which is described in Figure 26 B. When the FIFO is written the write token is 
moved to the next flip-flop in the register ring on top of Figure 26 A. The reading of 
the FIFO is controlled similarly by a register ring. The read address is generated by 
the token registers. It is decoded with a decoder (Address_Decoder) block which 
controls the output multiplexer (Multiplexer) of the token FIFO. The status of the 
FIFO is shown by Full, Almost_Full, Empty, and Almost_Empty signals which are 
output signals of the status generator. The status generator is constructed from 
comparators and an up-down-counter the value of which is incremented and 
decremented according to the values of Read_Ena and Write_Ena signals. A latch 
based token FIFO can be implemented easily by replacing the flip-flops with latches 
and by connecting the clock signal appropriately [P4]. In this case the Write_Ctrl 
blocks are almost similar, but clock signal Clk controls the operation of the Write_Ctrl 
blocks and the generation of the Wena signals which enable writing to the latches. 
The usage of the lacth based FIFOs reduces considerably the number of registers 
which affects the power consumption by reducing it. This is because latches they 
consume power only when they are written, since they do not require continuous 
clocking which consumes a considerable amount of power.  
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Write_Ctrl_i: 
 
IF Write_Ena = ‘1’ AND Write_Token( i ) = ‘1’  THEN 
     Wena( i ) <= ‘1’; 
ELSE 
     Wena( i ) <= ‘0’; 
END IF;  
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Figure 26. The structure of the token-FIFO (A) and the operation of the Write_Ctrl-
blocks (B).  

5.6 Distributed arbitration with prioritized iSLIP 
 
  The arbitration was distributed to the port blocks and therefore, no centralized 
arbiters like crossbar arbiters [51][57] were not needed. The operation of the switch 
arbiters is distributed to the input and output port controllers which contain small 
input and output arbiters for scheduling the transfers of the packets from the input 
ports to the output ports. These arbiters implement a prioritized iterative SLIP (iSLIP) 
[50] which is able to process (external) priorities attached to the requests. Each of the 
requests has its own priority (external) and the arbiter gives its own (internal) 
priorities to the requests which belong to the same priority class like the rotating 
priority arbitration (round-robin) does. One arbitration cycle consist of three steps, 
and arbitration can be repeated until each of the input ports has become granted. In the 
description below it is assumed that the switch node has K output ports and N input 
ports. 
 
• Request. An input port arbiter i (0 ≤ i ≤ N-1) sends requests and their priorities to 

the output ports for which the input port has a packet in its buffer. 
 
• Grant. If an output arbiter j (0 ≤ j ≤ K-1) receives requests, it determines at first 

the highest (external) priority class of the requests. Then it chooses the request 
with the highest (internal) priority like round-robin from the requests which 
belong to the currently highest (external) priority class. The output arbiter 
maintains separate grant-pointers for all of the priority classes for this purpose. 
After this it notifies each input arbiter whether or not its request was granted. Next 
it increments (modulo N) the appropriate grant-pointer to the input port which is 
next after the granted input port if, and only if, the grant is accepted in the next 
step (Accept).   
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• Accept. If the input port arbiter i (0 ≤ i ≤ N-1) receives grants, it accepts the one 
with the highest priority like round-robin and notifies the corresponding output 
arbiter of this. Then it increments (modulo K) the accept-pointer to the output port 
which is next after the accepted output port. 

 
Usually the input buffered crossbar switches are implemented with centralized 

arbiters which need usually only one clock cycle for scheduling all of the requested 
transfers from the input ports to the output ports. The distributed arbiter has the 
disadvantage that it consists of several small arbiters which operate independently and 
require little more time for computing the schedules. The input and output arbiters 
consist of both sequential logic and combinational logic. The sequential logic 
implements state machines which perform handshaking between the input arbiters and 
the output arbiters. The state machine of the input arbiter is depicted in Figure 27 A 
and the state machine of the output arbiter in Figure 27 B. The operation of the input 
arbiter consists actually of six states. In FREE-state the input arbiter is waiting for the 
header of the next packet. As the header has arrived, it goes to ROUTE AND 
REQUEST-state where it computes at first appropriate output ports for the packet and 
sends then requests to these output ports before it moves from the ROUTE AND 
REQUEST-state to the WAIT GRANT-state. In the WAIT GRANT-state it waits grants 
from the requested output ports and accepts the grant wich has the highest priority 
before it moves to the next state. In the WAIT TRANSFER READY-state it waits for 
the transfer of the previous packet to be finished before it updates an output port 
pointer which points to the next allocated output port and moves to the next state. In 
the UPDATE POINTERS-state it finally updates its accept-pointer as described earlier 
before mover back to the FREE-state. This state is drawn with a dashed box, because 
the input arbiters of the down-routing input ports (PDR-ports) do not have this state, 
because they do not have the accept logic and the accept pointer like the input arbiters 
of the up-routing input ports (CUR-ports). After returning from the UPDATE 
POINTERS-state back to the FREE-state and is ready to start the next arbitration.  If it 
goes to the REMOVE PACKET-state, it updates the output port pointer to the value 
which corresponds to the null port so that the output port OC could remove the packet 
and preserves the value of the accept pointer.  

The state machine of the output arbiter consists of six states. It is in the INIT- 
state immediately after the start-up of the system. After it has received the first 
requests it goes to the FREE-state. It goes from the FREE-state to the REQUESTED-
state, if it still receives active requests. If the requests are released, it goes back to 
FREE-state from the REQUESTED-state. Otherwise it grants the request which has 
the highest priorities and stays in the REQUESTED state. If its grant is accepted, it 
goes to the ACCEPTED-state where it waits until it is reserved for the transfer or the 
acceptance is cancelled. If the acceptance is cancelled, it goes back to the FREE-state. 
Otherwise, it goes to the UPDATE POINTERS-state as it is reserved for the transfer. 
In the UPDATE POINTERS-state the output arbiter updates its grant-pointer. In this 
same state it also reconfigures the output multiplexer after which it goes to the 
RESERVED state where it stays until the transfer is finished and it is released. If the 
port blocks would contain BIST controllers like the earlier switch version [P5], the 
OA-state machine would wait in the INIT-state until the BIST would be finished and it 
is either enabled or it remains disabled.  
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Figure 27. The state machines of the input arbiter (A) and the output arbiter (B).  

  
Arbiters contain also combinational logic. The grant-logic of the output arbiter 

and the accept-logic of the input arbiter are implemented with combinational logic. 
The grant-logic selects the input port the request of which has the highest priority in 
the Grant step of the iSLIP. The accept-logic of the input arbiters selects the output 
port the grant of which has the highest priority in the Accept step of the iSLIP. Input 
port blocks connected to PDR-ports do not have accept-logic at all, because packets are 
routed downwards in the XGFTs with deterministic routing. In deterministic routing 
only one output port at time is requested, and therefore, the input PDR-ports can not 
receive multiple grants. This same input port block without accept-logic is also used 
in the switches of the 2-D mesh, because the DOR is also a deterministic routing 
algorithm which requests only one output port at time.  

Several different implementations have been presented for basic round-robin 
arbiters [58]. They can be augmented to prioritized arbiters like prioritized iSLIP by 
inserting one grant pointer for every priority class and multiplexers for handling the 
pointers. These arbiters are composed of basic arbitration cells like the one (ARB 
CELL) depicted in Figure 28 A. This arbitration cell has five input and two output 
signals. Input signals R_in and P_in come from one of the requesting input port and 
the Max_Prior_in comes from the block which resolves the maximum priority of all 
of the requests. The number of different priorities is two and therefore, the P_in and 
Max_Prior_in signals can get only two different values. Value ‘1’ is reserved for high 
priority and value ‘0’ for low priority. In the arbiter the arbitration cells are connected 
to a chain and F_in and F_out signals connect two succesive arbitration cells. Only 
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one arbitration cell in the chain can grant a request, i.e. the request of only one input 
port can be granted, and the value of the input signal F_in determines whether the 
previous cells in the chain have already granted a request or not. If they have granted 
a request (F_in = ‘1’), the arbitration cell can not grant an active request (R_in = ‘1’) 
and it must also forward this information to the next arbitration cell (F_out = ‘1’). 
Otherwise it can grant an active request. The operation of the ARB_CELL is also 
described by pseudo code in Figure 28 B.  
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IF Max_Prior_in = ‘1’ THEN 
    IF R_in = ‘1’ and P_in = ‘1’ and F_in = ‘1’ THEN 
        G_out <= ‘1’; 
    ELSE 
        G _out<= ‘0’; 
    END IF;  
    IF NOT(R_in = ‘1’ and P_in = ‘1’)  and F_in = ‘1’ THEN 
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    ELSE  
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    END IF; 
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        G_out<= ‘1’; 
    ELSE 
        G_out<= ‘0’; 
    END IF;  
    IF NOT(R_in = ‘1’ and P _in = ‘0’) and F_in = ‘1’ THEN 
        F_out <= ‘1’; 
    ELSE  
        F_out <= ‘0’;  
    END IF; 
END IF;  
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Figure 28. Arbitration cell (A) and its operation (B). 

 
One of the arbiters of the output arbiter’s grant logic is depicted in Figure 29 

and as one can see, the arbitration cells (ARB_CELL) are arranged into a chain. This 
arbiter resolves which one of the requests sent by the input ports becomes granted. 
The priority of the requests is determined by the way the request (R) and grant (G) 
signals are connected to the ARB_CELL and the DECODER blocks. In the arbiter 
depicted in Figure 29 the request of input port M has the highest priority and the 
request of input port M-1 has the smallest priority respectively. After the arbitration 
has finished only one of the grant (G) signals has value ‘1’ and the decoder 
(DECODER) computes the corresponding port number of the granted input port. 
Priority signals are not shown in Figure 29 so as to keep the diagram as simple as 
possible.  

The output arbiters’ grant-logic which is composed of smaller arbiters is 
depicted in Figure 30. Each of the small arbiters ARB_i gives the highest priority to a 
different input port, which is determined by the connections of the input request (R) 
signals and which was also illustrates already in Figure 29. For example, arbiter 
ARB_0 gives the highest priority to requests sent from input port 0, arbiter ARB_1 
gives the highest priority to requests sent from input port 1, arbiter ARB_2 gives the 
highest priority to requests sent from input port 2 etc. Priority classes have separate 
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grant pointers GP_p0(i) and GP_p1(i) for low priority and high priority traffic classes 
respectively. The output multiplexer (OUTPUT MULTIPLEXER) on the bottom of 
Figure 30 multiplexes the output of the currently active arbiter determined by either 
GP_p0(i) or GP_p1(i) to the output OP(i) of the grant logic. The input Max_Prior of 
the output multiplexer determines which one is used for multiplexing the output port 
number. The grant pointer values are updated if the grant becomes accepted at the 
accept step. Depending on the value of Max_Prior either GP_p0(i) (Max_Prior=’0’) 
or GP_p1(i) (Max_Prior=’1’) is recomputed and becomes equal to OP(i)+1 MOD N. 
The accept logic of the input arbiters is almost similar to the grant logic of the output 
arbiters, but it has even simpler structure because grant-signals, which it receives from 
the output arbiters, do not have (external) priorities like the request-signals.  
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Figure 29. The structure of one slice of the grant arbiter. 
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Figure 30. The structure of the grant logic of the output arbiters. 
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5.7 The pipelined operation of the switch 
 

The operation of the switch nodes can be divided to three primary functions 
which are routing, arbitration, and switching. These functions are performed 
successively for every packet in three steps in a pipelined fashion, which is illustrated 
in Figure 31 where the topmost row illustrates the timing of the input FLIT stream of 
the input port FIFO (IP-FIFO), the row in the middle illustrates the timing of the 
aforementioned functions performed by the input port controller, and the lowest row 
illustrates the timing of the output FLIT stream of the input port FIFO. In the 
beginning the packet’s header FLIT is written to the IP-FIFO as it arrives at the input 
port. It takes one clock cycle to filter (Filter) the packet’s header out of the input 
FLIT stream. This step is controlled by the IC-state machine of the input port 
controller. After this the routing and arbitration functions are performed. These 
functions are controlled by the ROUTER-AND-ARBITER-state machine which moves 
from the FREE-state to the ROUTE AND REQUEST-state after it has received the 
new header. In this state the ROUTER-AND-ARBITER makes at first the routing 
decisions and then requests the appropriate output ports for the transfer, which takes 
only one clock cycle (Ro & Re). After this it moves to the WAIT GRANT-state and 
starts waiting for that its requests are granted by one or more of the output arbiters 
(Grant). It may take several clock cycles before any of the requests is granted 
depending on the traffic load. After one or more of the requests have been granted the 
ROUTER-AND-ARBITER accepts (Accept) one of the grants and moves to the WAIT 
TRANSFER READY-state. The Request, Grant, and Accept steps of the arbitration are 
performed in these states. After the OC-state machine has finished the transfer of the 
previous packet, it checks whether the arbitration of the next packet has been finished. 
If the arbitration has been finished the OC reserves the appropriate output port for the 
transfer (Reserve). The output port controller of the reserved output port must 
configure the output multiplexer (Configure) before the OC can start the transfer, 
which takes also one clock cycle. Meanwhile the ROUTER-AND-ARBITER moves to 
the UPDATE POINTERS-state where it updates pointers for the next arbitration. The 
update of the pointer is delayed because the same pointers are used by the OC as it 
reserves the next output port. After the pointers have been updated the ROUTER-
AND-ARBITER moves back to FREE-state to wait for the next packet. After this starts 
the switching phase which is controlled by the OC-state machine and which takes at 
least as many clock cycles as the packets are long in FLITs.  

The operation of the pipeline is little suboptimal, because there are a few 
empty slots in its operation like Figure 31 shows and, for example, the FREE-state is 
practically unnecessary. It would be possible to redesign the operation in such away 
that these extra slots could be removed, which would reduce the average 
communication latencies with few clock cycles and increase the throughputs by a 
couple percentages. In addition, because the FIFOs along the routing paths increase 
also the communication latencies, the pipeline should be made simpler like, for 
example, in XPipes [24]. On the other hand, a traditional pipelining with register 
stages does not allow very many pipeline stages either, because it increases the 
latencies also quickly. Furthermore, although the centralized symmetric crossbar 
arbiters [51][57] have smaller latencies than distributed arbiters and they are suitable 
for the switches of the 2-D mesh, they should be modified before they could be used 
in the switches of the XGFTs. This is because all of the input ports of the mega-
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switches are not connected to all of the output ports and the switch halves of the dual-
switch nodes have different number of input and output ports, which would make the 
crossbar arbiters asymmetric. Finally, the switch architectures with centralized 
arbiters would not be easily reconfigurable distributed architectures any more either.  
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Figure 31. The timing of the operation of the routing, arbitration and switching 
functions.  
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6. Backbone layout scheme for the 
XGFT NOCs 
 
The topology of the NOC impacts the structure of the circuit layout and the circuit 
layout affects the performance of the NOC, because it determines partly the length of 
the communication channels. The communication channels should be short so that 
signalling delays would be small and the NOC could achieve a high operation speed 
and a good performance. Therefore, it is important that the NOC has such layout 
schemes which allow compact and dense circuit layouts with small area consumptions 
and short communication channels. Earlier presented H-tree [59][60] and Fold-and-
Squash [61] layout schemes can be used with butterfly fat trees but they are not 
suitable for XGFTs which have more irregular topology. In addition, both of these 
layout schemes contain also quite long communication channels which deteriorate 
their performance. Therefore, a new Backbone layout scheme [P3] had to be 
developed for the XGFTs. The Backbone scheme can practically be modified to suit 
for all of the XGFTs of realistic size and makes it possible to compare the XGFTs 
with the 2-D mesh NOCs.  

The VLSI computing systems are wire limited [62] and as network topologies 
are compared to each other both wire lengths and wire densities must be taken into 
consideration. The 2-D mesh topology is practically the only k-ary n-cube which has 
usable VLSI implementations today, which is partly owing to its short communication 
channels and partly to the complexity of the wiring of the high dimensional networks 
which lengthens the wires and increases communication latencies. Because it can be 
shown that the low-dimensional networks like the 2-D meshes outperform high-
dimensional networks with the same bisection width [62], it suffices to compare the 
XGFTs with the 2-D meshes instead of all of the k-ary n-cubes. The following two 
sections present the structure of the Backbone layout scheme and estimate its physical 
performance. The next section estimates the area costs including wire costs of some 
XGFTs which are later compared to the 2-D mesh, and finally, the last section 
compares the Backbone layouts of different XGFTs to each other.  

6.1 The structure of the Backbone layout scheme 
 

The Backbone layout scheme [P3][P7] can be used for organizing 
communication links between the switch nodes of the XGFTs and the processor 
nodes. Figure 32 depicts the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) which consist of three switch stages 
and which has 36 processor leaf nodes. This network consists of three sub-
XGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s and therefore, neither the H-tree nor the Fold-and-Squash layout 
schemes can be used. This is because these layout schemes require that switches in 
every switch stage are connected to four child nodes. In addition, the lowest switches 
of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) are also connected to only three processors which makes 
the circuit layout even more irregular. Hence, a new layout scheme is needed for 
floorplanning the circuits and for organizing the connections between the switch 
nodes in such cases where the number of their children (or sub-XGFTs) can be 
arbitrary and different from four. The new layout scheme should make it possible to 
use short communication links for connecting the network nodes and allow area 
efficient place and route of the chips.  
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The new layout scheme was named Backbone because the XGFT works in it 
like a spinal cord works in the backbone of the human body. Basically the XGFTs 
have quite complex connections between the switch nodes of the different switch 
stages compared to the connections between the switches of the 2-D mesh networks. 
Because, for example, all of the switches of the topmost switch stage are connected to 
all of the sub-XGFTs, it is difficult to design such circuit layout which would make it 
possible to use short communication channels between the topmost switches and the 
sub-XGFTs. This same holds true also within the sub-XGFTs. In the Backbone layout 
all of the switches of the XGFTs’ upper switch stages are placed to a large vertical 
routing channel marked with XGFT IIP in the middle of it which is depicted in Figure 
33. The switches of the lowest switch stage are distributed to small horizontal routing 
channels on the left and on the right side of the vertical routing channel. Although 
only the vertical routing channel is marked with XGFT IIP, actually all of the switch 
nodes, communication channels and network interfaces are parts of it. The processor 
leaf nodes are numbered with numbers from 0 to 35 in the Backbone layout. The 
structure of the vertical routing channel is depicted in more details on the left of 
Figure 33. The small white boxes in it are switch nodes belonging to the two topmost 
switch stages and the numbers within these boxes show the switch stage which these 
switch nodes belong to.  
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Figure 32. The XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) with three switch stages and three sub-
XGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s. 
 

The Backbone layout scheme can be used with both dual-switch and mega-
switch nodes. The cut lines on the top of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) in Figure 32 depict 
communication channels which connect the topmost root switch nodes of the XGFTs 
implemented with dual-switch nodes. The maximum length of the communication 
channels between the switches of the two upper switch stages could be affected by 
changing the number of sub-XGFTs or switch stages. If, for example, the topmost 
switch nodes could be placed to the middle of the vertical communication channel, the 
routing channels could be approximately as long as half of the chip’s side length. This 
would require that the number of sub-XGFTs of the XGFT would be even. 
Alternatively pipelined communication channels could be used to shorten the 
communication channels and to increase the transfer rate.  
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Communication channels which connect processor nodes to the lowest switch 
nodes are routed within the horizontal routing channels which are between the 
processor rows. The maximum possible length of the communication channels within 
the horizontal routing channels can be at most half of the chip’s side length and it can 
be considerably reduced by suitable placement of the port blocks. A zoomed area in 
the bottom of Figure 33 illustrates how the lowest switches can be embedded into the 
horizontal routing channels. These switches were named Flat Switches [P3] because 
the embedding requires that the switches must have such an architecture which allows 
very flat implementations. The distributed switch architecture presented earlier can be 
easily flattened, because its port blocks can be placed quite independently of each 
other and arranged into a row. The lowest switch stage could also be placed into the 
vertical routing channel, but the embedding of its switches into the horizontal routing 
channels reduces the length of the links between the processor leaf nodes and the 
number of wires within the vertical routing channel.   
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Figure 33. Backbone layout scheme of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0). 

 
It is also possible to connect the port blocks of the lowest switches directly to 

the processor nodes without channels. This can be made easily by removing the link 
controllers after which the processors can read and write the IP-FIFOs and the OP-
FIFOs of these blocks as they would read and write the FIFOs of their network 
interfaces. The input CUR-port and output CDR-port blocks could still be within the 
horizontal routing channels or they could be placed into the processor leaf nodes. The 
PUR-port and PDR-port blocks connected to the parent switch nodes of the next upper 
switch stage could be placed to the end of the routing channel so as to reduce the 
length of the communication channels between the switch nodes. This could also 
make the pipeline stages unnecessary. It would also be possible to embed two 
switches into the routing channels by flipping the first, the third, and the fifth 
processor rows after which their communication channels would be next to each 
other. This could also half the number of horizontal routing channels, since the logic 
of two switches fits easily into one routing channel at least if part of their port blocks 
would be embedded into the processor nodes.  
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Although Figure 33 depicts a circuit layout where all of the computing leaf 
nodes are of the same size, the Backbone layout scheme could also be used in circuits 
constructed from blocks of different sizes. The number of rows and the number of 
blocks on the rows could be different in the left and in the right halves of the 
Backbone layout. For example, the blocks in the left halve of the 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0)’s Backbone layout could be smaller than the blocks in its right 
halve, and as a consequence of this, the number of processor block rows on the left 
could be higher than that on the right. These features could be exploited in such 
systems which contain blocks of different sizes and which would have irregular 
circuit layouts.  

6.2 The physical performance of the Backbone layout scheme 
  

The performance of the NOC is partly determined by the physical properties 
of the SoC circuit’s layout. The wire delays of the future DSM technologies do not 
scale similarly to the logic delays, and if the distances between the network nodes are 
long, the signalling delays through the communication channels are high. There exists 
at least two different methods for solving this problem and for improving the 
performance of the XGFTs. Firstly, the number of switch stages can be increased so 
as to reduce the distances between the switch nodes, and secondly, the communication 
links can be pipelined by different methods so as to divide them to shorter segments. 
The first method increases also the diameter of the XGFTs, whereas the second 
method increases only the communication latencies by some constant delay and its 
implementation costs are smaller. Therefore, the second method can be preferred to 
the first one. On the other hand, it may become necessary to increase also the number 
of switch stages in larger systems so as to partition the system into smaller sub-
systems. From this point of view the 2-D mesh NOC is an easier case, because the 
connections between network nodes are shorter and more regular, which makes the 
floorplanning of the SoCs an easier task from the point of view of the signalling delay 
management.  

Another serious problem of the future DSM technologies is a high clock skew, 
which is caused by the variance of the process parameters. This problem will be 
solved by dividing the SoCs into several small synchronously operating areas which 
form separate clock domains with dedicated clocks and communicate asynchronously 
with each other. This same method can also be used in the Backbone layout scheme to 
eliminate problems related to high clock skew. For example, every block similar to 
that depicted in the zoomed area on the bottom of Figure 33 could form a separate 
clock domain. The pipeline stages could be implemented with dual-clocked FIFOs the 
read and write ports of which would be clocked with the clocks of the different clock 
domains. Within the clock domains the communication channels could be further 
pipelined with simple pipeline elements presented in Section 5.3. The horizontal 
routing channel could also form a separate clock domain with a dedicated clock and 
pipelined communication channels. Systems which are divided into multiple clock 
domains in this way are generally called Globally-Asynchronous Locally-
Synchronous (GALS) systems.  

The clock skew becomes a more serious problem as the clock frequency is 
increased and with lower clock frequencies it does not necessarily cause as serious 
problems. Lower clock frequencies can also be used together with parallelization for 
reducing the power consumption. This technique can be used especially well for 
reducing the power consumption of the reconfigurable and reprogrammable MPSoCs, 
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which will be also used in different handheld and mobile battery-powered embedded 
systems in the future. In addition, in MPSoCs it would be natural that although the 
processors would operate at the high clock frequencies like 1 GHz, the switch nodes 
of the NOCs could operate at the lower clock frequency of, for example, only 250 
MHz. This is because in such coarse grained systems like the MPSoCs the processors 
perform multiple different tasks and data processing times are high compared to the 
communication times across the NOC. Within the subsystems and processor nodes 
which consist of hardware accelerators, on-chip memories, I/O-interface blocks, and 
processors, the situation is different, because communication latencies should be 
small. The different sections of the Backbone layout can also be clocked at different 
clock rates. It would be possible to clock the lowest switch stage at higher frequency 
than the upper switch stages, because the channels are shorter and the clock 
distribution areas within the clock domains are smaller, which usually results in 
smaller clock skew. This would also be possible, because the network traffic would 
mostly be local cluster traffic and smaller proportion of traffic would be routed 
through the topmost switch stages in any case. Hence, very high operation speeds and 
performance will not necessarily be needed for routing the traffic through the upper 
switch stages, which can be exploited in eliminating the clock skew problem by 
reducing the clock frequency. With the low clocking frequencies like 250 – 500 MHz 
the signalling delays across the longest channels in the Backbone would not cause any 
additional problems either as long as the side length of the circuits will be less than 
25.0 cm. This is because it can be estimated that in this case the longest 
communication channels could shorter than 10.0 mm which would allow today and in 
the future communication rates of about 0.5 Gbits/s per wire [63]. In this thesis the 
target operation speed of the NOCs is 400 MHz.  

The clock skew can be managed in synchronous systems under certain 
conditions, which is illustrated in Figure 34 below. In the Figure 34 parameter Tclk is 
the length of the clock cycle and parameter tst is the set-up time of the registers. 
Parameter tcs shows the clock skew between the clock signals of switch nodes A and 
B. Delay ta is the lower limit of the signal delay when switch A is transmitting data to 
switch B. In other words, the signal delay ta must be higher than the clock skew tcs so 
that B’s registers would not sample wrong signal values too early. Delay tb is the 
upper limit of the signal delay when switch A is transmitting to switch B. Delay tc is 
the upper limit of the signal delay when switch B is transmitting data back to switch 
A. Delay tc must be smaller than Tclk – tcs – tst so that the signal value would be stable 
before sampling. When switch B is transmitting the minimum delay is not limited, 
because clock B is delayed compared to clock A and clock skew can not cause timing 
errors in data sampling. Hence, it can be concluded that if the signal delay (or wire 
delay) is greater than the clock skew tcs and smaller than Tclk – tcs – tst the timing errors 
due to the clock skew can not corrupt the transmitted data. The clock skew is not only 
a disadvantageous thing. It can also be exploited in reducing noise levels on the chips’ 
power lines, because it makes the registers to operate slightly asynchronously at 
different time instants, which reduces current peaks on power supply lines.  
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Figure 34. The effect of the clock skew on the signal timing. 

  
As was already mentioned the Backbone layout can be divided into multiple 

clock domains which are locally synchronous. To implement GALS systems the clock 
domains can be connected to each other with bisynchronous FIFOs so as to transfer 
data between the clock domains and to pipeline the communication channels which go 
across the edges of two adjacent clock domains. The clocking of the clock domains is 
not a problem, because multiple alternative techniques can be used for reducing the 
clock skew to an acceptable low level within the domains. One such simple technique 
is to drive one grid with an H-tree [64]. In this clocking scheme the H-tree provides 
low latency and skew over longer distances while the grid provides a small local 
skew. The problem of this scheme is a high power consumption unless local clock 
gating is used to turn off the local clock distribution when blocks do not need 
clocking, because most of the power is consumed at the lowest level of the clock 
distribution network. Another similar technique is an implementation with a three-
level clock distribution network where the inputs of the adjacent drivers of the global 
clock tree are shorted so as to reduce the skew between the drivers’ outputs [65]. The 
accumulated skew can be kept acceptable by shorting the inputs of every 2nd and 3rd 
stage of the distribution tree. The next level of the clock distribution network consists 
of a global clock grid and the last level consists of few stages of tuneable buffer gates. 
If smaller power consumption is required, alternative techniques like Rotary 
Travelling Wave Oscillator Arrays (ROA) [66] or distributed coupled Standing-Wave 
Oscillators (SWO) [67], can be used. These implementations are able to provide low 
clock skew and jitter to high-frequency clocks, but are also more difficult to design, 
because they are actually large radio-frequency (RF) circuits.  

Alternatively asynchronous communication links with stoppable clocks could 
be used for implementing the GALS [68][69]. It would also be possible to implement 
the NOCs with pure asynchronous logic. However, this is a more difficult choice, 
because the current electronic design automation (EDA) software suit badly for this 
purpose. An attractive choice would also be a self-calibrating NOC which is able to 
fine-tune its operation frequency and operating voltages so as to achieve as reliable 
operation as possible and low power consumption [55].  
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6.3 The area costs of the Backbone layout scheme 
 
The total area of the Backbone layout scheme is consumed by both the switch 

logic and the wires between the switches. The total area consumed by the XGFTs can 
be estimated with an appropriate wiring model of the Backbone layout scheme. The 
current VLSI technologies provide currently at least eight metal levels for wiring and 
two additional levels for ground planes and capacitors [7]. The number of metal levels 
usable for wiring grows to 12 by year 2010 while the number of metal levels usable 
for ground planes and capacitors will grow to four [7]. This suggest that there will be 
at least from four to six metal levels usable for global wiring and the same number of 
levels usable for semi-global or intermediate wiring such that the total number of 
levels will be from eight to 12. The intermediate and local wiring can be used for 
connecting the input and output terminals of the logic gates within the IP blocks while 
the global wiring will be used for interconnects between the blocks. Owing to the 
increased number of metal levels it is possible to place and route IP blocks so 
efficiently that the wiring does not increase their areas very much larger than the total 
area of their logic gates. The global wiring could be routed over the IP blocks, which 
would allow an area efficient implementation of interconnects between the IP blocks. 
However, it is not necessarily possible to route the global wires over the processor 
nodes in a coarse grained systems where processor nodes can contain, for example, 
memory cores. This is because the long global wires should be divided into segments 
with repeaters, which will be placed along the long wires and which can not be placed 
to every place on the chip. Therefore, the long global wires must be routed within 
routing channels like in the Backbone layout scheme suggests so that the repeaters 
could be efficiently placed as optimally as possible along the wires so as to minimize 
communication latencies. This will also allow processor nodes and IP cores to be 
designed separately in a divide-and-conquer manner so that the whole chip need not 
be place and routed at the same time. Additionally, the repeaters may also be quite 
large logic gates [63] which would be difficult to place and route into the IP cores. 
The large size of the repeaters is also the main reason for why the communication 
channels should be made as short as possible, which affect also the topology design.  

It is possible to reduce the number of required metal levels by connecting the 
port blocks of the Flat Switches according to a special wiring scheme, which will also 
allow long high-speed connections within the switch nodes. As was mention above it 
is possible to arrange the port blocks of the Flat Switches into one row where all of 
the signal inputs and outputs are on the same side. This is illustrated in Figure 35 
which depicts Flat Switch configuration of 3×4-mega-switch depicted in Figure 20 B. 
This wiring scheme simplifies also the analysis of the area consumption of the 
XGFTs. The block named Wiring between ports contains also the port lock controller 
of the FDAR system which has a very simple logic. This block contains the total of 
input port count × (7 × output port count + 6 + 36) = 7 × (49 + 6 + 36) = 637 parallel 
intermediate wires routed between the port blocks. The total width of this block would 
be about 0.29 mm with pessimistic intermediate wiring pitch of 450 nm from year 
2001 [7] usable with 130 nm VLSI technology. However, its width should reduce to 
about 0.09 mm by year 2010 [7]. The width can be further reduced by doubling the 
number of metal levels used for wiring. For example, with four metal levels the width 
could easily be halved to 0.145 mm. This would also be possible, since the wiring 
would be implemented within a dedicated block which could contain also necessary 
repeaters. The wires dominate in area consumption and the port blocks should also be 
as flat as possible so that they would not widen the horizontal channels more.   
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Figure 35. Flat Switch configuration of 3×4-mega-switch node. 

6.3.1 The area costs of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) 
 
It can be assumed that the processor nodes are 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm blocks and 

that the XGFT NOC and 36 processor nodes can fin in an approximately 22.0 mm × 
22.0 mm chip. Horizontal routing channels contain communication channels which 
connect the lowest switch nodes to the processor nodes and to the other switch nodes 
of the upper switch stages. These communication channels will be routed with global 
wires which are in the topmost metal levels and can be routed over the port blocks of 
the switch nodes. It can be assumed that communication channels between the lowest 
switch nodes and processor nodes do not cause wiring congestions within the routing 
channel, since port blocks surrounded by dashed rectangle A in Figure 35 can be 
placed appropriately near to the processor nodes or even embedded into the processor 
nodes. Hence, in the optimistic wiring scheme only the communication channels 
connected to the port blocks in the dashed rectangle B in Figure 35 must be routed in 
parallel somewhere within the routing channels, which determines its width. The 
number of parallel wires would be 2 × P-port count × (data width + vrc width + lrc 
width + other signals). In this case the number of parallel wires would be 2 × P-port 
count × (36 + 9 + 6) = 2 × 3 × (36 + 9 + 6) = 306, which would require about 0.2 mm 
wide communication channels with minimum global wiring pitch of 670 nm from 
year 2001 [7]. In the most pessimistic wiring scheme all of the communication 
channels are somewhere routed in parallel and in the case of the 3×4-mega-switch 
nodes the total number of wires would be 2 × 7 × (36 + 9 + 6) = 714 which would 
require about 0.48 mm wide routing channels with the same minimum global wiring 
pitch of 670 nm. However, by using minimum global wire pitch of 135 nm predicted 
for year 2010 the widths can be reduced to about 0.04 mm and 0.1 mm respectively. 
With the optimistic wiring scheme the wiring would increase the height of the 
Backbone layout depicted in Figure 33 by about 1.2 mm with minimum global wiring 
pitch of 670 nm and by about 0.24 mm with minimum global wiring pitch of 135 nm 
assuming that global wiring dominates in area consumption and that the global wires 
can be routed over the underlying logic and wiring. With 9.0 mm long routing 
channels this would result in total areas of 21.6 mm2 and 4.3 mm2 respectively. If the 
first, the third, and the fifth processor rows are flipped and four metal levels are used 
for global wires, the height would increase by only about 0.6 mm and 0.12 mm 
respectively. In this case the total areas of 9.0 mm long routing channels would be 
10.8 mm2 and 2.2 mm2 respectively. The length of the longest communication 
channels could be, for example, 9.0 mm / 2 = 4.5 mm with suitable placement of the 
port blocks into the 9.0 mm long routing channel.  

The area of the vertical routing channel in the middle of the Backbone layout 
can be estimated in similar way. It can be assumed that all of the communication 
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channels between the topmost switches and the second switch stage are routed in 
parallel somewhere within the vertical routing channel with communication channels 
between the second switch stage and the lowest switch nodes of one of the sub-
XGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s. This would be obvious if all of the topmost switch nodes would be 
placed at one end of the vertical routing channel and connected to the second switch 
stage like in Figure 32. In this case, if only two metal levels would be used for routing 
the communication channels the number of parallel wires would be 2 × link count × 
(data width + vrc width + lrc width + other signals) = 2 × (6 × 3 + 3 × 4) × (36 + 9 + 
6) = 3060 wires side by side somewhere within the vertical block. Thus, the total 
width of the block would be with minimum global wire pitch of 670 nm about 2.0 mm 
and with minimum global wire pitch of 135 nm about 0.41 mm. The total areas of the 
vertical routing channel would be 38.4 mm2 and 7.5 mm2 assuming that the global 
wiring determines their widths. Their lengths would be 19.2 mm and 18.24 mm. The 
total areas of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) would be 49.2 mm2 and 9.7 mm2 respectively 
assuming that only two metal levels are used for connecting the horizontal routing 
channels to the second switch stage and for connecting the second switch stage to the 
topmost switch stage within the vertical routing channel. These are quite large areas, 
but they can also be reduced by using four metal levels for routing the channels. The 
widths of the horizontal channels could not be reduced similarly, because the Flat 
Switches can not be made flatter according to their wiring model. Hence, if four metal 
levels would be used for routing the global wires within the vertical routing channel, 
the maximum number of parallel wires would be link count × (data width + vrc width 
+ lrc width + other signals) = (6 × 3 + 3 × 4) × (36 + 9 + 6) = 1530 which would 
produce widths of 1.0 mm and 0.2 mm and areas of 19.2 mm2 and 3.6 mm2 
respectively. The total areas would be 40.8 mm2 and 7.9 mm2 which would be 
roughly about 11.8 % and 2.4 % of the chip’s areas, which shows the magnitude of 
the area consumption and can be considered quite tolerable.  

The area estimates above are worst case approximation, because the number of 
parallel wires is not everywhere within the routing channels as high as the maximum 
possible estimate shows. On the other hand, connections between wires belonging to 
adjacent metal levels and a bad place-and-route might also increase these areas. 
However, the usage of two or four metal levels for routing the communication 
channels makes it possible to connect the wire segments to repeaters without 
widening the routing channels considerably. Finally, these estimates were computed 
for comparing the different XGFT topologies to each other and to 2-D mesh topology, 
not for achieving exact estimates of the total areas. The minimum global wire pitch is 
also continuously reducing, which changes the situation year by year and makes 
accurate estimation difficult.  

The average length of the longest wires can be estimated by assuming that the 
topmost switches are in the vertical routing channel of the Backbone like in Figure 33. 
In this case, the length of the longest wires would be approximately 19.2 mm × 2 / 3 = 
12.8 mm which is such a high length that the channels should be pipelined at least 
with one pipeline stage so as to achieve sufficient transfer speed across the channels. 
After pipelining the maximum length would be 6.4 mm which is not a small length 
either. However, the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) is not the easiest case from the point of 
view of the area consumption and the length of the communication channels. 
Additionally, its topology does not allow its Backbone layout to be generated from 
several smaller Backbones very easily. For example, larger XGFT(3,3,4,4,3,2,0) 
would have four sub-XGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s and its layout could be produced from four 
smaller Backbone layouts of the four sub-XGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s. It would be even better if 
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the XGFT would have only two sub-XGFTs, because then the topmost switches could 
be placed to the middle of the vertical routing channel, which would reduce the 
average length of the longest channels between the topmost switch stages. The wire 
congestion within the vertical routing channel can be reduced by increasing the degree 
of the lowest switches so that they could be connected to larger number of processor 
nodes and by using as few switches on the topmost switch stages as possible. In the 
following subsections XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) and XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) are used for 
illuminating this fact.  

The switch nodes of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) were synthesized to 130 nm 
technology with nominal parameters and with clock cycle length of 2.5 ns which 
corresponds to a clock rate of 400 MHz. The results of the logic synthesis are in Table 
1 below.  It shows the logic areas of different blocks without wiring and without the 
FDAR. It shows also the number of equivalent logic gates which are FO4 (fan-out-4) 
nand-gates with two inputs the area of which is 12.103 µm2. It can be estimated that 
wiring would increase these areas by 30 %. The areas of interconnects between the 
port blocks must also be inserted to these areas so as to get the total areas of the 
switch nodes. Since the areas of the switch logics are small also with wiring, it can be 
seen that wiring really dominates in area consumption and the area estimates based of 
the wiring model can be considered at least as realistic as the minimum global wire 
pitches. The number of registers is high in every block, because all of the FIFOs of 
the input and output ports are implemented with registers. The size of the FIFOs is 
seven 36 bits wide FLITs and every FIFO increases the register count by 276 
registers. The topmost switches of the synthesized XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) have one 
extra port which could be removed or connected to processor nodes which are used as 
management units. Therefore, their wires are not taken into consideration in the 
wiring model. The areas with the FDAR system are in Table 2 and as can be seen it 
increases are logic areas by about 16 %.  
 
Table 1. The logic resources of different switches of the XGFT(3, 3,4,3,3,2,1) without the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number 
of equiv. 

logic gates

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total area 
[mm2] 

1×3-switch 0.0749 6185 0.0889 2643 0.1638
2×4-switch 0.1172 9680 0.1369 3850 0.2541
3×3-switch 0.1166 9631 0.1358 4047 0.2524
XGFT 2.9043 239802 3.3951 99072 6.2985
 
Table 2. The logic resources of different switches of the XGFT(3, 3,4,3,3,2,1) with the FDAR. 

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number 
of equiv. 

logic gates

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total area 
[mm2] 

1×3-switch 0.0920 7603 0.0992 2925 0.1913
2×4-switch 0.1430 11820 0.1527 4598 0.2958
Port lock controller 0.0048 396 0.0025 66 0.0073
Input CUR-port 0.0142 1170 0.0150 451 0.0292
Input CDR-port 0.0126 1043 0.0141 413 0.0267
Output PUR-port 0.0097 804 0.0101 295 0.0199
Output PDR-port 0.0114 847 0.0104 302 0.0218
3×3-switch 0.1396 11535 0.1514 4449 0.2910
XGFT 3.5142 290418 3.7863 112320 7.3020
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6.3.2 The area costs of the XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,1) 
 
Like in the previous case the lowest switches will be placed into the horizontal 

routing channels. There will be three small 1×1-switch nodes in each of the horizontal 
routing channels. They will require 3 × (2 × (7 × 2 + 6 + 36)) = 672 intermediate 
wires which will form about 0.15 mm wide area with intermediate wiring pitch of 450 
nm from year 2001 [7] usable with 130 nm VLSI technology. This would reduce to 
about 0.05 mm by year 2010 with intermediate wiring pitch of 90 nm. These widths 
can be halved by using four metal levels instead of two.  

According to the optimistic wiring scheme used above only the 
communication channels which are connected to the parents of the lowest switches 
must be routed in parallel somewhere within the horizontal routing channels. In this 
case the number of the parallel wires will be 3 × (2 × (36 + 9 + 6)) = 612, which will 
require about 0.21 mm wide horizontal routing channel with minimum global wiring 
pitch of 670 nm. By using minimum global wire pitch of 135 nm the width can be 
reduced to about 0.04 mm. These global wires would increase the height of the 
Backbone layout depicted in Figure 33 by about 1.26 mm and by about 0.24 mm 
respectively. With 9.0 mm long routing channels this would result in total areas of 
22.68 mm2 and 4.32 mm2 of all of the horizontal routing channels respectively.  

It can be assumed that in the worst case all of the communication channels 
between the topmost switches and the second switch stage, and between one of the 
switches of the second switch stage and six of the switches of the lowest switches are 
routed in parallel somewhere within the vertical routing channel. In this case there 
will 2 × (6 + 6 × 4) × (36 + 9 + 6) = 3060 parallel wires side by side somewhere 
within the vertical routing channel. Thus, the total width of the vertical channel would 
be with minimum global wire pitch of 670 nm about 2.0 mm and with minimum 
global wire pitch of 135 nm about 0.41 mm. The corresponding total areas of 19.23 
mm and 18.24 mm long vertical channels would be 38.46 mm2 and 7.5 mm2 assuming 
that the global wiring determines their widths. The total areas of the 
XGFT(3,16,6,1,4,0) would be 60.6 mm2 and 11.8 mm2 respectively which are quite 
large areas. However, they are achieved by using just two metal levels. It would be 
possible to use four metal levels within the vertical routing channel for connecting the 
topmost switch stage to the second switch stage. This would reduce the number of 
parallel wires within the vertical routing channel to (6 + 6 × 4) × (36 + 9 + 6) = 1530 
which would correspond channel widths of 1.0 mm and 0.2 mm and areas of 19.23 
mm2 and 3.25 mm2 with 670 nm and 135 nm minimum global wire pitches 
respectively. The total areas of 41.87 mm2 and 7.6 mm2 would be approximately 11.4 
% and 2.3 % of the chip’s total area. The maximum length of the wires within the 
horizontal routing channels would be at most 9.0 mm and within the vertical routing 
channel approximately at most (19.23 mm – 3.0 mm)/ 2 = 8.1 mm. In this topology 
the second switch stage can be used as an intermediate switch stage for shortening the 
physical distances between different switch stages.   

The XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,1) was also synthesised to 130 nm technology with 
clock cycle length of 2.5 ns. This XGFT topology was used to study what happens if 
processors would not be clustered at the leaf level like in all the other presented 
XGFT topologies. This was done, because in the reference design clustering of 
processing nodes is not exploited. The synthesis results in Table 3 and Table 4 show 
that the logic areas are comparable with those of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) with and 
without the FDAR system. The number of registers is smaller, which suggest that the 
total power consumption of the switch nodes could be smaller than that of the 
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XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1). The FDAR increases the logic area of the XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,1) 
by about 16 % like that of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1).  
 
Table 3. The logic resources of the XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,1) without the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number 
of equiv. 

logic gates

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total area 
[mm2] 

1×6-switch 0.1452 12006 0.1614 4764 0.3067
4×6-switch 0.2234 18457 0.2347 6948 0.4581
1×1-switch 0.0345 2852 0.0437 704 0.0782
XGFT 3.1632 261438 3.6270 86088 6.7906
 
Table 4. The logic resources of different switches of the XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,1) with the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number 
of equiv. 

logic gates

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total area 
[mm2] 

1×6-switch 0.1762 14557 0.1812 5117 0.3564
4×6-switch 0.2704 22344 0.2634 7798 0.5338
1×1-switch 0.0423 3493 0.0483 1411 0.0906
XGFT 3.8500 318040 4.0440 118052 7.8940
 

6.3.3 The area costs of the XGFT(2,6,6,4,1) 
  
 The same wiring scheme illustrated in Figure 35 can also be used with the 
4×6-switch nodes of the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0). In this case the block named Wiring 
between blocks would contain 10 × (7 × 10 + 6 + 36) = 1020 intermediate wires 
routed between the port blocks. The total width of this block would be about 0.46 mm 
with pessimistic intermediate wiring pitch of 450 nm from year 2001 [7] usable with 
130 nm VLSI technology. However, its width reduces to about 0.14 mm by year 2010 
[7]. The widths can be further reduced to 0.23 mm and 0.07 mm by doubling the 
number of metal levels used for intermediate wires and by using global wires for 
routing communication channels between the CUR-port and CDR-port blocks and 
processor nodes. The port blocks can also be placed apart from each others and 
flattened more. Finally, if these methods do not suffice, the CUR-port and CDR-port 
blocks can be placed into the processor nodes where they could be used as the parts of 
the network interfaces, which would also eliminate the communication channels 
between these port blocks and processors.   
 Like previously with the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) according to the optimistic 
wiring scheme only the communication channels which are connected to the parent 
switch nodes must be routed in parallel somewhere within the horizontal routing 
channels. The number of parallel wires would be 4 × (2 × (36 + 9 + 6)) = 432, which 
would require about 0.27 mm wide communication channels with minimum global 
wiring pitch of 670 nm and with minimum global wire pitch of 135 nm the width will 
reduce to about 0.06 mm. The wiring would increase the height of the Backbone 
layout depicted in Figure 33 by about 0.87 mm with minimum global wiring pitch of 
670 nm and by about 0.18 mm with minimum global wiring pitch of 135 nm. With 
9.0 mm long routing channels this would result in total areas of 14.7 mm2 and 3.2 
mm2 of six horizontal routing channels respectively.  
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The area of the vertical routing channel in the middle of the Backbone layout 
can be estimated like previously. We can assume that in the worst case all of the 
communication channels between the topmost switches and the lowest switches are 
routed in parallel somewhere within the vertical routing channel. In this case there 
will be 2 × 6 × 4 × (36 + 9 + 6) = 2448 parallel wires side by side somewhere within 
the vertical routing channel. Thus, the total width of the vertical channel would be 
with minimum global wire pitch of 670 nm about 1.6 mm and with minimum global 
wire pitch of 135 nm about 0.33 mm. The corresponding total areas of 18.87 mm and 
18.18 mm long vertical channels would be 30.2 mm2 and 6.0 mm2 assuming that the 
global wiring determines the width of the block. The total areas of the 
XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) would be 45.9 mm2 and 9.2 mm2 respectively which are quite large 
areas. However, they are achieved by using just two metal levels. Because the wiring 
clearly dominates the area consumption, it would be possible to use four metal levels 
for connecting the lowest switch stage to the topmost switch stage. In this case the 
corresponding areas of the vertical routing channel would be 15.1 mm2 and 3.0 mm2 
while the area of the horizontal routing channels would remain the same, because 
most probably the Flat Switches could not be made any flatter due to the shortage of 
metal levels. The areas of 30.2 mm2 and 6.2 mm2 would be approximately 8.5% and 
1.9% of the chip’s area. The maximum length of the wires within the horizontal 
routing channels could be about 9.0 mm and within the vertical routing channel about 
(18.87 mm – 2 × 3.0 mm) / 2 = 6.43 mm, if the topmost switches would be 
approximately in the middle of the block and the PUR–port and PDR-port blocks of the 
lowest switches would be very near the heads of the horizontal routing channels like 
in the zoomed area of Figure 35.  

The XGFT(2,6,6,4,1) has exactly the same topology as the two upper switch 
stages of the XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,1). Because the lowest switch stage is missing, the 
logic areas and the resources consumption in Table 5 and Table 6 are considerably 
smaller than those of the XGFT(3,1,6,6,2,4,1). These synthesis results were achieved 
with the same parameters as the previously presented synthesis results. Because 
especially the register count is considerably smaller than those of the 
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,1) and the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0), the power consumption of the 
switch nodes must be smaller. This is because the clock three consumes about 35 - 45 
% of the total power of the blocks and 90 % of this is consumed by the few lowest 
stages of the clock tree which are connected to the registers. Hence, if the number of 
clock tree branches can be reduced, which can be done by reducing the number of 
registers, the power consumption can be reduced. Because the number of the parallel 
wires within its vertical routing channels is also considerably smaller than that of the 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) and the XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,1), its power consumption is probably 
much smaller. In addition, the topmost switches can be placed to the middle of the 
vertical routing channel, and therefore, the length of the longest communication 
channels between switch stages is smaller, which affects also the power consumption.  
 
Table 5. The logic resources of the XGFT(2,6,6,4,1) without the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number 
of equiv. 

logic gates

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total area 
[mm2] 

1×6-switch 0.1452 12006 0.1614 4764 0.3067
4×6-mesh 0.2234 18457 0.2347 6948 0.4581
XGFT 1.9212 158766 2.0538 60744 3.9754
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Table 6. The logic resources of different switches of the XGFT(2,6,6,4,1) with the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number 
of equiv. 

logic gates

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total area 
[mm2] 

1×6-switch 0.1762 14557 0.1812 5117 0.3564
2×6-switch 0.2704 22344 0.2634 7798 0.5338
XGFT 2.3272 192292 2.3052 67256 4.6284
 

6.3.4 The area costs of the other comparable XGFT topologies 
 
 The wiring area of the XGFT(3,6,3,2,2,2,1) can be computed like above. This 
XGFT topology has the special property that the topmost switches can be placed to 
the middle of the vertical routing channel while the switch nodes of the second switch 
stage can be placed near the lowest switches which will be in the heads of the 
horizontal routing channels. This topology can be used as an example of how the 
switch stages could be used for shortening the communication channels, because all 
of the channels between different switch stages can be estimated to be shorter than 
half of the chip’s side length. This topology consists of two sub-XGFTs of height two 
which makes it possible to shorten the communication channels. Additionally, the 
degree of the lowest switches is high, and therefore, it is possible to use only one 
horizontal routing channel per six processor nodes. The upper switch stages can be 
constructed from switches of smaller degree, which reduces the wire congestion in the 
vertical routing channel and the total area of the XGFT.  
 The number of intermediate wires within the horizontal routing channels will 
be 8 × (7 × 8 + 6 + 36) = 784 and they will require 0.35 mm wide area with 450 nm 
minimum wire pitch. The 2×6-switch nodes are connected to the next upper switch 
stage with 2 × 2 × (36 + 9 + 6) = 204 wires which require only 0.14 mm wide area 
with minimum global wire pitch of 670 nm. The width of the horizontal channels can 
be roughly estimated with 0.32 mm which is higher than 0.14 mm. This is because 
more than two metal levels can be used for reducing the area required by the 
intermediate wires between the port blocks and because the logic of the 2×6-switch 
can be placed into the released area. As a consequence of this the horizontal channels 
increase the height of the chip by 3 × 0.32 mm = 0.96 mm and the chip’s area by 
17.28 mm2. The vertical routing channels contain at most 2 × (4 × 2 +  3 × 2) × (36 + 
9 + 6)  = 1428 parallel wires which require 0.96 mm wide area with minimum global 
wire pitch of 670 nm. This can be halved to 0.48 mm by using four metal levels for 
wiring after which the vertical routing channels increases the chip’s area by 9.1 mm2 
and the whole XGFT(3,6,3,2,2,2,1) increases the chip’s area by 26.38 mm2 which is 
about 7.5 % of the chip’s area. The longest channels in the vertical channels are about 
(18.96 mm – 2 × 3.0 mm) / 2 = 6.48 mm long and the second switch stage can be used 
as an intermediate switch stage for shortening the physical distances between the 
switch stages.  
 Another small XGFT which produces a good performance with cluster traffic 
is the XGFT(2,6,6,2,0). It does not produce as good performance with random traffic 
as the 2-D mesh of the corresponding size, but provides good performance for typical 
embedded systems which produce a lot of local traffic after optimizations. The width 
of its horizontal routing channels is the same 0.32 mm as in the previous case. The 
width of the vertical channel is 2 × (6× 2 × (36 + 9 + 6)) ×  670 × 10-9 mm = 0.82 mm 
which can be halved to 0.41 mm. These widths of the routing channels result in an 
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area of 25.0 mm2 which is about 7.2 % of the total chip area. The length of the longest 
communication channels can be estimated to be about (18.96 mm – 2 × 3.0 mm) / 2 = 
6.48 mm long, if the PUR-port and PDR-port blocks of the lowest switches are in the 
head of the horizontal routing channels and the topmost switches are in the middle of 
the vertical routing channel.  

The horizontal routing channels of the XGFT(2,4,4,3,0) have 3 × 2 × (36 + 9 + 
6) = 306 wires which require 0.2 mm wide horizontal routing channel with 670 nm 
minimum global wire pitch. There are 7 × (6 + 7 × 6 + 36) = 588 intermediate wires 
between its port block which require 0.26 mm wide area if two metal levels are used. 
If four metal levels are used the intermediate wires require 0.13 mm wide area and the 
global wires determine the channel width, and the total area of all of the horizontal 
routing channels is 4.8 mm2. There will be 2 × (3 × 4 × (36 + 9 + 6)) = 1224 global 
wires in the vertical routing channel the total width of which is 0.82 mm with 670 nm 
minimum global wire pitch with two metal levels. With four metal levels the width is 
0.41 mm. Because the horizontal routing channel increase the height of the chip by 
0.4 mm the total area of the XGFT(2,4,4,3,0) is 9,88 mm2, if four metal levels are 
used for routing communication channels in the vertical routing channels. This is 
about 6.8 % of the chip’s total area. The length of the longest channels can be 
estimated to be about 6 mm assuming that the PUR-port and PDR-port blocks of the 
lowest switches are in the head of the horizontal routing channels.  

6.4 Summary 
 
 The areas of the XGFTs vary according to the topology and the chip size. 
Different chip sizes result in also different XGFTs, since as the processor node size is 
reduced the maximum length of the communication channels also reduces. Therefore, 
the areas of different XGFTs were computed with different processor node sizes in 
the same way as in the previous section with 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm processor nodes. In 
these computations only the minimum global wire pitch of 670 nm from year 2001 [7] 
was used, since it is usable with 130 nm technology which was used in logic 
synthesis. The true minimum wiring pitch of the technology may be different from 
670 nm, but the different values just increase or decrease the slope of all of the lines 
depending on whether the pitch value is increased or decreased. Therefore, the 
comparisons between different XGFTs can well be done with this minimum wiring 
pitch too, although the areas of the XGFTs would change along with the wire pitch 
value. Vias between wires belonging to two adjacent metal levels do not widen the 
routing channels at all, because these wires can be placed one on the other and 
connected directly by vias. Although vias between other wires belonging to metal 
levels which are more apart from each other need additional space, they do not widen 
the routing channels very much either, because they can be arranged into one or more 
parallel tracks.  

The areas are shown in Figure 36 A and relative areas in Figure 36 B below. 
The results in Figure 36 A show that the areas grow faster as the processor node size 
is increased from 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm to 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm, if the degree of the lowest 
switch nodes is low like in XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) and XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0). The areas 
grow more slowly if the degree of the lowest switches is high and the degree of the 
upper switches is low. These XGFTs are also able to produce good performances with 
the local cluster traffic which is a typical traffic pattern produced by embedded 
systems. The relative areas grow faster as the size of the processor nodes is reduced 
like Figure 36 B illustrates. As the processor node side exceeds 2.25 mm × 2.25 mm 
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and 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm the relative areas of two smallest XGFTs go below 10 % of the 
chip’s area with the minimum global wire pitch of 670 nm.  
  

 
Figure 36. The areas (A) and relative areas (B) of different XGFT topologies. 
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7. The reference design: two-
dimensional mesh  
 
Two-dimensional (2-D) mesh topology is the most commonly used topology in NOC 
implementations presented up till now [1][5][9][20]. This is because it has several 
properties which make it superior to other topologies. These include among the other 
things short communication channels between neighbouring switch nodes, simple and 
regular structure which allows simple arithmetic routing, and good scalability for 
different system sizes. These properties make it the most suitable target to which the 
XGFTs could be compared. The comparison requires that the switch nodes of the 
networks should be implemented with similar switch technology. Therefore, the port 
blocks of the switch nodes of the XGFTs were slightly modified and reused in the 
switch nodes of the mesh networks so as to satisfy this requirement. The output port 
blocks were used without modifications. The port blocks connected to input PDR-ports 
which route packets downwards in the XGFTs with deterministic routing were used as 
input ports in the switches of the 2-D mesh. This was because their input arbiter is 
suitable for the DOR and the FTDOR and because practically only the routing 
decision function had to be replaced with another one. The FDAR system has also 
slightly different implementations in the XGFTs and in the 2-D mesh due to the 
different topologies. In the 2-D mesh every switch node is connected to a local 
processor, which makes it possible for the processors to reconfigure and control 
directly the operation of the switches, and therefore, the FDAR was modified 
respectively for the 2-D mesh.  

In the 2-D mesh topology some of the ports of the switch nodes in the edges of 
the network must usually be left unused or they are removed. In 2-D torus topology 
this is not a problem, because switch nodes of the opposite edges of the network are 
connected to each other and all of the ports of the switches in the edges of the network 
are in use. The 2-D mesh topology can also be enlarged to a configuration named a 
full two-dimensional (2-D) mesh configuration [P6] where all of the ports of the 
switches in the edges of the network are used for connecting more processors to the 
network. The full 2-D mesh configuration is able to connect more processors to the 
system than the conventional mesh networks with the same switch count. It is called 
in this thesis also briefly a full mesh configuration or a full mesh. In any case, the 
topology of the NOC configuration which is called the full 2-D mesh configuration in 
this thesis is also described in details, and it should not be confused with some 
telecommunication networks called also full meshes or full mesh configurations the 
topology of which resembles rather fully connected graphs than any of the k-ary n-
cubes, meshes, or tori. Because deterministic dimension-order-routing (DOR), which 
is also known with names XY-routing (for 2-D mesh) and e-cube (for hypercubes), 
can not route packets between all of the processors in the full 2-D mesh configuration, 
a new routing algorithm named Fault-Tolerant Dimension-Order-Routing (FTDOR) 
was developed [P6]. The FTDOR was named like this, because it implements with the 
FDAR system an adaptive fault-tolerant routing method. It can also be used like 
oblivious routing for balancing traffic load in the NOC and for improving the 
performance of the 2-D mesh and full 2-D mesh NOCs. Compared to the FTDOR the 
previously presented adaptive routing algorithms [70][71][72] require more complex 
switches than the FTDOR and they are not all necessarily usable for a fault-tolerant 
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routing either. The FTDOR makes the 2-D meshes also a good point of comparison to 
the XGFTs.  

7.1 The topology of the 2-D mesh and the full 2-D mesh 
configuration 

 
The structure of the 2-D mesh and the full 2-D mesh configuration is depicted 

in Figure 37. The processor nodes in the middle marked with letter P belong to the 
conventional 2-D mesh configuration and the processors in the edges drawn with 
dashed boxes and marked with letter M enlarge the 2-D mesh to the full 2-D mesh 
configuration. As one can see, the full 2-D N × N-mesh configuration, which has N × 
N switch nodes, has two additional processor rows and columns with the exception 
that the corner processors are missing because they could not be connected to any of 
the switches. The number of processors of the full mesh configuration depicted in 
Figure 37 is N × (N + 4), as the number of switch rows and columns is equal. If the 
number of switch rows would be K and the number of switch columns would be N, 
the number of processors of the full N × K-mesh would be N × K + 2 × (N + K).  
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Figure 37. The full two-dimensional (2-D) mesh configuration. 

 
The full 2-D mesh configuration allows more processors to be connected to 

the network than the conventional 2-D mesh with the same switch count. Like the 
numbers in Table 7 below show, it is, for example, possible to connect 60 processors 
to the full 6×6-mesh configuration, whereas only 36 processors can be connected to 
the conventional 6×6-mesh. Unfortunately, this advantage decreases as the system 
size increases. For example, the full 10×10-mesh configuration can connect 40 % 
more processors than the conventional configuration, but full 20×20-mesh 
configuration only about 20 % more. On the other hand, this is not a very serious 
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problem, because true single chip multi-processors of more than 100 processors will 
not most probably be realized before the next decade.  

The additional processors consume also the routing resources of the full 2-D 
mesh configurations and the average usable performance per processor node is 
smaller than in 2-D mesh network. However, the full 2-D mesh configuration may be 
able to provide sufficient performance for some applications with smaller area than 
the conventional 2-D mesh. Additionally, the area consumption is not the only reason 
for the development of the full 2-D mesh. It can be considered an extra advantageous 
feature which can be exploited with the FTDOR routing which must be used in the 
fault-tolerant 2-D mesh in any case. The full 2-D mesh configuration can also be used 
with quite arbitrary number of processor nodes, because the number of edge 
processors can be changed arbitrarily.  

 
Table 7. The number of processors connected to the mesh and the full 2-D mesh configuration, 
and the ratio of these numbers (N = arity of the network).   

N N × N N × (N + 4) N × (N + 4) / N × N 
2 4 12 12 / 4 = 3 
4 16 32 32 / 16 = 2 
6 32 60 60 / 32 = 1.66… 
8 64 96 96 / 64  = 1.5 
10 100 140 140 / 100 = 1.4 
… … … … 
20 400 480 480 / 400 = 1.2 
 

7.2 The structure of the switch nodes 
 
The switch nodes have a distributed architecture which is depicted below in 

Figure 38. The architecture is constructed from the same port blocks which are used 
in the switch nodes of the XGFTs. As one can see, there are no centralized blocks for 
performing routing, arbitration or switching in this switch node either, because these 
functions are distributed to the port blocks. This switch node is also supplemented 
with the FDAR system. An error controller (Error Controller) and a port lock 
controller (Port Lock Controller) depicted in Figure 38 are parts of it. In the 
distributed switch architectures spare components are not needed for implementing 
the fault-tolerance, because the faulty switches can be repaired by locking the faulty 
input and output ports blocks. The operation of the FDAR is distributed to the input 
ports, to the error controller and to the port lock controller. Additionally, the 
processors run the software part of the FDAR. The port lock controller stores and 
shares the state of the port locks to the local processor and to the input ports. It makes 
it also possible for the local processor to reconfigure the switch node directly. The 
error controller registers bit errors occurring in the communication channels, which 
makes it possible for the local processor to monitor the operation of the 
communication channels connected to the switch node. The operation of the FDAR 
will be presented in more details in Chapter 9. As was mentioned above the input and 
output port blocks are the same blocks which are used in the switch nodes of the 
XGFTs with the exception that the routing decision logic is different because it 
performs a different routing algorithm. The local processor is connected to the switch 
node through input and output ports number four. The other four ports of the switch 
connect the node to its four neighbouring nodes like Figure 37 depicts.   
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Figure 38. The distributed switch architecture with the error controller and the 
port lock controller [P6]. 

 

7.3 Routing in the mesh and the full 2-D mesh configuration 
 
The structure of the packets used in the 2-D mesh and the full 2-D mesh 

configuration is depicted in Figure 39. The packet is 32 bits wide and its total length 
can vary between eight and 64 words including its header and tail. Its header contains 
two addresses. One of them is for the final destination and the other one is for 
addressing the intermediate node. The mode field (MODE) is used for controlling the 
FDAR and the phase field (PHASE) is used by the FTDOR routing. The value “10” of 
the phase field specifies that the address field one (X1, Y1) is the address of the final 
destination and value “01” specifies that the node in address (X1, Y1) is an 
intermediate node which must reroute the packet to address (X2, Y2). As the 
intermediate node in address (X1, Y1) reroutes the packet it changes the phase field 
value from “01” to “10” and copies address (X2, Y2) to address (X1, Y1). Packets can 
also be routed directly to their destination without intermediate nodes with phase 
value “10” and by setting the destination address to both of the addresses (X1, Y1) and 
(X2, Y2). The priority field (PRIOR) defines which priority class the packet belongs to. 
The length field (LENGTH) contains the packet’s total length in words. This field can 
be used by the packet destination for detecting whether the packet’s length has 
changed after its transmission. The FTDOR switches the packets to the local 
processor through port number four if it notices that the port it should use for routing 
the packet forward is already locked. If port four is also locked, the packet is 
removed, because it can not be rerouted and it would otherwise block other packets. 
The end-delimiters are used similarly in the mesh network as they are used in the 
XGFTs for determining the end of the packets.  
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Figure 39. The structure of the packets [P6]. 

 
The FTDOR is able to route packets between all of the processors in the 

conventional mesh networks and in the full 2-D mesh configurations. If the 
destination processor is on the topmost row or on the lowest row of the full mesh 
configuration, the FTDOR routes the packet like the DOR would do it. For example, 
like Figure 40 A illustrates, the FTDOR routes packets directly from processor P2,2 to 
processor M3,0 which is on the lowest row. The packet is routed at first to the X-
direction until it achieves the X-coordinate of the destination processor M3,0 and from 
this switch node to the Y-direction until it arrives at the destination. If the destination 
is in one of the edge columns and if it is not on the same row as the packet’s source 
processor, the FTDOR must reroute the packet through an intermediate node which 
must be on the same row as the destination processor. For example, as the picture 
shows, the FTDOR routes the packet at first from P2,2 to an intermediate node P1,3 
which reroutes it to destination M0,3. If the communicating processes would be 
mapped to the processors in such a way that the edge processors Mx,y would 
communicate only with the Px,y processors which are on the same row or column with 
them, the ordinary DOR could also route packets in a faultless full 2-D mesh 
configuration. This would simplify the routing and decrease the load of the processors 
Px,y which may have to reroute a large number of packets if the FTDOR is used. If the 
edge nodes Mx,y would be, for example, memory subsystems, every processor node 
Px,y could access four different edge nodes with the DOR. Respectively, it would be 
also much easier to send traffic from the edge nodes to the other nodes in the middle 
of the full 2-D mesh configuration.  

The FTDOR implements an adaptive fault-tolerant routing with the FDAR 
system which repairs the networks by locking the faulty port blocks and channels. If 
the packet’s output port is locked by the FDAR, the FTDOR switches the packet to 
the local processor which reroutes it through an unlocked output port to an 
intermediate node. For example, in Figure 40 B the processor P2,2 has sent a packet to 
processor P4,4. Because a channel between processors P3,2 and P4,2 is locked, the 
packet is switched to processor P3,2 which reroutes it through processor P3,4 to 
processor P4,4. But because a channel between processor P3,3 and P3,4 is also locked, 
the packet is rerouted again from P3,3 to P4,4. This time processor P3,3 does not need to 
use an intermediate node, because the output port to east is unlocked. If the processor 
would know the locations of the faulty channels and output ports, it could also choose 
a suitable intermediate node for rerouting the packet to its destination. For example, 
the packet could be routed directly from P2,2 to P4,4 via P2,4.  
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Figure 40. The operation of the FTDOR in a faultless network (A) and in a faulty 
network (B). 

 
The FTDOR can also be used for balancing traffic loads in the network. 

Because the routing latencies would be high along congested routing paths, packets 
should be routed along alternative routing paths. In Figure 41 the overloaded vertical 
and horizontal channels are covered with grey rectangles. Because in this case the 
packets can not be routed from processor P2,2 to processor P3,4 directly along the 
routing path which is marked with dashed arrows, they must be routed through an 
intermediate processor P2,4. As a consequence of this, the under utilized free routing 
resources can be exploited, which improves the system’s performance, while 
overloaded resources need not be loaded more.  
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Figure 41. Load balancing with the FTDOR. 

  
The figures above illustrated the FTDOR’s operation and Figure 42 shows an 

algorithmic description of its operation written in pseudo-code. The FTDOR is 
partially implemented with the switch nodes and partially with software run by the 
processors. The operation of the hardware part and the software part is described in 
Figures 42 A and Figure 42 B respectively. The operation of the FTDOR is quite 
similar to that of the ordinary DOR. Its routing decision function computes at first the 
offsets (Xoffset, Yoffset) between the switch node and the packet’s destination. After 
this it makes the decision of the routing direction and chooses an appropriate output 
port based on the offset values. Figure 42 A describes the operation of the routing 
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decision function which routes packets at first to the X-direction. After the packet has 
achieved the X-coordinate of the destination processor it routes the packet to the Y-
direction until it arrives at the destination. The FTDOR tests at every switch node 
whether the selected output port of the packet is locked or unlocked. If the requested 
output port is unlocked the packet is routed out through it. Otherwise, the FTDOR 
tests next whether the output port to the local processor is locked so that the packet 
could be rerouted forward through one of the unlocked output ports. If the output port 
to the local processors (LOCAL) is unlocked the packet is switched through it to the 
local processor which reroutes the packet. Otherwise, it is switched to the null port 
(NULL), which means that it is removed. Packets are also removed, if their header is 
corrupted by bit errors.  
 

 
FTDOR PERFORMED BY SWITCH NODES 
Inputs:  
    Coordinates of the current node (Xcurrent, Ycurrent) 
    Coordinates of the destination node (Xdest, Ydest) 
Outputs: 
    Output channel Channel 
Procedure: 
Xoffset := Xdest – Xcurrent; 
Yoffset := Ydest – Ycurrent; 
IF Xoffset < 0 THEN 
    IF Ops_Locked(WEST) = unlocked THEN  
        Channel := WEST; 
    ELSIF Ops_Locked(LOCAL) = unlocked THEN 
        Channel := LOCAL; 
    ELSE 
        Channel := NULL; 
    END IF; 
ELSIF Xoffset > 0 THEN 
    IF Ops_Locked(EAST) = unlocked THEN  
        Channel := EAST; 
    ELSIF Ops_Locked(LOCAL) = unlocked THEN 
        Channel := LOCAL; 
    ELSE 
        Channel := NULL; 
    END IF; 
ELSIF Xoffset = 0  AND Yoffset < 0 THEN 
    IF Ops_Locked(SOUTH) = unlocked THEN  
        Channel := SOUTH; 
    ELSIF Ops_Locked(LOCAL) = unlocked THEN 
        Channel := LOCAL; 
    ELSE 
        Channel := NULL; 
    END IF; 
ELSIF Xoffset = 0 AND Yoffset > 0 THEN 
    IF Ops_Locked(NORTH) = unlocked THEN  
        Channel := NORTH; 
    ELSIF Ops_Locked(LOCAL) = unlocked THEN 
        Channel := LOCAL; 
    ELSE 
        Channel := NULL; 
    END IF; 
ELSIF Xoffset = 0 AND Yoffset = 0 THEN 
    IF Ops_Locked(LOCAL) = unlocked THEN 
        Channel := LOCAL; 
    THEN 
        Channel := NULL; 
     END IF; 
END IF; 

 
FTDOR PERFORMED BY THE PROCESSORS 
Inputs:  
    Coordinates of the current node (Xcurrent, Ycurrent) 
    Coordinates of the destination node (Xdest, Ydest) 
Outputs: 
    Rerouted packet with update header 
Procedure: 
Xoffset := Xdest – Xcurrent; 
Yoffset := Ydest – Ycurrent; 
IF Xoffset /= 0 THEN 
    IF PHASE = “01” THEN  
        “Choose a suitable intermediate node (X1, Y1) 
          such that the output port is unlocked”; 
    ELSE 
        PHASE := “01”;  
        “Choose a suitable intermediate node (X1,Y1)  
          such that the output port is unlocked”; 
    END IF; 
ELSIF Yoffset /= 0 THEN 
    IF PHASE = “01” THEN  
        “Choose a suitable intermediate node (X1,Y1)  
          such that the output port is unlocked”; 
    ELSE 
        PHASE := “01”;  
        “Choose a suitable intermediate node (X1,Y1)  
          such that the output port is unlocked”; 
    END IF; 
ELSIF Xoffset = 0 AND Yoffset = 0 THEN 
    IF PHASE = “01” THEN 
        PHASE := “10”;  
        X1 := X2; 
        Y1 := Y2; 
     END IF; 
END IF; 

A: B:

 
Figure 42. The operation of the FTDOR performed by the switch nodes (A) and 
performed by the processors (B). 

 
The local processor of every switch node runs the software part of the FTDOR 

described in Figure 42 B. The software part computes also at first the offsets so as to 
find out whether the packet has arrived at its destination which is the local processor 
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node itself. Then the processor tests whether the packet is in the first phase (PHASE = 
“01”) or in the second phase (PHASE = “10”) of the routing. If the packet is in the 
second phase (PHASE = “10”) and processor is its destination, it is not rerouted 
forward. If the packet is in the first phase (PHASE = “01”) it is rerouted through an 
intermediate node by updating the value of address (X1, Y1) with suitable address. If 
the packet is in the second phase (PHASE = “10”) and local processor is not its 
destination, the value of the phase field is also changed from “10” back to “01”. After 
this the packet is retransmitted through the intermediate node to its destination. If the 
output port would be locked the packet would be switched back to the local processor 
again, and therefore, the intermediate nodes should be chosen in such a way that the 
corresponding output ports are unlocked.  

7.4 The area costs of the 2-D mesh and the full 2-D mesh 
configuration 
 
 The 5×5-switch node of the 2-D mesh was synthesized to 130 nm technology 
in order to estimate its resource consumption. The speed was constrained to 400 MHz 
with clock cycle of 2.5 ns, and the switch node was synthesized with and without the 
FDAR system. The synthesis tool did not produce any information of the wiring area. 
Because current VLSI technologies provide several metal layers for wiring within the 
blocks, it can be estimated that the wiring might increase the block areas by about 15 - 
30 %. Therefore, the areas in Table 8 should be multiplied by factor of 1.15 – 1.30 to 
get the true areas including the wiring area. The Table 8 contains also the 
combinational logic areas and the corresponding numbers of equivalent logic gates. 
The area of a single equivalent logic gate, which was FO4 (fan-out-4) nand-gate with 
two inputs, is 12.103 µm2. The respective synthesis results with the FDAR system are 
in Table 9. The switch nodes could also be implemented without the output FIFOs 
which would reduce their area considerably.  
 
Table 8. The logic resources of different blocks of the 2-D mesh implemented without the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number 
of equiv. 

logic gates

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total area 
[mm2] 

Input port 0.0098 815 0.0129 379 0.0227
Output port 0.0106 877 0.0103 301 0.0209
5×5-switch 0.0984 8231 0.1159 3400 0.2142
4×4-mesh 1.5744 131696 1.8544 54400 3.4272
6×6-mesh 3.5424 296316 4.1724 122400 7.7112
 

The FDAR system increases the logic area of the 5×5-switch by about 12 %, 
which can be found out by comparing the logic areas in Table 8 and Table 9. The total 
area of the 2-D mesh NOC is little more complex to compute. Each of the 
unidirectional communication channels between adjacent switch nodes contains (36 + 
9 + 6) = 51 wires. These wires consume about 0.034 mm and 0.006 mm wide areas 
with minimum global wire pitches of 670 nm and 135 nm respectively [7]. Hence, 
bidirectional links require about 0.068 and 0.012 mm wide routing channels between 
the switch nodes. Since the routing channels are so narrow, the logic of the switch 
nodes does not fit completely underneath the global wires. As a consequence of this, 
the switches should be placed partly into the communicating processor nodes so that 
their logic would not widen the routing channels between the switch nodes.  
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Table 9. The logic resources of different blocks of the 2-D mesh implemented with the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number 
of equiv. 

logic gates

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total area 
[mm2] 

Error controller -  6 0.0002 5 0.0003
Port lock controller 0.0002 18 0.0002 5 0.0004
IP-/OP-FIFO 0.0072 592 0.0095 274 0.0166
Rx-CTRL 0.0009 77 0.0017 46 0.0026
IP-CTRL 0.0425 352 0.0350 103 0.0775
Input port 0.0124 1024 0.0145 425 0.0269
Tx-CTRL 0.0053 44 0.0014 4 0.0067
OP-CTRL 0.0296 244 0.0073 21 0.0369
Output port 0.0109 904 0.0104 300 0.0213
5×5-switch 0.1144 9452 0.1246 3635 0.2390
4×4-mesh 1.8304 151232 1.9936 58160 3.8240
6×6-mesh 4.1184 340727 4.4856 130860 8.6040
 
  Assume that the MPSoC would be constructed from 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm 
processor nodes which include part of the switch nodes. Although the port blocks 
could be placed in the opposite sides of the processor block in a distributed fashion, 
which would eliminate the routing channels, it is assumed that the switch nodes are 
placed to the same corner in every network node in order to keep the wiring model 
simple. It can be assumed that the switch nodes will be placed optimistically partly 
into processor blocks and partly into the routing channels like Figure 43 A illustrates. 
Assume also that the area of the switches is A and the side length of their bounding 
boxes is L = A1/2. Hence, the length of the routing channel segment between adjacent 
switch nodes is 3.0 mm – (L – W) where W is the width of the routing channels. Since 
the total number of routing channel segments is 6 × 6 + 6 × 6 = 72, the total area of 
the 2-D mesh is 72 × (3.0 mm – (A1/2 – W)) × W + 36 × A. Because it can be 
approximated that wiring including the connections between the port blocks increases 
the area of the switch nodes by about 15 % to 30 %, the area of the 2-D 6×6-mesh 
with the FDAR would be 72 × (3.0 – (1.30 × 0.2390)0.5 + 0.068) mm × 0.068 mm + 
36 × 1.30 × 0.2390 mm2 = 24.87 mm2 with the minimum global wire pitch of 670 nm. 
Figure 43 B depicts a pessimistic wiring model where processors are placed 
completely into processor blocks. This model results in the total area of 72 × 3.0 mm 
× W + 36 × W  × W  + 1.3 × 36 × A = 72 × 3.0 mm × 0.068 mm + 36 × 0.0682 + 36 × 
1.3 × 0.2390 = 26.04 mm2. If four metal levels would be used for routing 
communication channels between the switch nodes the respective areas produced by 
the optimistic and the pessimistic wiring model would be 17.94 mm2 and 18.57 mm2 
with the FDAR. Without the FDAR the corresponding areas would be 16.85 mm2 and 
17.41 mm2. The total areas of the 4×4-mesh NOCs with FDAR produced by the 
optimistic and pessimistic wiring models would be 7.98 mm2 and 8.25 mm2 with four 
metal levels respectively. It must be emphasized that wiring with four metal levels 
produces quite dense wiring along the whole routing channels and it may be difficult 
to place-and-route repeaters connected to the wires. Therefore, the optimistic wiring 
model with two metal levels would be a safer choice from this point of view. 
However, because the vias between adjacent and other metal levels can be arranged 
into one or more parallel tracks, the connection between repeaters and global wires do 
not necessarily widen the routing channels very much. The length of the 
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communication channels of the 2-D mesh does not grow along with the number of 
network node, which makes the 2-D mesh truly scalable for different system sizes.  
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Figure 43. Optimistic (A) and pessimistic wiring (B) schemes of the 2-D mesh 
network. 

 
The area consumptions were also computed with different processor node 

sizes. These computations were done with the minimum global wire pitch of 670 nm 
like above, because it is usable with the 130 nm technology used in logic synthesis. 
These computations were also done with both pessimistic and optimistic wiring 
models. Like the results in Figure 44 A show the areas grow quite differently as 
different wiring models are used with two or four metal levels for wiring the 
communication channels. If four metal levels are used the area of the 2-D mesh grows 
slowlier along with the processor node size than the areas of the XGFTs shown in 
Figure 36. Although the smallest XGFTs are smaller with processor nodes of 1.0 mm 
× 1.0 mm their areas exceed that of the 2-D 6×6-mesh already before the processor 
node size exceeds 2.0 mm × 2.0 mm. The relative areas of the 2-D 6×6-mesh 
produced by different wiring model remain quite similar to each other as the 
processor node size is increased which is illustrated in Figure 44 B. Compared to the 
relative areas of the XGFTs they go below 10 % little earlier than those of the 
smallest XGFTs. If the value of the wire pitch is increased the slopes of the lines in 
figures increase respectively, but the results remain comparable.   
 

 
Figure 44. The areas (A) and relative areas (B) of the 2-D 6×6-mesh estimated with 
optimistic and pessimistic wiring models with two and four metal levels. 
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8. The performances of different XGFT 
configurations 
 
The performances of the different XGFT configurations were studied by simulations 
with artificial network traffic as usually. Artificial traffic had to be used also because 
no real applications were available for generating the packet traffic for the 
simulations. Real applications might have also produced such traffic patterns which 
favour some of the network configurations and would not give reliable results. For 
this reason, simulations with artificially generated traffic give actually more reliable 
and usable results for the comparisons. These simulations were performed in order to 
compare the different XGFT configuration with each other and with the 2-D mesh. 
Simulations were also used for demonstrating the scalability of the XGFTs.  

In comparing the performances it is important to take into consideration how 
much routing resources are required for producing some particular performance so as 
to estimate the costs of the performance. Because the costs or the network are 
determined by the circuit area which the switches and communication links of the 
networks consume, different networks and network configurations were also 
synthesized so as to estimate their areas. In the comparisons the ratio of the total 
throughput to the NOC area called area efficiency in this thesis was used for studying 
the superiority of the NOCs. The area efficiency is a fair figure of merit, because 
small networks may be able to produce sufficient performance for some applications, 
although they would not be able to produce the highest performances. For example, a 
binary tree network, which is also a special case of the XGFTs, could be able to 
produce sufficient performance for some application with good area efficiency, 
although it has probably worse performance than many other XGFTs which have also 
larger areas and worse area efficiency.  

This chapter consists of four sections. The first section presents the simulation 
set up. In the second section the adaptive TB and TBWP routing algorithms are 
compared. In the third section the adaptive TB is compared to deterministic routing 
algorithms and in the next two sections the XGFTs are compared to the 2-D mesh 
which has become most commonly used network in different research projects 
focused on the Network-On-Chip implementations during the last few years. The fifth 
section presents the QoS of the simple XGFT NOC which is able to provide neither 
guaranteed throughput nor guaranteed routing latency. Finally, the last two sections 
concludes this chapter by presenting how the QoS of the simple XGFT 
implementation could be improved.  

8.1 The implementation of simulations 
 

The simulation set up is depicted in Figure 45. It consists of a system which is 
constructed from network interface blocks and the simulated network. Network 
interface blocks which correspond to processor nodes contain one packet source and 
one destination for producing, transmitting, and receiving the traffic. The packets are 
produced and transmitted by one transmission process (Packets source) and stored 
into the packet queue (Source queue). As the packets are produced by the 
transmission process they get time stamps which are used for measuring their total life 
times including the queuing time and the routing latency. Packets are transmitted 
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always when the packet queue (Source queue) is not empty. Before the transmission 
the packets are equipped with another time stamp which is used for measuring the 
pure routing latency through the network. The network interface blocks are connected 
with small input ports and output ports to the network. These port blocks contain 
small input and output FIFOs, which increases the routing latencies by constant 
amount of clock cycles. This set up is basically very similar to the one presented in 
[34].  
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Figure 45. Simulation set up [34]. 

  
Random number generators are used in controlling several phases of the traffic 

generation. In the transmission processes (Packet source) an empirical formula is used 
for determining whether a packet should be generated and stored into the packet 
queue (Source queue) or not. During every clock cycle the transmission processes 
generate at first a uniformly distributed pseudo random number prn which gets values 
between 0.0 and 1.0. Then they compare prn to a quotient ρ / ((pcktmaxlen - 
pcktminlen) / 2 + pcktminlen), where parameter ρ is a load factor, parameter 
pcktmaxlen is the maximum possible length of one packet with value 64, and 
pcktminlen is the minimum possible length of the packet with value 8. A new packet 
is generated and stored into packet queues, if pseudo random number prn is smaller 
than or equal to the quotient. After this the packet length is determined by generating 
another pseudo random number, which is uniformly distributed over range pcktminlen 
to pcktmalen. This generation model is very similar to Bernoulli process which is 
commonly used for this same purpose [34]. The load factor ρ is divided by the 
average packet length, because the transmission process (Packet source) generates 
longer variable length packets, i.e. it generates actually several words during one 
clock cycle instead of only one word. In this way the transmission process (Packet 
source) produces traffic loads which corresponded quite precicely the values of the 
load factor ρ, which was verified in simulations In the simulated system the packets 
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are produced and stored completely into the packet queues (Source queues) before 
their transmission can be started.  

Typically such systems where communicating processes are mapped randomly 
to processor nodes produce random traffic pattern, whereas more local cluster traffic 
is usually produced by such systems where communicating processes have been 
placed as near to each other as possible so as to reduce communication latencies and 
to improve systems’ performance. The locality of the traffic can also be controlled 
easily by pseudo random numbers which are used as destination addresses. As the 
random traffic is generated, the address values are chosen randomly with equal 
probability from the whole address space. As the generated traffic should be local 
cluster traffic, a certain fraction of the destination addresses are chosen from the 
exterior of the clusters and a certain fraction from the interior of the clusters.  

In the simulated system there is only one process for generating traffic in each 
of the network interfaces, although in the real system the processors are running 
several processes in parallel. Figure 46 depicts a group of processes which produce 
packets like the transmission process (Packets Source) in the simulated system. In this 
simple model each of the processes has a dedicated queue for receiving packets or 
data from the input port through a demultiplexer (D). Their output packets are stored 
through a multiplexer (M) to the packet queue (Source queue) where the processes 
have separate output buffers for their packets. The packets are transmitted from the 
packet queue segments (Source queue) to the output ports immediately after they have 
been stored completely into buffers. The service discipline of the segments could be 
e.g. Round-Robin. Only completely stored packets can be transferred from the buffer 
segments to the output port. It is also assumed that the processes produce variable 
length packets at random time instants to the buffer segments. Hence, the operation of 
the simulation system corresponds at least in some degree the operation of the true 
multiprocessor systems.  

In multiprocessor system communication latencies are generally eliminated by 
performing computation and communication in parallel, which means that processors 
process the previously arrived data while the next data is transferred from another 
processor through the network and buffered to the memories. This method requires 
naturally large buffers, but it can be used for eliminating the communication latencies. 
If the network operates very near its saturation point where the queuing delays and 
maximum routing delays are high, buffering can not be used efficiently for 
eliminating the large variance of the communication latency any more.  
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Figure 46. The buffering and traffic generation model of the processor nodes. 
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The simulations were done with register-transfer-level (RTL) models of the 
networks in order to achieve more accurate results. This limited the size of the 
simulated systems, because the RTL simulations consume a lot of processor time. On 
the other hand, the largest single-chip multiprocessors presented by now have had 
from few processors to only few tens of processors. Therefore, the system size of 36 
processors used in simulations can be regarded as a practical size of the MPSoCs of 
today and the near future, and sufficient for studying and comparing the different 
network topologies and configurations. The RTL models can also be synthesized and 
used for estimating the systems’ costs more accurately.  

The simulation results consist of sample points which show the average total 
latency and the average routing latency of the packets with some particular offered 
traffic load per network interface. The routing latencies as well the queuing latencies 
at the packet sources grow high near the saturation point of the network, since the 
switch nodes become congested and are not able to transfer more traffic. All of the 
latencies are actually header latencies which show in clock cycles the time which the 
packets’ headers experience as they traverse the network. The true total average 
latencies are the header latencies summed with the average length of the packets 
which is equal to the number of clock cycles needed for receiving the rest of the 
packets after their headers have arrived at the destinations. The header latency 
consists of the operation latencies of the switch nodes in addition to the pure waiting 
time and queuing latency. For example, the total header latency through the network 
interface and one 6×6-mega-switch node is about 20 clock cycles. Every port block 
contains a FIFO, and both writing to it and reading from it takes one clock cycle. In 
addition, although the status generator of the FIFOs generate new status immediately 
during the read and write operations, it takes one clock cycle before the new status 
values can trigger new operations. Hence, every port block along the routing path 
increases the routing latencies by three clock cycles. In addition, the three state 
machines of the input port controllers use eight clock cycles for routing and 
arbitration and for communication with each other before the packets are transferred 
forward. Because the operation of the input ports is pipelined, the operation latencies 
of the successive switch nodes can not cumulate and increase the routing latencies of 
the successive packets. Therefore, every switch node increases the routing latency of 
every packet just by a minimum of 14 clock cycles most of which is consumed by the 
distributed rouiting and arbitration. Zero load header latencies in the simulation 
results show the latency of a single packet as it traverses a practically empty 
uncongested NOC. Hence, all of the presented latencies are header latencies, although 
in text they would be referred as total latencies or routing latencies.  

The throughput shows the average received traffic per network interface. It 
shows actually the average utilization of the communication channel connected to the 
network interfaces in percentages. If the throughput is, for example, 30 % it means 
that the network interface is receiving traffic at the rate which is 30 % of the 
maximum possible bandwidth. Since the time is measured in clock cycles, this would 
mean that during a period of 100 clock cycles the network interface receives FLITs 
during 30 clock cycles and is idling during 70 clock cycles. In other words, it shows 
the fraction of the maximum possible bandwidth which is used for receiving FLITs 
which is also the average amount of received traffic per network interface. Since the 
throughput is measured from the input ports of the network interfaces, it shows the 
amount of received traffic and it does not show the traffic which may have been lost 
in the NOC, for example, due to faults.  
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8.2 The performances of the adaptive TB and TBWP routing 
algorithms and the scalability of the XGFTs 
 

The first simulations were done so as to study the performances of the XGFTs 
implemented with dual-switch and mega-switch nodes. Because the XGFTs 
implemented with mega-switches use the adaptive TB routing and XGFTs 
implemented with the dual-switches use the adaptive TBWP routing, this is also a 
comparison of the performances of these two routing algorithms. The scalability of 
the XGFTs was also studied by the simulations. As was already mentioned earlier the 
simulations were performed with both random traffic and local cluster traffic. The 
packet length was uniformly distributed between eight and 64 FLITs while the 
average packet length was 36 FLITs. The traffic sources produced packets which 
belonged to two different priority classes. The ratio of the low priority packets to the 
high priority packets was 50% to 50 %. The length of all of the simulations was 
100000 clock cycles which was sufficient for producing reliable results. The 
simulations were performed with a new switch node presented in Chapter 5.  
 The system size of 36 processors was considered sufficient for the simulations, 
because it makes it possible to generate different XGFTs for demonstrating the 
scalability and other properties of the XGFTs. Figure 47 depicts XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,2) 
which has three switch stages and 36 leaf processor nodes. The links on top of the 
Figure 47 drawn with dashed lines depict additional links used in the XGFTs 
constructed from the dual-switch nodes for connecting the switch halves of the root 
switch nodes. In this section the XGFTs implemented with dual-switches are called 
dXGFTs and the XGFTs implemented with mega-switches are called mXGFTs. 
Although in Figure 47 the transmission links on the top of the XGFT connect the 
switch halves of the different topmost dual-switch nodes, in the simulated dXGFT 
network the switch halves of the same topmost switch nodes were connected with the 
extra links, which affects only little the performance.  
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Figure 47. XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,2). 
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The performance of the dXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,2) with random traffic is presented 
in Figure 48 A and the performance with cluster traffic produced with clusters of 12 
and six processors is presented in Figures 48 B and 48 C respectively. In simulations 
with cluster traffic 80 % of the packets were transferred within the processor clusters 
and 20 % between the clusters. The 12 leaf processor nodes of each of the three sub-
dXGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s formed one cluster of 12 processor nodes and each of the 
processors could belong to only one cluster. Thus, in the simulations with cluster 
traffic 80 % of the traffic was transferred within the sub-dXGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s. With 
clusters of six processors every sub-dXGFT(2,3,4,3,2) contained two clusters of six 
processor. The subfigures of Figure 48 show both the total latenciess which consist of 
the queuing delay and the routing latency (R & Q) and the pure routing latencies (R). 
As was mentioned earlier the presented latencies are so called header latencies which 
show the elapsed number of clock cycles between the time instants of the 
transmission and receive of the packet headers. The latencies of the whole packets 
would be approximately 36 clock cycles higher, since the average packet length is 36 
FLITs and the packets are received without any stops after their headers have arrived 
at the destinations.  

Like Figure 48 A and Figure 48 B show the maximum average throughput 
improves from 26.5 % to 33.5 % as the traffic becomes local cluster traffic. The 
throughput improves further from 33.5 % to 38.0 % as the cluster size is reduced from 
12 processors to six processors like Figure 48 B and Figure 48 C show. The practical 
usable bandwidth is narrower than what the maximum throughputs show, because the 
queuing delays increase very quickly near the saturation point and because the 
average offered load to the network should be such that the transmission bandwidths 
could vary temporarily without considerable growth the total latencies. For example, 
with random traffic the offered load should be between 15 % and 20 % so that it could 
be temporally about 5 % higher without corrupting the operation of the system. With 
clusters of 12 and six processors the offered load should be between 20 % and 25 % 
for the same reason while smaller cluster size results in smaller latencies and smaller 
variance of the latencies as will be seen later.  
 

 
Figure 48. The performance of the dXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,2) with random traffic (A) 
and cluster traffic with clusters of 12 processors (B) and six processors (C).  
Corresponding average maximum throughputs are 26.3 % (A),  33.5 % (B), and 
38.0 % (C) and corresponding average zero load header latencies are 64 (A), 51 (B), 
and 47 (C) clock cycles.  

 
 The corresponding true bit rates or bandwidths can be computed from the 
throughputs as the operation speed of the network is known. For example, if the clock 
rate would be 400 MHz and the maximum average throughput 38.0 %, the true 
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average throughput per network interface would be 0.38 × 400 × 106 s-1 × 32 bits = 
4.864 × 109 bits/s with 32 bits wide data. The true bandwidths depend on the clock 
rate which depends on the length of the longest channels or the segments of the 
pipelined channels. The zero load header latencies of the XGFTs constructed from 
dual-switch nodes are high, because the packets must actually go through two switch 
nodes even though they would be turned back from the lowest switches.  
 The same simulations were repeated with the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) 
constructed from mega-switches. The corresponding throughputs and latencies 
presented in Figures 49 A, Figure 49 B, and Figure 49 C are clearly better than those 
produced by the previous simulations, but not overwhelmingly better. The mega-
switches produce higher performance, because they have more internal switching 
resources for turning the packets back from the nearest common ancestor nodes. With 
random traffic the dXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,2) produces almost similar performance as the 
mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0), because the packets can be turned back at the topmost root 
switch nodes through the extra links, if it can not be turned back from the nearest 
common ancestors or from other switches which are above the nearest common 
ancestor switch nodes. With random traffic most of the packets would be routed 
through the topmost root switches in any case, and therefore, this does not deteriorate 
the performance. The performance of the dXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,2) could also be 
improved by increasing the number of TB-channels from one to two within the dual-
switch nodes, which would also increase its area. However, it is not able to produce as 
high performance as the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) with cluster traffic, which can be seen 
by comparing results in the subfigures B and C of Figure 48 and Figure 49. This is 
because in the dXGFT constructed from dual-switches a large fraction of cluster 
traffic must be routed through upper switch stages due to the limited capacity of the 
Turn-Back channels.  
 

 
Figure 49. The performance of the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) with random traffic (A) 
and cluster traffic with clusters of 12 processors (B) and six processors (C).  
Corresponding average maximum throughputs are 28.9 % (A), 40.1 % (B), and 
46.8 % (C), and corresponding average zero load header latencies are 54 (A), 40 
(B), and 34 (C) clock cycles.  

 
The low performance of the dXGFTs with the cluster traffic is a problem, 

because on-chip systems can be optimized by clustering processors, IP blocks, and 
communicating processes so that they would produce local cluster traffic instead of 
random traffic. This was also the main reason for the development of the mXGFTs. 
Additionally, the mega-switches are able to produce higher performance with smaller 
hardware resources than the dual-switches, which have been shown already earlier in 
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[P3]. The presented simulation results show clearly that the performance of both of 
the XGFTs can be improved by shaping the traffic pattern in such a way that 
processes produce more local cluster traffic, which is consistent with the results 
produced earlier by simulations with behavioural high-abstraction level models of 
XGFT(3,4,3,5,3,1,2) and XGFT(3,4,3,5,3,1,0) [P2]. They show also clearly the 
superiority of the mXGFTs with local traffic pattern produced most typically by 
optimized embedded systems.  
 Figure 50 below depicts a larger mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0) which consists of a 
larger number of switches and transmission links than the previously presented two 
XGFTs. It has, for example, 36 switch nodes whereas the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) has 
only 27 switches. Especially the number of top most root switch nodes has doubled 
which increases the capacity of the XGFT for routing random traffic. The area 
consumption of the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0) is larger, because it has larger number of 
switches and links. Additionally, the switch nodes are also larger, because they have 
larger number of ports which require more logic and wire resources. The purpose of 
the next simulations and the following comparison is to show how the scalability of 
the XGFTs could be utilized in optimizing the XGFTs for some particular application 
or a group of applications if the traffic pattern could be changed to local cluster 
traffic. These simulations were performed with mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0) implemented 
with mega-switches.  
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Figure 50. XGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0). 

 
 Simulation results in subfigures A, B, and C of Figure 51 show the 
performance of the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0) with random traffic (A) and cluster traffic 
with clusters of 12 (B) and six processors (C). Like in the previous simulations 50 % 
of the traffic was high priority traffic and 50 % low priority traffic. Like Figure 51 A 
shows with random traffic the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0) is able to produce 
approximately 35 % higher maximum throughput than the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0), but 
only about 5 % higher with cluster traffic with clusters of six processors like Figure 
51 C shows. Additionally, with local cluster traffic both of the networks produce quite 
similar total latencies with offered loads of 25 % and 30 % which can be considered 
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maximum usable offered loads with clusters of 12 and six processors. This shows that 
the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) achieves nearly as high performance as the larger 
mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0) with cluster traffic and especially with clusters of six 
processors, although the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0) has about 33 % more switches. 
Hence, it can be concluded that the shaping of the traffic pattern can be used for 
reducing the resource consumption of the XGFTs and for improving their 
performance at the same time.  
 

 
Figure 51. The performance of the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0) with random traffic (A) 
and cluster traffic with clusters of 12 processors (B) and six processors (C).  
Corresponding average maximum throughputs are 39.3 % (A), 44.5 % (B), and 
49.2 % (C), and corresponding average zero load header latencies are 54 (A), 40 
(B), and 34 (C) clock cycles.   

 
The performance of the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) was also compared to that of 

the mXGFT(2,6,6,4,0) which is depicted in Figure 52. The mXGFT(2,6,6,4,0) consist 
of only two switch stages, and therefore, it produces smaller communication latencies. 
Because it has only two switch stages, its communication links must most probably be 
pipelined so as to reduce the wire delays. The advantage of the pipeline stages 
compared to the switch stages is that they increase the routing latencies always by 
some constant amount of clock cycles, whereas the switch nodes are shared resources 
which may become congested sometimes and produce larger additional delays. The 
pipelining is an important issue in the design of the XGFTs, because the 
communication links of the XGFTs on larger SoCs must be pipelined in any case. 
Sometimes it is most probably also beneficial to use flatter XGFTs with pipelined 
communication links instead of larger XGFTs which have more switch stages. 
However, as the number of processors is high, the number of switch stages must be 
increased in order to divide the systems into multiple clusters and to achieve workable 
circuit layouts. This is because the Backbone layout scheme does not scale as such for 
a very large number of processors, and therefore, the systems with large number of 
processors must be divided into several smaller sub-XGFTs so that the SoCs could be 
constructed from several smaller sub-Backbones.  

The mXGFT(2,6,6,4,0) produces equally good or slightly better performance 
than the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) with random traffic like Figure 53 A shows. 
Additionally, although its architecture is not suitable for clusters of 12 processors, it is 
able to achieve as high throughput as the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) with this cluster size 
too, which is shown in Figure 53 B. With clusters of six processors, which is the most 
suitable cluster size for the mXGFT(2,6,6,4,0), it produces clearly better throughput, 
which is shown in Figure 53 C. Additionally, it is able to produce clearly smaller 
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communication latencies with all of the traffic patterns than the 
mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) and the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,4,3,0). Based on these simulation 
results it can be concluded that the flattening of the mXGFTs improves the 
performance, if the wire delays of the communication channels could be assumed to 
to be constant so that it would be possible to use the same clock rates with all of the 
alternative mXGFTs.  
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Figure 52. The architecture of the mXGFT(2,6,6,4,0). 

 

 
Figure 53. The performance of the mXGFT(2,6,6,4,0) with random traffic (A) and 
with local cluster traffic with cluster size of 12 processors (B) and 6 processors (C).  
Respective average maximum throughputs 30.9 % (A), 40.3 % (B), and 50.2 % (C), 
and corresponding average zero load header latencies are 37 (A), 30 (B), and 22 (C) 
clock cycles.  

  
 The average maximum throughputs (Avg. max. throughput) and the average 
zero load header latencies (Avg. header lat.) of the previous presented simulation 
results produced with random traffic (Rnd) and clusters of 12 (Clu 12) and six 
processors (Clu 6) are also listed in Table 10 which contains also simulation results 
achieved with other XGFT topologies. The XGFT(2,6,6,2,0) and XGFT(3,6,3,2,2,2,0) 
have less switches in they topmost two switch stages than the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) and 
the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) respectively. They represent XGFTs which are optimized to 
achieve good performance with local cluster traffic. Like the simulation results in 
Table 10 show, they achieve as high throughput as other XGFTs with cluster traffic 
and clusters of six processors, although with other traffic patterns they produce clearly 
worse throughputs. Hence, the XGFTs can be optimized by clustering both processors 
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and processes. For the purposes of comparison, XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) was simulated in 
order to study what happens to the performance if clustering is not exploited at all. 
Like simulation results in Table 10 show the XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) is able to achieve 
almost as good throughput as the flatter XGFT(2,6,6,4,0). This is because its two 
topmost switch stages have exactly the same topology as the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0). On the 
other hand, although it achieves approximately as good performance, it has a larger 
number of switch nodes which consume a larger area. The smaller XGFT(2,6,6,2,0) 
produces worse throughputs than the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) with clusters of 12 processors 
(Clu 12) because it has less capacity for routing the traffic between the clusters. 
However, with clusters of six processors (Clu 6) it produces almost equally high 
average throughputs per network interface. The corresponding average bitrates per 
network interface are in Table 11. These bitrates are computed with 32 bits wide data 
and with the clock rate of 400 MHz which corresponds to the clock cycle of 2.5 ns 
which was also used as a timing constraint in logic synthesis.  
 
Table 10. The maximum average throughputs and the zero load header latencies of different 
XGFTs implemented with mega-switches.  

Avg. max. throughput [%] Avg. header lat. [clockcycle]NOC Rnd Clu 12 Clu 6 Rnd Clu 12 Clu 6 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) 28.9 40.1 46.8 54 40 34 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,4,2,0) 39.3 44.5 49.2 54 40 34 
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) 29.8 38.9 47.7 56 50 42 
XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) 30.9 40.3 50.2 37 30 22 
XGFT(2,6,6,2,0) 18.3 26.2 45.3 36 30 22 
XGFT(3,6,3,2,2,2,0) 17.6 25.9 45.2 47 36 25 
 
Table 11. The average maximum throughputs per network interface with 400 MHz clock rate 
with random traffic (Rnd) and cluster traffic with clusters of 12  (Clu 12) and six processors (Clu 
6).  

Avg. max. throughput [109 bits/s] NOC Rnd Clu 12 Clu 6 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) 3.6992 5.1328 5.9904 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,4,2,0) 5.0304 5.6960 6.2976 
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) 3.8144 4.9792 6.1056 
XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) 3.9552 5.1584 6.4256 
XGFT(2,6,6,2,0) 2.3424 3.3536 5.7984 
XGFT(3,6,3,2,2,2,0) 2.2528 3.3152 5.7856 

 
The superiority of different XGFT topologies can be estimated with a ratio of 

the total throughput to the area which is called area efficiency in this thesis. This 
figure of merit shows how good performance different alternative topologies can 
produce with some certain amount of resources. Another useful figure of merit would 
be power efficiency which would show how much traffic different XGFTs are able to 
transfer with some certain amount of power. The area efficiency is a fair figure of 
merit, since it gives good values also to small designs, although they would not be 
able to produce the best performances. It shows also the quality of the design, since it 
gives higher values to the designs which produce higher performance with smaller 
resource consumption in the case that the topologies are similar. The area efficiencies 
with different traffic patterns are in Table 12. They are computed assuming that the 
processor nodes are 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm blocks. These results show, for example, that 
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the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) has the best area efficiency with random traffic (Rnd) and cluster 
traffic with clusters of 12 processors (Clu 12), but if the applications would produce a 
lot of local cluster traffic within clusters of only six processors (Clu 6), the 
XGFT(2,6,6,2,0) and XGFT(3,6,3,2,2,2,0) would provide the best area efficiencies, 
although they do not produce the highest throughputs. The areas in Table 12 are 
transferred from Chapter 6 of this thesis and they are used as such, because it is 
assumed that they are determined by the wires and the additional ports of the topmost 
switch nodes do not increase them.  
 
Table 12. The average area efficiencies with 400 MHz clock rate with random traffic (Rnd) and 
cluster traffic with clusters of 12  (Clu 12) and six processors (Clu 6).  

Avg. area efficiency [109 bits/s/mm2] NOC Area 
[mm2] Rnd Clu 12 Clu 6 

XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) 30.8 4.3236 5.9993 7.0018 
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) 41.8 3.2851 4.2883 5.2584 
XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) 30.8 4.6229 6.0293 7.5104 
XGFT(2,6,6,2,0) 25.0 3.3730 4.8292 8.3497 
XGFT(3,6,3,2,2,2,0) 26.4 3.0720 4.5207 7.8895 

8.3 The performance of the adaptive TB routing compared to 
deterministic and oblivious routing 
 

Basically adaptive routing algorithms produce better performance than 
deterministic algorithms, because they are able to adapt their routing decisions to the 
local traffic conditions in the network nodes. Deterministic routing algorithms are not 
able to do this adaptation, because the routing paths are determined already before the 
packets are transmitted to the network, and for this reason, they are not able to 
produce as high performance either. Because adaptive routing may route packets 
along different routing paths to their destinations, the packets may also arrive at their 
destination in an order which is different from the transmission order. This is not a 
serious problem, because the packets can always be reordered to the transmission 
order at the destinations. However, if packets are received in a disorder, the later 
transmitted earlier received packets must be stored into input buffers and can not be 
delivered to the processes before the earlier transmitted packets have been received. 
This increases the total communication latencies, the variance of the latencies, and 
buffer space requirements. The deterministic routing algorithms do not have this 
problem, because the transmission order can be preserved by routing successive 
packets transmitted to the same destinations along the same routing paths. 
Additionally, in deterministic routing it is possible to determine the routing paths 
precicely before the packets are transmitted to the NOC, which makes it possible to 
route the packets around faulty parts of the NOCs.   
 In a pure deterministic routing packets are always routed along the same 
routing paths from the source processors to the destination processors. Because the 
same routing paths are used repeatedly for routing the packets between certain 
processors, the routing resources should be allocated carefully to virtual connections 
used for inter-processor communication. Otherwise, network could be locally 
congested while there could be a lot of free routing resources somewhere else in the 
network. The load balancing by careful resource allocation alone does not solve this 
problem completely, because the transmissions should be synchronized somehow so 
that the packet sources would be able to avoid overloading the routing resources also 
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temporarily during short periods of time. Therefore, deterministic routing is not 
basically able to produce as high performance as adaptive routing which is able to 
allocate routing resources dynamically and to adapt its routing decisions according to 
local traffic conditions in the network. Figure 54 shows the performance of the 
mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) constructed from mega-switches with random traffic (A) and 
cluster traffic with clusters of 12 (B) and six processors (C). Like in all of the 
previous simulations in these simulations 50 % of the traffic was high priority and 50 
% low priority packets. With random traffic the maximum throughput produced by 
the adaptive TB routing is about 75 % higher than that produced by the deterministic 
routing shown in Figure 54 A. With local cluster traffic 80 % of which was 
transferred within the sub-XGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s the deterministic routing produces a 
maximum throughput of almost 85 % higher than with random traffic. When the 
cluster size is reduced from 12 processors to six processors, the maximum throughput 
improves again by about 19 %, but the corresponding bandwidth is still about 23 % 
smaller than that produced by the adaptive TB routing. Based on these simulation 
results it can be concluded that the adaptive TB routing produces generally clearly 
better performance than the deterministic routing, but the difference between 
performances reduces as the traffic becomes more local cluster traffic. This is because 
the number of alternative routing paths decreases as the cluster size reduces and the 
adaptation can not be utilized efficiently for load balancing with such small number of 
routing paths.    
 

 
Figure 54. The performance of the mXGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) with pure deterministic 
routing and with random traffic (A) and with local cluster traffic with cluster size of 
12 processors (B) and six processors (C). Corresponding average maximum 
throughputs are 16.5 % (A), 30.5 % (B), and 36.2 % (C), and corresponding 
average zero load header latencies are 53 (A), 40 (B), and 33 (C) clock cycles.  

 
 The routing paths can also be chosen randomly for every packet transmitted to 
the network, which spreads the traffic load efficiently all over the whole XGFT and 
balances the load in it. Deterministic routing used with load balancing is also called 
oblivious routing. Like Figure 55 shows the oblivious routing [34][40][73] produces 
better performance than the pure deterministic routing. Like Figure 55 A shows it 
produces with random traffic a maximum throughput which is about 20 % smaller 
than that produced by the adaptive TB routing. With cluster traffic and clusters of 12 
and six processors it produces about 16 % and 15 % smaller maximum throughputs 
than the adaptive TB routing like Figure 55 B and Figure 55 C show. These 
simulation results show also that the adaptive TB routing must be able to balance 
traffic loads efficiently in the XGFTs. They are also compatible with already earlier 
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presented simulation results with larger networks [P5] according to which the 
adaptive routing was superior to deterministic routing even more clearly than 
according to these results.  

All of the presented results suggest that both adaptive and deterministic 
routing should be available in the XGFTs, because adaptive routing provides better 
performance and because deterministic routing can be used for forcing the packets to 
arrive at their destinations in the same order as they were transmitted from their 
sources. Adaptive routing preserves the order also when the time between two 
successive transmissions to the same destination is longer than the total latency (R & 
Q) or the amount of the data to be transmitted is so small that it can be transferred 
with only one packet. This is because in these special cases the successive packets can 
not arrive in disorder to their destinations. The pure deterministic routing is especially 
usable as the traffic is local cluster traffic or the system size is small, because in this 
case it is able to produce performances comparable to that of the adaptive routing. It is 
also needed for implementing fault-tolerant routing in the XGFTs.  
 

 
Figure 55. The performance of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) with oblivious routing with 
random traffic (A) and with local cluster traffic with cluster size of 12 processors 
(B) and six processors (C). Corresponding average maximum throughputs are 22.9 
% (A), 33.5 % (B), and 39.6 % (C), and corresponding average zero load header 
latencies are 54 (A), 39 (B),  and 34 (C) clock cycles.  

 
 Both adaptive and deterministic routing algorithms need address translation 
tables at packet sources for translating original addresses to encoded addresses. 
Adaptive routing needs encoded source and destination addresses for routing the 
packets to their destinations. Deterministic routing needs up-routing paths and turn-
back heights in addition to the encoded destination addresses to route the packets to 
their destinations. In oblivious routing a few alternative up-routing paths per 
destination must be stored into the routing table in addition to the turn-back heights 
and destination addresses, which requires larger routing tables.   

8.4 The comparison of the performances of the XGFT and the 
two dimensional mesh network 
 

The two 2-D mesh topology has become popular in NOC implementations for 
several reasons. Firstly, because in the 2-D mesh topology depicted in Figure 37 
communication links between processors blocks can be very short, the physical level 
problems related with new deep sub-micron (DSM) technologies like high wire delays 
[7] can be eliminated easily. The communication channels could also be completely 
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eliminated like in [53] by using distributed switch architecture and dual-clocked 
FIFOs between processor blocks, which would eliminate both of the above mentioned 
problems and make the implementation of GALS systems simpler. However, this 
solution would move the wiring problem into the processor blocks. The 2-D mesh-
topology has also a regular topology, where simple arithmetic routing algorithms can 
be used and which is scalable for different systems sizes owing to short 
communication channels. These features make it suitable for NOC applications and a 
good point of comparison to different XGFTs. Therefore, the performance of the 
XGFTs is compared to that of the 2-D mesh networks.  
 The first simulations and comparisons were performed with small systems of 
16 processors. The performance of the XGFT(2,4,4,3,0) with random traffic is 
presented in Figure 56 A. As one can see, its performance is quite similar to that 
produced by the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0)s when it was simulated with local cluster traffic 
with clusters of 12 processors. This is because the sub-XGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s have a 
topology which is quite similar to that of the XGFT(2,4,4,3,0) and approximately the 
same number of leaf processor nodes. The sub-XGFT(2,3,4,3,2)s produced slightly 
better performance, because smaller number of processors shared their resources. The 
performance with the local cluster traffic with clusters of four processors is presented 
in Figure 56 B. In this case, four processors connected to every switch node of the 
lowest switch stage form one cluster. Like in previous simulations 80 % of the traffic 
was transferred within the clusters and 20 % to between the clusters. Like Figure 56 B 
shows this small XGFT produces with local traffic clearly higher performance than 
with random traffic.  
 

 
Figure 56. The performance of the XGFT(2,4,4,3,0) with the random traffic (A) and 
with the local cluster traffic with clusters of four processors (B). Corresponding 
average maximum throughputs are 37.8 % (A) and 53.4 % (B), and corresponding 
average zero load header latencies are 35 (A) and 21 (B) clock cycles.  

 
The same simulations were performed with a 4×4-mesh network and the 

corresponding results are presented in Figure 57 A and Figure 57 B. Like the results 
show the 4×4-mesh produces with random traffic almost equal throughput with the 
XGFT(2,4,4,3,0) but clearly worse with cluster traffic. This is because all of the 
processors of the four clusters of the XGFT(2,4,4,3,0) are connected to the same 
switch node and connections between the clusters go through three switch nodes, 
whereas in the 2-D meshes the longest routing paths within clusters go through three 
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switches and routing paths between clusters through even larger number of switches. 
The 2-D mesh produces also clearly higher communication latencies.  
 

 
Figure 57. The performance of the 4×4-mesh network with random traffic (A) and 
local cluster traffic with clusters of 2×2-processor (B). Corresponding average 
maximum throughputs are 37.3 % (A) and 46.7 % (B), and corresponding average 
zero load  header latencies are 45 (A) and 31 (B) clock cycles.  

 
Similar simulations were also repeated with larger 6×6-mesh network so as to 

study how the increase of the system size affects the performance and to compare its 
performance with that of larger XGFTs. Simulation results are shown in Figure 58 A 
and Figure 58 B. The increment of the system size reduces the average maximum 
throughput per processor although the total throughput of the whole network 
improves owing to the increased number of switches and communication channels. 
Like the simulation results show the 6×6-mesh produces worse performance than the 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) and the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) with both random and cluster traffic 
with clusters of six processors. These results suggest that the XGFTs are able to 
produce better throughputs and latencies than the 2-D mesh network targeted for the 
systems of the same size.  
 

 
Figure 58. The performance of the 6×6-mesh network with random traffic (A) and 
cluster traffic with six clusters of 3×2-processors (B). Corresponding average 
maximum throughputs are 24.5 % (A) and 36.0 % (B), and corresponding average 
zero load  header latencies are 63 (A) and 40 (B) clock cycles.  
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 The superiority of the NOCs was also studied by comparing their area 
efficiencies which show the maximum amount of data wich they are able to transfer 
per area unit. The results are in Table 13 below. The leftmost column shows the 
NOCs, the second column from the left shows the total areas of the NOCs (Area) with 
3.0 mm × 3.0 mm processor blocks, the first sub-column from the left shows the area 
efficiency of the NOCs with random traffic (Rnd), the next sub-column shows the 
area efficiency with the cluster traffic with clusters of four processors (Clu 4), and the 
third sub-column shows the area efficiencies with cluster traffic with clusters of six 
processors (Clu 12). The areas of 2-D meshes were computed with the optimistic 
wiring model. As one can see the area and the area efficiency of the small 
mXGFT(2,4,4,3,0) are almost as good as those of the 4×4-mesh with both random 
traffic and cluster traffic. It has worse area efficiency than the 4×4-mesh, although it 
produces higher throughputs with both of the traffic patterns and its logic area is 
considerably smaller, which shows how much wiring affects the area and the area 
efficiency of the NOCs. The 4×4-mesh has much simpler wiring model and shorter 
communication channels. This is an advantage, because the operation rate and the 
performance of the NOCs are limited by the wire delays rather than the logic delays. 
The 2-D mesh topology has also the advantage that the maximum length of the 
communication channels does not grow along with the system size unlike that of the 
XGFTs. If the maximum operation rate of the communication channels would have 
been taken into account in this comparison, the 2-D mesh would most probably have 
much better area efficiency than the XGFT, although the communication channels of 
the XGFT would be pipelined.  
 
Table 13. The area efficiencies of the NOCs with the FDAR and 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm processor 
nodes.  

Avg. area efficiency [109 bits/s/mm2] NOC Area 
[mm2] Rnd Clu 4 Clu 6 

XGFT(2,4,4,3,0) 9.88 7.8355 11.0691 - 
4×4-mesh 7.9 9.6696 12.1065 - 
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) 41.8 3.3169 - 5.3092 
XGFT(2,6,6,2,0) 25.0 3.3730 - 8.3497 
6×6-mesh 17.78 6.3496 - 9.3300 
 

Larger 6×6-mesh was also compared with the XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) and the 
XGFT(2,6,6,2,0). It produced clearly better area efficiency compared to that of the 
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) which is comparable to the 2-D mesh in the sense that it does not 
exploit clustering of processors at the lowest switch stage like the other XGFTs. The 
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) has more than twice as high area consumption compared to that 
of the 2-D 6×6-mesh although its logic area is clearly smaller. It produces higher 
average maximum throughput per processor, which is owing to its two topmost switch 
stages which form actually the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0). Based on these results it can be 
concluded again that the 2-D mesh has better area efficiency owing to its more 
economic wiring model. These results also suggest that clustering of both processors 
and processes should be exploited in designing the XGFTs so as to reduce wire 
congestion between the topmost switch stages in the vertical routing channel of the 
Backbone layout scheme and to improve its performance.  
 The area efficiencies were also studied with different processor node sizes. As 
the processor node size is increased from 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm to 4.0 mm × 4.0 mm the 
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area efficiency of the 2-D mesh reduces almost linearly like subfigures of Figure 59 
show. The area efficiency of the XGFTs decreases at first more quickly than that of 
the 2-D mesh, but with  processor nodes larger than 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm it reduces 
almost linearly like that of the 2-D mesh like Figure 59 shows. The results in Figure 
59 A show that the 2-D 6×6-mesh produces basically highest area efficiency with 
random traffic, but with small processor node sizes the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) produces the 
highest area efficiency. The other XGFTs produce clearly smaller, and particularly the 
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) produces the lowest area efficiency with all of the processor 
node sizes. This result is consistent with the results in [62] according to which the 
high dimensional networks produce lower performance than low dimensional due to 
their more complex wiring. The XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) is comparable to high 
dimensional k-ary n-cubes which require more and longer wires than low dimensional 
networks like 2-D meshes and which therefore also cost more and run slowlier. As the 
size of the processor nodes reduces the length of the longest communication channels 
of the XGFTs also reduces, which makes the XGFTs even more competitive, although 
in this comparison it is assumed that the channels have constant delay smaller than 2.5 
ns. This comparison had to be done assuming that the channel delays are constant, 
because the usage of the linear delay model would have required accurate estimates of 
the channel lengths and wire delays. Like Figure 59 B shows the XGFT(3,6,3,2,2,2,0) 
has also better area efficiency with processor nodes smaller than 2.0 mm × 2.0 mm 
than the 2-D mesh. It has a more practical XGFT topology which could be especially 
suitable for such embedded systems which produce a lot of local cluster traffic like 
they usually also do. It has three switch stages and two sub-XGFTs of height two, 
which can be exploited in reducing the maximum length of the communication 
channels between switch stages and in increasing their operation rates. Based on these 
results it can also be concluded that the XGFTs can be optimized to produce higher 
area efficiencies by exploiting clustering of both processors and processes and by 
reducing the number of the switches in their topmost switch stages.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 59. The area efficiencies of the NOCs with random traffic (A) and with 
cluster traffic with clusters of six processors (B) as the processor node size is 
increased from 1.0 mm2 to 16.0 mm2. 
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8.5 Comparison of power consumptions 
 
The above comparison has the shortcoming that it does not take into 

consideration the effect of the maximum channel length on the performance, because 
it was expected that all of the channels are equally fast. On the other hand, it would be 
possible to pipeline the communication channels of the XGFTs to increase their 
operation speed and to make them more competitive with the 2-D mesh. Power 
consumption is another important issue in the NOC design which should also have 
been taken into consideration so as to make this comparison more complete. It was 
shown in [37] that Fat Trees and Butterfly Fat Trees (BFT) which could be classified 
to XGFTs consume more power than 2-D meshes and torus networks. It was also 
shown that almost equally high power savings of up to 50 % can be achieved with all 
of the compared topologies by changing the traffic pattern from random traffic to 
local cluster traffic. The presented simulation results showed that the 2-D mesh 
achieved better power efficiency and it is superior to the XGFTs also from this point 
of view. However, the simulated Fat Trees were different from the XGFTs used in 
this comparison. The XGFT topology could also be optimized to produce better 
power efficiency, because the lengths of its communication channels and the number 
of its switch nodes can be changed considerably in order to achieve this objective. 
Anyway, the results presented in [37] suggest that clustering could also be exploited 
in reducing the power consumption of MPSoCs where the XGFTs and 2-D meshes 
will be used.  

8.6 The effect of traffic classification by prioritization and the 
shaping of the traffic patterns on the Quality-of-Service 
 

An important issue in the NOC design is the Quality-of-Service (QoS) 
requirements of the applications which are run on the MPSoC platforms. The QoS of 
the packet switched networks includes at least the routing latency, the variance of the 
routing latency, the throughput, and the fault-tolerance. In the telecommunication 
networks the traffic can be classified to several QoS-classes according to their QoS 
requirements. A similar approach has been used in the NOCs like Nostrum [22] 
XPipes [24] and Ǽthereal [25] which are able to provide two service classes for the 
packet flows between processor nodes. In Ǽthereal these classes are Guaranteed 
Service (GS) and Best Effort (BE) [74]. Ǽthereal provides guaranteed latency, 
latency variance, and bandwidth to packet flows belonging to the GS class based on 
the time-division multiplexing of the NOC’s resources. The services of the GS class 
are usually required by real-time applications like video encoders and decoders which 
produce high-rate packet flows with strict routing latency and its variance 
requirements while all the other traffic is classified to BE traffic. In the Ǽthereal 
switch nodes have a special buffering architecture and a scheduler which make it 
possible to switch separately the traffic belonging to the different traffic classes 
through the switch nodes. The switch nodes may be even implemented with separate 
small switches for routing packets belonging to different traffic classes.  The switch 
nodes must also be reconfigured appropriately before they can time-division-
multiplex communication channels to the GS packet flows as they are traversing the 
NOC.  
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However, if the communication latency and its variance are not strictly 
bounded and the communication bandwidth can vary there are a couple of simpler 
methods which can be used for improving the QoS of the NOCs implemented with 
simple switch nodes. For example, a NOC named Quality-of-Service NOC (QNOC) 
represents a different approach with simpler switch nodes. In the QNOC the QoS 
requirements are taken into consideration already in the system design process so that 
the NOC architecture could be optimized for the application [75]. The application is at 
first divided into modules which communicate with each other. Then the inter-module 
traffic is measured so as to specify the traffic patterns and partitioned into traffic 
classes using high-level simulations. After this the modules are placed in such a way 
that the spatial traffic density is minimized, and the traffic is mapped onto an initial 2-
D mesh grid which is optimized by removing unnecessary switch nodes and links. 
Finally, the bandwidth is reallocated to the remaining switches and links so that the 
link utilization is balanced and the correct operation of the NOC is verified by 
simulations. The advantage of this approach is that the NOC remains simple while it 
will be able to provide the required QoS for the packet flows. The optimization is 
based on the clustering of traffic sources and on the minimization of the amount of 
NOC’s routing resources. Therefore, a similar approach could also be used with the 
XGFTs implemented with simple switch nodes presented in Chapter 5.  

8.6.1 Simple methods for improving the QoS of the XGFTs  
  

 Like the earlier presented simulation results showed most of the total latency 
consists of the queuing delay at the network interfaces especially when the NOCs 
operate near saturation. The queuing delay can easily be reduced by dividing the 
traffic into high priority and low priority traffic and by using separate buffers for 
storing the packets belonging to different priority classes before transmission. The 
effect of this buffering mechanism on the QoS of the high priority traffic was studied 
by simulations. Additionally, like the previously presented simulation results showed 
the traffic patterns could be shaped by suitable mapping of communicating processes 
to processors so as to produce more local cluster traffic and to improve the 
performance of the NOCs. Simulation results in the next subsections show that the 
clustering reduces the total header latency and its variance, although guaranteed limits 
can not be given. The clustering is also used in the design process of the QNOC and it 
is a method which can generally be exploited in optimizing the performance of all the 
MPSoCs [76] in addition to the QoS.  

8.6.2 Simulation setup and results 
 
The simulation setup is depicted in Figure 60. It is almost similar to the one 

used in the earlier simulations with the exception that the traffic sources have separate 
packet queues Q0 and Q1 for low priority p0-traffic and high priority p1-traffic. During 
every clock cycle packet sources (Packet source) generate at first a uniformly 
distributed pseudo random number prn which gets values from 0.0 to 1.0. Then they 
compare this pseudo random number prn to a quotient ρ / ((pcktmaxlen - pcktminlen) / 
2 + pcktminlen), where parameter ρ is a load factor which is given values 0.01 to 
1.00, parameter pcktmaxlen is the maximum possible length of one packet with value 
64, and pcktminlen is the minimum possible length of the packet with value eight. A 
new packet is generated and stored into packet queues, if the generated random 
number prn is smaller than or equal to the quotient ρ / ((pcktmaxlen - pcktminlen) / 2 
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+ pcktminlen). Another pseudo random number, which is uniformly distributed over 
range pcktminlen to pcktmalen, is generated for determining the packet lengths. 
Pseudo random numbers are also used for determining the packets’ priority which 
determines the queue into which the packet is stored before its transmission to the 
network. The next packet is transmitted from queue Q1 always immediately after the 
previous one, if packet queue Q1 is not empty. If queue Q1 is empty, packets are 
transmitted from queue Q0. All of the transmitted packets are equipped with time 
stamps and priorities so that it is possible to estimate the QoS which the NOC 
provides to packets belonging to different priority classes.  
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Figure 60. Simulation arrangement with priority queues. 

 
 Simulations were performed with adaptive TB routing so as to keep their 
implementation simple, although deterministic routing could also be used for routing 
virtual connections and for allocating the NOC’s resources appropriately. The first 
simulations were done with the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) and random traffic. The ratio of 
the high priority p1-traffic to low-priority p0-traffic was 50 % to 50 %. Simulation 
results are shown in Figure 61 A and Figure 61 B. As one can see the average total 
latency (R & Q) of the high priority p1-traffic is considerably lower than that of the 
low priority p0-traffic near the saturation point as a consequence of the usage of the 
priority queues. As one can see, priroititzation does not affect the throughputs. These 
same simulations were also done with local cluster traffic and cluster size of 12 
processors. Like the results in Figures 62 A and Figure 62 B show the total latency of 
the high priority traffic is considerably lower than that of the low priotity traffic as in 
the previous case while the maximum average throughputs are higher. Hence, it can 
be concluded that the usage of the priority queues at the packet sources can be used 
for improving the average QoS of the high priority traffic considerably. These 
simulation results also show that prioritization does not affect very much the routing 
latencies (R), which suggest that the switch nodes should also have separate buffers 
for storing high priority and low priority packets so that the high priority packets 
could be routed past low priority packets as the switch nodes become congested. 
However, this would be quite impossible to implement in such NOCs where variable 
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length long packets are used like in the XGFTs, because it would require very large 
buffers at the switch nodes and if such buffering is going to be used in the switch 
nodes, the maximum packet length must be considerably reduced.  
 

 
Figure 61. The routing latency (R) and the total latency (R & Q) of low priority p0-
traffic (A) and high priority p1-traffic (B) with random traffic.  

 

 
Figure 62. The routing latency (R) and the total latency (R & Q) of low priority 
traffic (A) and high priority traffic (B) with cluster traffic and clusters of 12 
processors.  

 
The variance of the routing latency is an important QoS criterion. The 

variance of the total latency was studied by simulating the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) with  
with offered random traffic and cluster traffic load of 28.0 %. Like previously the 
proportion of both the low priority traffic and the high-priority traffic of the total 
traffic was 50 %. The simulation results were presented as cumulative relative 
frequencies of the total header latencies. Like Figure 63 A shows the total header 
latency of the high priority packets (high) varies considerably less than that of the low 
priority packets (low) with random traffic near the saturation with the offered load of 
28.0 %. This is because its cumulative relative frequency spreads clearly less. This 
same simulation also shows that the NOC should not be used with maximum possible 
traffic loads, because the total latencies and their variance grow high. This simulation 
was also repeated with the offered cluster traffic load of 28 %. As the cluster size was 
12 processors and 80 % of the traffic was transferred within the clusters the variance 
of the total latency reduced considerably. Like Figure 63 B shows about 95 % of the 
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high priority packets were transferred within less than 200 clock cycles to their 
destinations. With random traffic less than 50 % of high priority traffic could be 
delivered to their destinations with equally small latency. As this same simulation was 
repeated with clusters of six processors the variance of the total latency reduced 
further, but not as much as in the previous case like the results in Figure 53 C show. 
Based on these simulation results it can be concluded that the QoS of the high priority 
traffic can be considerably improved by using separate priority queues and by shaping 
the traffic pattern to more local cluster traffic pattern. Simulation results show that the 
priroitization affects the QoS more as the NOC is congested, but otherwise its effect is 
much smaller. It can also be concluded that the NOCs should not be used near their 
saturation points, if the packet flows should be provided good QoS.  
 

 
Figure 63. Cumulative relative frequencies of the total delay of low priority (low) 
and high priority (high) packets with random traffic load of 28.0 % (A) and with 
cluster traffic load of 28.0 % with clusters of 12 processors (B) and six processors 
(C).  

  
Simulations were repeated with random traffic loads of 20 % and 26 %. Like the 

simulation results in Figure 64 A and Figure 64 B show the variance of the total 
latency reduces as the traffic load is reduced from 28 % to 26 % and again from 26 % 
to 20 %. These results show also that the effect of the prioritisation on the routing 
latencies grows as the traffic load is increased. For example, with random traffic load 
of 28 % about 50 % of high priority packets have total latency smaller of equal to 200 
clock cycles, whereas only 25 % of low priority packets have total latency smaller 
than or equal to 200 clock cycles. With random traffic load of 20 % nearly 95 % of 
high priority packets are delivered to their destinations within 200 clock cycles, but 
nearly 90 % of the low priority packets have also total latency smaller than or equal 
t0 200 clock cycles.  

The distribution mass spreads over a longer value range as the traffic load is 
increased, which shows that the variance of the total latency increases. As was shown 
earlier the variance of the total latency can be reduced by shaping the traffic patterns 
by suitable mapping of communicating processes to processors. Figure 65 A shows 
the cumulative relative frequencies of the total header latencies with cluster traffic 
load of 30 % and clusters of 12 processors. Like in earlier simulations 80 % of the 
cluster traffic was routed within the clusters and 20 % between the clusters. As one 
can see little over 90 % of high priority packets and about 80 % of the low priority 
packets experience total latencies of 200 clock cycles or smaller. Figure 65 B shows 
the corresponding cumulative relative frequencies with the same cluster traffic load 
and clusters of six processors. As one can see the total latencies are clearly better than 
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in Figure 65 A and quite similar to those shown in Figure 64 A, and therefore, it can 
be concluded that the shaping of the traffic patterns can be efficiently used for 
improving the QoS of the traffic and the performance of the NOCs. Finally, Figure 65 
C shows how the variance of the total latency grows as the traffic load is increased to 
40 %. However, the variance of the total latency is still smaller than that in Figure 64 
B despite much higher traffic load.  

 

 
Figure 64. The cumulative relative frequencies of the total header latencies with 
random traffic loads of 20.0 %  (A) and 26.0 %  (B).   

    

 
Figure 65. Cumulative relative frequencies of the total header latencies with cluster 
traffic loads of 30.0 % with clusters of 12 (A) and six processors (B), and with 
cluster traffic load of 40.0 % with clusters of six processors (C).   

8.7 Comments on the QoS of the simple XGFTs  
 

In the MPSoC platforms the communication latencies can be considerably 
reduced by performing communication and computation in parallel. This requires that 
the processor nodes have enough memory space so that the packets could be 
transferred and stored into buffers before they are consumed by the destination 
processes. The size of the buffers is determined by the variance of the communication 
latency and the reliability of the network. If the variance of the communication 
latency is large, more data must be stored into buffers so that the buffers could 
provide unbroken packet flows to the processes continuously. It may also be required 
that packet flows should continue without breaks also during the operation stops of 
the NOCs which may be due to temporal congestions of faults. The communication 
latencies vary also as the network is used with smaller traffic loads than the saturation 
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load which was illustrated in the previous Section 8.5. The cumulative relative 
frequencies of the communication latencies can be used for estimating roughly the 
required buffer space. For example, the cumulative distribution in Figure 63 A shows 
that about 70 % of high priority packets arrive at their destination within 300 clock 
cycles after their storage to the Q1 queue and about 30 % after a longer time. 
Therefore, packets must be stored into queue Q1 and transmitted at least 300 clock 
cycles before they are needed at the destination so as to ensure that they will be 
delivered to the destination processes in time with a probability of 0.7. Several 
packets could also be stored at the destination so as to ensure that the destination 
processes would not starve due to the lack of data. If, for example, the packets would 
be produced by the source process and consumed by the destination process with 
periods of 300 clock cycles, then buffer space of, for example, five packets could be 
sufficient for ensuring that data is always available when the destination processes 
need it. The buffer size depends also on the time which is needed for the 
retransmission of the lost or corrupted packets, and therefore, it is difficult to estimate 
the required buffer size without thorough analysis which is out of the scope of this 
thesis. Additionally, the required buffer size depends on the communication 
bandwidth. If the packets would be produced and consumed, for example, with 
periods of 150 clock cycles, larger buffers would be required for achieving the same 
reliability, since the traffic rate and the number of transferred packets is higher. 
Processes which require very small communication latencies can be mapped to the 
same processors or to the processors of the same sub-XGFTs so as to shape the traffic 
pattern and to reduce the communication latencies. For example, like Figure 63 C 
shows almost 100% of p1-packets are routed to their destination within less than 300 
clock cycles with clusters of six processors. The availability of the buffer resources 
will not be a problem on the future MPSoC circuits, because it has been predicted that 
up to 90 % of the chip’s area may be consumed by the memories. This is mainly due 
to the smaller power consumption, the higher operation speeds, and the smaller costs 
of the embedded on-chip memories. Before the system can achieve a certain level of 
reliability the traffic patterns and the performance of the network must be known so 
that the network and buffers can be dimensioned for the system. Finally, although the 
priority queues, traffic shaping, and other aforementioned methods can considerably 
improve the QoS, they are not sufficient for providing guaranteed QoS. Therefore, 
time-division multiplexing of communication channels or virtual channels must be 
used, if the packet flows definitely require small strictly bounded variance of 
communication latencies and guaranteed bandwidth.  
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9. Methods for improving the fault-
tolerance of the XGFTs 
 
The operation of electronic systems as well as MPSoC circuits can be corrupted by 
static, dynamic, and transient faults. In literature [6][13] different terms are used of 
these same faults, but generally speaking, static faults can be caused by bridges 
between wires or by shorts and opens between transistor terminals. Dynamic faults 
can be caused by e.g. electomigration, and transient faults can be produced by e.g. 
radiation, noise etc. To improve the reliability of the MPSoC circuits and the chip 
yield the fault-tolerance of their communication infrastructures must be improved 
against previously mentioned faults. This requires that the MPSoCs should be able to 
detect and repair the faults so that the network could work correctly despite faults. It 
requires also that adaptive routing methods must be mobilized for routing packets 
around faulty parts of the NOC. The defects in the computing resources do not 
necessarily make the circuits unusable because there are a lot of redundant computing 
resources on the MPSoC circuits, whereas only one manufacturing defect in the 
communication network of the circuit may make the whole circuit unusable. 
Therefore, new methods must be developed for detecting and repairing the faults.  

As the number of transistors and witres on the MPSoCs circuits is increasing 
the testing of the circuits is becoming a more challenging task and the traditional 
testing methods like external testers are becoming insufficient. The defect densities 
are also increasing due to the reducing feature sizes and the increasing complexity of 
manufacturing processes. For this reason, the processors of the MPSoCs must be used 
for implementing on-chip self-diagnosis and self-repair methods which will become 
enabling technologies in testing the MPSoCs [15]. Currently processors are used for 
testing the SoC circuits by running test software which tests the IP cores through test 
wrappers and perform self-tests to the processors’ own circuits [11][12][77][78]. In 
the future processors will also use the NOCs as a Test Access Method (TAM) in 
testing the MPSoCs like shared on-chip buses are used today [14].  Owing to the 
increasing defect densities and complexity of testing it will not be possible to 
manufacture large MPSoCs economically without systems like the FDAR system 
[P5][P6][P7] which was developed for improving the fault-tolerance and 
manufacturability of the chips. For example, the chip yields of the semiconductor 
memories, which have also very high device and wire densities, has been already a 
longer time been depended on the self-test and self-repair methods. Similarly the 
manufacturability of the large MPSoC circuit, which will also have high device 
densities and a lot of redundant hardware resources for both computing and 
communication, must be improved by self-test and self-repair methods.  

This chapter presents three different methods for making the XGFTs more 
fault-tolerant. The first of these methods is a suitable topology transform with 
sufficient amount of redundant routing resources which can be used for increasing the 
number of alternative routing paths downwards in the XGFTs. The second method are 
parity bit checks which can be used for detecting bit errors caused by dynamic and 
transient faults from packet headers so that the corrupted packets could be removed 
from the network before they are blocked permanently in the NOC and corrupt its 
operation. Finally, the third of the methods is the new FDAR system which can be 
used for locating static, dynamic, and transient faults and for reconfiguring the faulty 
switch nodes before they corrupt the operation of the whole network. The FDAR 
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version two can also be used for reconfiguring the NOC based on the results produced 
by other test methods in addition to on-line reconfiguration. Each of the methods is 
presented separately in the following three sections. The last two sections of this 
chapter concern their effect on the fault-tolerance and manufacturability.  

9.1 Topology transformation 
 

The first of the methods is a simple topology transformation [P5] which can be 
used for increasing the number of connections between processors in the XGFTs and 
for making the processor leaf nodes more reachable in the defected networks. In the 
XGFTs packets can be routed adaptively or deterministically upwards until they 
arrive at the nearest common ancestor of the source and destination processor nodes. 
There are alternative routing paths usable for this purpose in the XGFTs, and if one of 
them is broken or reserved, another one can be used instead of it. The problem is that 
the packets must be routed deterministically downwards from the nearest common 
ancestor, because there is only one routing path usable for this purpose in the XGFTs. 
This is a problem, because if this routing path is broken, the packets will certainly be 
permanently blocked unless they are routed around the faulty switches and links. This 
problem can be solved by increasing the number of routing paths downwards so that 
there would more alternative down-routing paths available for routing the packets 
around the faulty parts of the XGFT. This can be done by simple transformation 
which does not increase the number of switches or transmission links and therefore, 
does not increase the costs very much either.  

The topology transformation is made by connecting the processor leaf nodes 
to two different sub-XGFTs. The number of processor leaf nodes is halved as a result 
of the transformation, but the number of processors can remain the same, if two 
processors are placed into every leaf node. The topology transformation is illustrated 
in Figure 66. The original XGFT(3,4,4,4,3,2,1) of height three is depicted in Figure 66 
A. It has 64 processor leaf nodes connected to four sub-XGFT(2,4,4,3,2)s of height 
two and two management interfaces on top of it. The switch nodes are given 
addresses which consist of two numbers. The stage numbers show the switch stages 
which the switch nodes belong to and the switch numbers give unique identities to the 
switch nodes in different switch stages. The transformed topology is depicted in 
Figure 66 B. The numbering of the switch nodes shows how the processor leaf nodes 
are connected to the switches of the lowest switch stage. As one can see, although e.g. 
all of the switches or links of the first sub-XGFT(2,4,4,3,2) from the left would be 
defected, the processors could still use the second sub-XGFT(2,4,4,3,2) from the left 
for communication with all the other processors. In the transformed network in Figure 
66 B every processor leaf node has actually two network addresses, which doubles the 
number of alternative routing paths to and from every processor leaf node. As a 
consequence of this, the transformation also actually doubles the maximum peak 
transmission bandwidth usable by every processor. In addition, it makes the 
communication between the processor leaf nodes of the adjacent sub-XGFTs more 
efficient, because it shortens the distance between their processor leaf nodes. The 
topology transformation makes it possible to use adaptive routing also in faulty 
XGFTs, because every processor has two different network addresses. Adaptive 
routing can be used, for example, in such NOCs where switches or links within the 
sub-XGFT(2,4,4,3,2)s or links between the sub-XGFTs and the topmost root switches 
are faulty. This is because processors can avoid using the faulty parts of the NOC by 
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choosing the destination addresses suitably in such a way that they belong to the 
leaves of the faultless sub-XGFTs.   
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Figure 66. The original XGFT(3,4,4,4,3,2,1) before (A) and after the transformation (B). 

 
The Backbone layout scheme can also be adapted to the transformed 

XGFT(3,4,4,4,3,2,1) depicted in Figure 66 B. This is depicted in Figure 67. It is 
assumed that every processor leaf node contains two processors which are able to use 
both of the network interfaces of the leaf node. For example, processors from zero to 
three are placed into the same leaf nodes with processors from 16 to 19 in a respective 
order. All of these dual-processor nodes are connected to the switches number zero 
and four of the lowest switch stage like Figure 66 B depicts. These two switches are 
placed above and below the processor rows like Figure 67 depicts. The two upper 
switch stages are placed into the XGFT IIP block in the middle of the Backbone 
layout. The switches within the vertical routing channel are numbered as with the 
switch stage number and the switch number as was described earlier. The costs of the 
topology transformation are low, because the number of switch nodes and 
transmission links is the same in the original and in the transformed networks. 
Furthermore, the dual-processor nodes need to be supplemented only with simple 
multiplexers and demultiplexers in addition to small arbiters so that both of the 
processors could use both of the network interfaces. Their costs are minimal 
compared to that of the extra switch nodes and communication channels. It should be 
noticed that the Backbone layout of the transformed network is actually very similar 
to that of the original one without any special arrangements. The only differences are 
the minor changes within the dual-processor nodes.  
 The fault tolerance of the XGFTs could alternatively be increased e.g. by 
constructing the XGFTs from dilated switch nodes like Multipath MINs in [79]. 
However, this would also increase the area of the XGFTs, because dilated switches 
have more than one output port in each direction and at least twofold channel widths. 
For example, dilation-2 switches have two input and output ports connected to each 
bidirectional communication link and approximately twofold area compared to that of 
the conventional switches. The Multipath MINs would also need a system comparable 
to the FDAR for detecting malfunctioning faulty ports and channels and for 
reconfiguration, which makes their implementation even more complex and 
expensive. Usually all of the methods targeted for improving the fault-tolerance of the 
systems use additional redundant resources and spare components for ensuring that 
faultless components are always available for producing correct operation, whereas 
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the previously presented simple topology transformation can be used for this same 
purpose without significant additional costs, which is an advantage.  
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Figure 67. The Backbone layout of the transformed topology of the XGFT(3,4,4,4,3,2,1). 

9.2 Parity bit checks 
 

The parity bit checks implement the second method for improving the fault-
tolerance. They can be used for detecting bit errors caused by static, dynamic, and 
transient faults from the FLITs. The FLITs are 36 bits wide because they contain one 
parity bit per every data byte of 8 bits. The even parity bits are computed by the 
packet sources and the switch nodes use them for detecting bit errors from packet 
headers. These parity bits form a Vertical Redundancy Check (VRC) [54]. As was 
presented in section 5.3 every communication channel computes separately another 
nine bits wide parity bit check for detecting bit errors occurring in the channels. This 
check is a Longitudinal Redundancy Check (LRC) [54] eight first bits of which are 
computed by taking one bit from the same location of the four data bytes of the FLITs 
and by computing the parity of these four bits. The last ninth bit of the LRC is the 
parity of the parity bits of the four data bytes of the FLITs. The computation of the 
parity bit checks of the FLITs is depicted in Figure 68.  
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Figure 68. The computing of the VRC and LRC parity bit checks. 

  
The FLITs which contain end-delimiters can be distinguished from the other 

data FLITs, because even parity bits are used in data FLITs and odd parity bits are 
used with end-delimiters. Since an even parity is used in the data FLITs, the bit errors 
can not be detected, if the number of data bit errors is even and the parity bit is not 
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corrupted. This is because, if an even number of bits of the byte would be corrupted, 
the parity would remain the same. For example, if the number of corrupted zeros and 
ones would be even, the parity would not change, because there would be an even 
number of ones and zeros before and after the errors occur 
(“….0011…”→”…1100…”). If the number of corrupted zeros and ones would be 
odd, the parity would not change in this case either, because there would be an odd 
number of ones and zeros before and after the errors occur 
(“…0111…”→”…1000…”). Respectively, the bit errors would not be detected either, 
if the number of corrupted data bits would be odd and the parity bit would also be 
corrupted. In this case the bit errors would change the parity of the byte, but if the 
parity bit would also be corrupted, the other bit errors could not be detected. Hence, 
the probability of the undetected bit errors in the byte is the probability of the even 
number of corrupted bits and an uncorrupted parity bit plus the probability of an odd 
number of corrupted bits and a corrupted parity bit. Because these two cases are 
mutually disjoint, assuming that p is the probability of an individual bit error the 
probability that the bit errors of one byte remain undetected can be expressed with 
formula 
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In the formula above parameter n = 8 is the length of the byte in bits. Because 

the FLIT contains four bytes and their parity bits, the probability that the bit errors of 
the FLIT are detected, can be expressed with formula  
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As this is decremented from one the result is the probability that the bit errors 

in one FLIT remain undetected, which is a complement of the previous case. Hence, 
the probability that there are one or more undetectable bit errors in the FLIT can be 
expressed with formula  
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ErrorDet
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For the comparison the probability that there are bit errors in the FLIT can be 

computed by formula 
 

36)1(1 pP Flit
Error −−=      (9.4) 

 
where the expression within parenthesis raised to the power of 36 is the probability 
that are no bit errors in the FLIT. Hence, this formula presents the complement case 
that there is one or more bit errors in the FLIT. Figure 69 shows the probabilities of 
the bit errors of any kind (Bit errors) in one FLIT and the probability of the 
undetected bit errors (Undetected bit errors) with different values of parameter p. As 
one can see, there is a clear gab between the two lines and the four parity bits reduce 
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significantly the probability of undetected bit errors. This line illustrates also the 
efficiency of the VRC to detect bit errors, which affects the reliability of the NOC.  
 

 
Figure 69. The probability of bit errors and undetected bit errors of FLITs. 

 
The transmission rates through communication channels are high, which 

grows the error rates too. Assuming that the operation rate of the channel is 400 MHz 
and its utilization is 80 %, the transfer rate through the channel would be 0.8 × 400 × 
106 FLITs/s = 320 × 106 FLITs/s. Assuming also that the bit error probability p = 10-8, 
one can estimate that the rate of the undetected corrupted FLITs would be aboud Rund 
= 10-14 × 320 × 106 FLITs/s = 320 × 10-8 FLITs/s. This means that the channels will 
pass one corrupted FLIT at the periods of approximately 1/Rund = 3.125 ×105 s/FLIT = 
86.81 hours/FLIT without detecting the corrupted FLITs. Taking into consideration, 
that the undetected bit errors can corrupt the operation of the network only, if they are 
in the packet headers, the VRCs can be considered a quite efficient method for bit 
error detection. The LRCs are used in addition to the VRCs for detecting the bit errors 
in the communication channels, which are the most potential sources of dynamic and 
transient faults and may produce a lot of bit errors. Since the LRC produces 
approximately similar or even smaller probabilities of undetected bit errors, these two 
parity bit checks produce together significantly more reliable bit error detection than 
the VRC alone. Alternatively cyclic redundancy checks (CRC) could be used for this 
same purpose. They produce also reliable detection of bits errors, but the bit parallel 
implementations of the CRC counters consume also clearly more logic area than the 
LRCs and VRCs.  

9.3 The Fault-Diagnosis-And-Repair system 
 
The third method used for improving the fault-tolerance of the NOCs is the 

FDAR system. The FDAR is able to detect and repair such static, dynamic, and 
transient fault which produce a lot of bit errors and block packets permanently. The 
new FDAR version two [P6][P7] makes it possible for the processors to diagnosis and 
repair the NOCs on-line by transmitting packets in diagnosis mode to the NOC. It just 
removes the permanently blocked or corrupted packets which are transmitted in 
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normal mode to the network, which prevents bit errors and packet blockings from 
corrupting the operation of the whole NOC. As the diagnosis packets are blocked 
permanently the FDAR also reconfigure the switches. Processors can send the 
diagnosis packets to the NOC all of the time periodically or after they have noticed 
that there must be a fault in the NOC. The faults can be detected if packets must be 
retransmitted several times, because they are lost in the NOC. Actually the FDAR 
version one was able to do these same things, but the FDAR version two makes it 
possible for the processors to control its operation more efficiently. The FDAR 
version two reconfigures the NOCs also quicklier after the faults have appeared.  

The chips may contain several different kinds of manufacturing and other 
defects which cause different faults in their operation. Therefore, it is necessary to 
determine a fault model which specifies what kind of faults the FDAR should be able 
to handle. The operation of the FDAR is based on a simple high-abstraction level (or 
functional level) fault model which specifies what kind of faults the FDAR system 
should be able to detect and repair.  
  
1. The communication channel produces a large number of bit errors and it must be 

faulty. This fault is repaired by locking the input port connected to the faulty 
channel, which locks also the output port at the other end of the channel. If the bit 
errors rate is low and packet headers are corrupted, the packets are just removed.  

 
2. The arbitration takes a long time which indicates that there is a fault in the 

network and the packet will most probably be permanently blocked. If there are 
faults in the input arbiter or in the output arbiters or in both of them, the fault can 
be repaired by locking the requested output port. The blocked packets are 
removed.   

 
3. The transfer of the packet from the input port to the output port must be stopped 

for a longer time, which may happen, if the output port, the channel connected to 
the output port, or the input port in the other end of the channel is faulty. This 
fault can be repaired by locking the output port, which locks the whole channel 
including the input port at the other end of the channel. The blocked packets are 
removed.  

 
4. The packets are routed through the network, although they are badly corrupted by 

bit errors, fragmented, or misrouted. The badly corrupted or misrouted packets 
are removed at their destinations. If the packets are fragmented, the switches 
[P6][P7] can synchronize their operation to packet streams again by finding the 
tails of the following packets.  

 
The FDAR system is primarily targeted only for solving problems caused by 

bit errors and permanent packet blockings, and it is not able to handle all possible 
faults. These are probably the most fatal faults which may occur in the NOCs. 
Therefore, the NOCs must be able to process the corrupted packets and they should 
not stop working, although packets would be permanently blocked. In addition, the 
FDAR can be used for testing the SoCs at the functional level and for on-line 
diagnosis and repair, which does not exclude the usage of structural tests and other 
testing methods. The FDAR version two makes it also possible for the processors to 
use the results produced by other test methods for reconfiguring the NOCs. For 
example, the logic of the switches nodes could be partially tested with scan-based test 
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methods through test wrappers [11][13] and the FDAR could be used for 
reconfiguring the faulty switch nodes. The NOCs will be used as parts of the test 
access methods (TAM) for transferring test vectors and test results [14]. The switches 
could be tested through IEEE P1500-compliant test wrappers [80] which make it 
possible for the processors to do manufacturing tests to the blocks hierarchically. It 
would be, for example, possible to test every switch port separately and use the same 
test vectors for testing all of the switches of the same switch stages of the XGFTs. 
This would also reduce the number of test vectors in addition to the testing times, 
because the port blocks are quite small logic blocks and the processors could perform 
their testing concurrently. The separate testing of every switch port makes it also 
possible to locate the faults accurately, and because of this, the NOCs can be 
reconfigured to operate correctly. The FDAR system implements a deadlock recovery 
mechanism which can also be used for recovering from such deadlocks which are 
caused by design errors.  

9.3.1 The implementation of the FDAR version two 
 
In the FDAR version two the on-line diagnosis and repair is improved with 

port lock controllers, which reduce the diagnosis times and simplify the 
implementation of the FDAR system [P6][P7]. The FDAR will be partly implemented 
with software which is run by the processors. The software part of the FDAR sends 
short packets of eight FLITs to the network in diagnosis mode. The proportion of 
these diagnosis packets can be relatively small from 2.5 % to 5.0 % of all of the 
transmitted packets. As the diagnosis packets are permanently blocked in the NOC the 
FDAR repairs the faulty switch nodes. The software part of the FDAR also discovers 
if the packets get lost in the NOC. This is a simple task, if appropriate communication 
protocols similar to those used in computer and telecommunication networks are in 
use. If adaptive routing is used, it is impossible to trace the exact location of the fault 
where the packet was removed. If deterministic routing is used, the processor knows 
the faulty routing path and can choose another routing path for routing the next packet 
to the same destination. It can also send a diagnosis packet along the faulty routing 
path, which repairs the faulty switch. However, both adaptive and deterministic 
routing will be both needed in the XGFTs. Adaptive TB routing is also able to route 
packets around faulty and repaired switch nodes as the packets are routed upwards in 
the XGFT, although deterministic routing is needed for routing packets around faults 
which are along down-routing paths. In the 2-D meshes the deterministic (or 
oblivious) FTDOR implements fault-tolerant adaptive routing which can be used in 
both faulty and faultless networks. As the faulty paths are found the software part of 
the FDAR can inform the system management about it. The system management can 
initiate a more complete fault analysis of the whole chip. The software part of the 
FDAR was not completely designed, because it would have required that fully 
operational programmable processors nodes would have been available for this 
purpose. However, it is easy to understand that software can also be used, for 
example, for testing and diagnosing the NOC more thoroughly under the control of 
the system management.  

A large part of the FDAR’s operation is implemented in the input port 
controllers which make routing decisions, perform arbitration, and control the transfer 
of the packets from the input ports to the output ports. Every input port controller 
contains two separate watchdog timers for measuring the arbitration times and the 
length of the transfer stops. The bit errors are detected with previously described 
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parity bit checks and their results are also used by the input port controllers. In the 
FDAR version two the input port controllers use the port lock controllers for storing 
and sharing the state of the port locks. Therefore, every input port controller need not 
be reconfigured separately to recognize the faulty output ports, which shortens the 
FDAR’s response time and the repair of the faults. The port lock controllers make it 
also possible for the processors to reconfigure the switches directly. Figure 70 depicts 
the new switch architecture of the XGFTs’ switch nodes which have centralized port 
lock controller. The port lock controller contains also error counters which count bit 
errors occurring in the communication channels and lock the channels which produce 
a large number of errors. In the 2-D mesh NOCs the switch nodes have dedicated 
error controllers for this same purpose in addition to the port lock controllers, because 
processors use them for diagnosing the operation of the channels and lock the ports 
when it is necessary. 
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Figure 70. The distributed switch architecture with a centralized port-lock 
controller.  

 
Systems which are comparable with the FDAR have been earlier implemented 

at least for the Ǽthereal NOC. In the Ǽthereal monitoring and debugging services 
have been implemented with configurable hardware monitoring probes which can be 
connected to the switch nodes and network interfaces [81]. The probes communicate 
through Monitoring Service Access (MSA) points with monitoring IPs which collect 
information from selected probes and implement monitoring services. The monitoring 
probes generate events which consist of an identifier, a timestamp, a producer, and 
attributes. The events are sent with packets to the monitoring IPs across the NOC. The 
events are categorized to five different classes two of which are User Configuration 
Events and NOC Alert Events. The User Configuration Events are generated as 
connections between different users of the NOC are opened or closed, and the NOC 
Alert Events are generated for indicating that there are problems like buffer 
overflows, congestions, starvations, livelocks or deadlocks in the NOC. This event 
based monitoring and debugging system can be customized for different NOCs and 
for different purposes. Although it is not primarily designed either for detecting faults 
or repairing faulty switches, it can also be used for reconfiguring the NOCs in such a 
way that the virtual connections are routed around faulty parts of the NOC. Compared 
to the FDAR it is quite complex system and all of its advantageous features would not 
be necessary and usable in the XGFTs or full 2-D mesh configurations where, for 
example, buffer overflows, livelocks and deadlocks do not cause problems. It requires 
also extra hardware resources like monitoring IPs, which increases its costs. The 
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FDAR can be used in 2-D mesh NOC by the local processors connected to the switch 
nodes in a distributed manner for monitoring and reconfiguring the NOC. Therefore, 
the reconfigurations can be done locally with very short latency after the faults are 
detected, which is and advantage and allows a simple implementation.  

The FDAR systems designed for the 2-D meshes and the XGFTs are slightly 
different from each others. An algorithmic description of the operation of the XGFTs’ 
FDAR written in pseudo code is shown in Figure 71. This part of the FDAR is 
performed by the input port controllers. The operation of the input port controller 
consists of the operation of three state machines as was described in Section 5.4. From 
the point of view of the FDAR the ROUTER-AND-ARBITER and OUTPUT-
CONTROLLER-state machines operate very similarly when their watchdog timers 
trigger timeouts. The part which is enclosed in parentheses in the end of the algorithm 
is performed by the INPUT-CONTROLLER-state machine of the input port controller 
which does not use timers. This part of the algorithm is enclosed into the parenthesis, 
because it is not implemented in the input port controllers of the switches of the 2-D 
mesh networks. This is because the local processors can configure the switch nodes 
directly through the port lock controllers in 2-D meshes.  

The operation of the FDAR is controlled primarily by three signals. The 
FDAR operates in two different operation modes which are a normal mode and a 
diagnosis mode. The operation mode is determined by the input Mode-signal which 
has the same value as the packets’ mode field. Thus, the operation mode of the FDAR 
can change for every packet individually. From the point of view of the FDAR the 
input port controllers’ operation is similar in different operation modes until their 
watchdog timers trigger timeouts with the Watchdog-signal. In this description the 
Watchdog-signal has the value of the timer and its value is compared with threshold 
values TIMEOUT_NORMAL or TIMEOUT_DIAG depending on the operation mode. 
Timeouts are triggered as the value of the Watchdog-signal exceeds the threshold 
value. The third signal which is primarily used for controlling the operation of the 
FDAR is the Blocked_in( op_no ) signal which determines whether the target output 
port op_no of the arbitration or the packet transfer has also detected the packet’s 
blocking. When either the ROUTER-AND-ARBITER or the OUTPUT-CONTROLLER 
starts waiting the timers are started and output signal Blocked_out of the input port 
controller is always set to value ‘1’. Thus, if the Blocked_in( op_no ) is equal to ‘1’, 
the input port controller in the other end of the channel connected to the output port 
op_no has also detected the blocking. Otherwise, the input port controller is the last 
such input port controller along the packet’s routing path which has detected the 
packet’s blocking. This means that the fault which blocks the packet permanently is in 
the output port number op_no, in the communication channel connected to the output 
port op_no, or in the input port at the other end of the communication channel. The 
value ‘1’ of the input signal Blocked_in( op_no ) does not necessarily mean that the 
packet would be blocked permanently. In the FDAR system only the last input port 
controller along the packet’s routing path can remove the packet while other input 
port controllers must wait and continue the normal operation as it becomes possible. 
The processors can also use Remove-signal for removing the packets as these are 
blocked permanently. In the FDAR’s operation it is also required that the diagnosis 
packets have higher priority, which is determined by the Prior-signal. If the 
watchdogs trigger timeout while diagnosis packet is routed through the switch, the 
input port controller locks the output port op_no, which locks the whole 
communication channel including the input port at the other end of the channel. The 
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locking of the input ports or the output ports locks always the whole communication 
channel including the port block in the other end of the channel.  

In the XGFTs the packets can be given four different modes whereas in the 2-
D mesh networks packet can have only two different modes, since only one routing 
algorithm is used in 2-D meshes. In the XGFTs packets can be routed with either 
adaptive routing (MODE = “11”) or deterministic routing (MODE = “10”) in the 
normal operation mode. In the diagnosis mode only deterministic routing is used, but 
the packets can be either Probe-packets or Repair-packets. The Probe-packets are 
used only for probing the NOCs [P7]. The Repair-packets can be used for both 
probing and repairing the NOCs. The Repair-packets are also used for on-line 
diagnosis and repair of the NOCs. If the processors will be used for controlling the 
diagnosis and repair, the packets must be so long that the processors can detect their 
blockings. This method can be used for probing the NOCs within short distances of 
three to five hops only but it is practically unusable for probing longer routing paths. 
The FDAR version one was going to be used under the control of the system 
management in such a way that all of the fully operational processors would send 
Probe-packets to each other so as to diagnose and test the NOC at the functional level 
although version one can also be used for performing on-line diagnosis and repair. 
This would be a cumbersome and time consuming way of performing the self-
diagnosis and self-repair of the NOC, and therefore the FDAR version two was 
primarily designed for on-line self-diagnosis and self-repair and equipped with 
centralized port lock controller. In version two it is also possible to configure the 
switch nodes of the XGFTs by transmitting Configuration-packets in the diagnosis 
modes to the switch nodes to be reconfigured. Owing to the port lock controllers 
every input port need not be reconfigured separately, which reduces the diagnosis and 
repair times.  

 
 IF “Mode = “11” ” OR “Mode = “10”” THEN   - - “NORMAL MODE” 

    IF “Watchdog > TIMEOUT_NORMAL” AND “Blocked( op_no ) = ‘0’” THEN  
        “Remove packet”; 
    ELSE  
        “Continue arbitration/transfer normally as it becomes possible”; 
    END IF;   
ELSIF “Mode = “01”” OR “Mode = “00” ” THEN   - - “DIAGNOSIS MODE” 
    IF “Watchdog > TIMEOUT_DIAG” OR “Remove = ‘1’” THEN  
        IF “Blocked( op_no ) = ‘0’’” THEN  
            IF “Prior = “10”” AND “Mode = “00””THEN  
                “Stop arbitration/transfer, reconfigure switch, and remove packet”; 
            ELSE  
               “Remove packet”; 
            END IF; 
        ELSE  
            “Continue arbitration/transfer normally as it becomes possible”;  
        END IF;  
    ELSE 
         “Continue arbitration/transfer normally as it becomes possible”; 
    END IF; 
   (IF “Conf. Mode = “11”” AND “Conf. Address = “Local Address”” THEN 
        “Reconfigure switch according to Port Locks field”; 
    END IF;) 
END IF;  

 
Figure 71. The operation of the FDAR version two used in the XGFTs. 
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The operation mode determines also the timeout level of the timers used for 
measuring the arbitration times and the length of the transfer stops. The value of the 
TIMEOUT_DIAG parameter, which specifies the timeout level of the diagnosis mode, 
should be higher than the maximum possible routing delay in the NOC so that it could 
be ensured that the packets are permanently blocked before they are removed. 
However, it can be approximated with much smaller value, because in practise the 
routing delays are smaller than the worst case maximum possible routing delays 
unless the network is overloaded. Otherwise, the permanently blocked packets would 
block a lot of other traffic before they would be removed. For this same reason, the 
proportion of the diagnosis packets of all of the transmitted packets must be small and 
the diagnosis packets must be short so that they would interfere with other traffic as 
little as possible, and it is also possible to start transmitting the diagnosis packets just 
after the NOC has already lost a couple of packets. The value of the 
TIMEOUT_NORMAL parameter, which specifies the timeout level of the normal 
mode, is determined by the system size and the traffic load which affect the average 
routing delays. Its value should be much smaller than that of the TIMEOUT_DIAG so 
that the blocked traffic transmitted in normal mode would not block very much other 
traffic and corrupt the operation of the network.  

9.3.2 The operation of the port-lock controllers 
 
The port-lock controllers of the XGFTs and the 2-D mesh NOCs operate 

differently. This is partly because the 2-D meshes are direct networks where every 
network node contains one switch and one processor node and therefore, the 
processors can easily be used for testing, diagnosing, and repairing their local switch 
nodes [P6]. It can also be well assumed that processors can perform software-based 
on-line self-diagnosis and self-tests to their own operation so as to find manufacturing 
defects and detect fault conditions [82]. The XGFTs are indirect networks where 
processors are connected only to the switches of the lowest switch stage, and the port-
lock controllers of the FDAR version two do not have processor interfaces. Therefore, 
it is not possible to diagnose and reconfigure the XGFTs directly through the port lock 
controllers. Thus, the XGFTs and the 2-D meshes have slightly different FDAR 
systems, although in the Backbone layout it would be possible to connect processors 
also directly to their nearest switch nodes through dedicated interfaces which could be 
used for testing, diagnosing, and reconfiguring the switches like in 2-D mesh NOCs.  

The port-lock controllers of the XGFTs’ switches contain both port-locks and 
bit error counters [P7], whereas the switches of the 2-D mesh networks have separate 
port-lock controllers and error controllers [P6]. The port-lock controllers are used for 
storing and sharing the state information of the port locks in both of the NOCs. They 
contain one lock register for every output port of the switch. As any of the input ports 
of the switch nodes locks one of the output ports all the other input ports see it and 
stop using the locked output port. The locking of the output port locks also the input 
port in the other end of the communication channel. Respectively, the output port 
connected the other end of the communication channel is also locked when the error 
controller locks the input port. In 2-D mesh networks processors can also lock the 
output ports and input ports of the local switches directly through the port lock 
controller, which makes it possible to repair the network after the MPSoC has been 
tested and the faults have been located. In the XGFTs special Reconfiguration-packets 
[P7] are used for this same purpose.  
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In the 2-D mesh networks processors can also unlock the port-locks so that the 
ports could be used again. All of the transient errors do not damage the switch nodes 
permanently and the ports could be brought back to the normal operation after a 
synchronous reset which the locking produces. Therefore, it ports can be unlocked for 
testing whether the ports can operate normally so as to keep as large amount of the 
resources in use as possible. In the FDAR version two the port-locks can be unlocked 
if processors in both of the ends of the communication channels reset the port-locks of 
the input and output ports connected to the same channel. This would be more 
difficult to implement in the XGFTs, because the processors are not interfaced to the 
switches directly.  

The switch nodes of the NOCs could also be diagnosed and reconfigured on-
line by using customized test access ports (TAP) and boundary-scan techniques 
compliant with the IEEE-1149.1.-1990 standard like in [83]. However, the fault 
detection by message checksums and higher level protocols like in [83] consumes a 
lot of time and produces high latencies, and therefore, other techniques would be 
needed for this purpose in any case. If small proportion of packets is transmitted in 
diagnosis mode to the NOC, the FDAR is able to locate the faults accurately and 
reconfigures the faulty switches with small latencies, which is crucial from the point 
of view of the reliable operation of the system. In this case trocessor can locate the 
faults in 2-D mesh NOCs quickly through the port-lock controllers and inform the 
other parts of the system of them. They could also diagnose the locked ports through 
test wrappers in order to find out whether the ports are defected permanently or not 
and unlock the faultless ports. This same technique could also be used in the XGFTs, 
but it would require direct connection between the processors and the switches. The 
FDAR system implements also a faster reconfiguration method than the boundary-
scan, and therefore, it can be considered a more suitable technique for on-line 
diagnosis and repair of the NOCs.  

9.3.3 The usage of the FDAR for fault-tolerant routing 
 
In the XGFTs the routing of the packets consists of adaptive routing upwards 

to the nearest common ancestor and deterministic routing downwards to the 
destination from the nearest common ancestor. In the first phase it is possible to route 
packets adaptively along several alternative routing paths and if an output port is 
locked, another output port can be used instead of it. Because there is only one routing 
path from the nearest common ancestors to the destination, packets must be routed 
with deterministic routing downwards according to their destination addresses. This is 
a problem, if there is a faulty switch or channel along the down-routing path. 
However, if the locations of the faults are known, deterministic routing can be used 
for routing the packets also upwards to such nearest common ancestor that they can be 
routed downwards along faultless routing paths around the faulty parts. Hence, the 
fault-tolerant routing in the XGFTs can not be implemented without deterministic 
routing. Deterministic routing must also be used for communication between 
processor nodes and the system management, if the XGFT is connected to the system 
management like e.g. in Figure 66.  

The routing decision functions of the adaptive TB and deterministic routing 
are depicted in Figure 72 below. The operation of these routing decision functions is 
controlled by the ROUTER-AND-ARBITER-state machine of the input port 
controllers. If either the packet’s output port is locked or the packet’s header is 
corrupted by bit errors, the packet is removed. Figure 72 A and Figure 72 B depict 
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how the adaptive TB routing and the deterministic routing make the routing decisions 
as packets are routed upwards. These routing decision functions are performed by the 
input port controllers of the up-routing input CUR-ports of the switch nodes. The 
adaptive TB routing and the deterministic routing use the same deterministic routing 
decision function depicted in Figure 72 C for routing the packets downwards. An 
essential part of deterministic routing in the XGFTs is the choosing of a suitable 
routing path before the packets can be routed along faultless routing paths to their 
destinations. Compared to the 2-D mesh, the deterministic routing used in the XGFTs 
is simpler than the FTDOR which implements fault-tolerant routing in the 2-D mesh 
networks.  

 
 A: PART 1. UP-ROUTING IN STAGE L (L=1,…, h): (TURN-BACK) 

IF ”switch is in the top-most stage, i.e. L = h” THEN 
    IF “CDR[dL]-port is unlocked”  AND NOT “LRC or VRC errors” THEN  
        “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-port”; 
    ELSE  
       “Remove packet”; 
    END IF; 
ELSIF “dhdh-1…dL+1 = shsh-1…sL+1” THEN 
    IF “CDR[dL]-port is unlocked”  AND NOT “LRC or VRC errors” THEN  
        “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-port”; 
    ELSE  
       “Remove packet”; 
  END IF; 
ELSE 
    IF “Not all PUR-port are locked” AND NOT “LRC or VRC errors” THEN  
        “Route packet upwards through any of  the unlocked PUR-ports”; 
    ELSE  
        “Remove packet”; 
   END IF; 
END IF;  

B: PART 1. UP-ROUTING IN STAGE L(L=1,…, h):(DETERM.) 
IF ”switch is in stage L = Height” THEN 
    IF “CDR[dL]-port is unlocked” AND NOT “LRC or VRC errors” THEN  
        “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-port”; 
    ELSE  
        “Remove packet”; 
   END IF; 
ELSE 
    IF “PUR[sL]-port is unlocked” AND NOT “LRC or VRC errors” THEN  
        “Route packet upwards through  PUR[sL]-port”; 
    ELSE  
        “Remove packet”; 
   END IF; 
END IF;  

C:PART 2. DOWN-ROUTING IN STAGE L (L=1,…, h): (TURN-BACK & 
DETERMINISTIC)  
IF “CDR[dL]-port is unlocked” AND NOT “LRC or VRC errors” THEN  
    “Route packet downwards through CDR[dL]-port”; 
ELSE  
    “Remove packet”; 
END IF; 

 
Figure 72. The operation of the fault-tolerant adaptive TB routing (A, C) and deterministic 

routing (B, C). 
 
Routing protocols like misrouting backtracking with m misroutes (MB-m) 

used with pipelined circuit switching (PCS) [84] and fault-tolerant compressionless 
routing (FCR) [85] need to get information of the existence and location of the faulty 
components of the network. This is not a problem in computer networks where the 
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communication links and routers have mechanisms for detecting errors. The faulty 
components are also reconfigured on-line in such a way that they can not disrupt the 
operation of the whole network. The MB-m has the disadvantage that its 
implementation requires quite complex switch nodes and the FCR has the 
disadvantage that its operation generates also extra traffic load to the network 
although the switches are quite simple. Fault-tolerant routing can be implemented in 
the NOCs with the FDAR system which is a pure diagnosis and repair system. The 
FDAR can be used with such routing algorithms which could be used in any case also 
in completely operating faultless NOCs which do not have the FDAR system. For 
example, in the 2-D mesh NOC the FDAR implements with the FTDOR an adaptive 
fault-tolerant routing method and the FTDOR could also be used without the FDAR 
for implementing oblivious routing for improving the performance of the NOC. 
Similarly in the XGFTs the usage of both adaptive and deterministic routing without 
the FDAR could be justified. The only disadvantage of the FDAR is that packets are 
lost as it removes permanently blocked or corrupted packets.  

In the XGFTs the processors must store information of the faults, because they 
should be able to choose suitable routing paths for routing the packets around the 
faulty parts of the network. Every processor must store a small group of usable 
routing paths per every destination processor to which they will send packets with 
deterministic routing. Two different strategies can be used for repairing the faults and 
for routing the packets around the faults depending on whether the faults are in the 
processors’ home sub-XGFTs or not. Firstly, if the packets are lost as they are routed 
within the processor’s home sub-XGFT, the processors start using deterministic 
routing within their home sub-XGFTs while they can continue using adaptive routing 
for routing packets to the other sub-XGFTs. They start sending packets also in 
diagnosis mode so as to locate and repair the faulty switch nodes. They can use 
multiple different routing paths for routing packets also to the same destinations with 
the deterministic routing like in oblivious routing so as to improve the performance 
and to speed up the repair. Because every appropriately designed system produces a 
lot of local traffic and only a small fraction of traffic is routed between the sub-
XGFTs, the local faults within the sub-XGFTs will be repaired very quickly aftertheir 
appearance. Sooner or later processors will learn where the packets are lost and start 
using other routing paths with the deterministic routing. Secondly, if the packets are 
lost as they are routed to the other sub-XGFTs, the processors start routing packets 
with deterministic routing to that particular sub-XGFT while they can continue using 
adaptive routing for routing packets to other sub-XGFTs and within their home sub-
XGFTs. Processors start also sending diagnosis packets to the faulty sub-XGFT so as 
to locate and repair the faulty switch nodes like in the previous case. Most probably 
the locally transmitted Repair-packets repair these faults and Repair-packets 
transmitted from one sub-XGFT to another repair the faults which are in the upper 
switch stages. Deterministic routing is also needed for routing packets around faults 
after the faults have been repaired. If one of the routing paths does not operate 
reliably, the processors must try to use another one and like previously they will learn 
sooner or later where the faults are. The processors can also later diagnose the 
operation of the routing paths by sending packets in normal mode, and if the routing 
paths work normally, they can start to use adaptive routing again. In the 2-D meshes 
and full 2-D mesh configurations adaptive routing is easier to implement from this 
point of view, because the FTDOR is able to route packets to their destination after 
the faulty ports of the switches are locked and packet sources do not necessarily have 
to know the locations of the faults.  
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9.3.4 Deadlock-free FDAR 
 
It could be possible that a permanently blocked packet would block several 

other packets which could form a deadlock in the network, because the input port 
controllers could not remove such chain of blocked packets which wait in a cycle that 
the FDAR would remove one of them. However, the FDAR is a deadlock-free system, 
because it can not cause packet blockings or deadlocks itself. This is because the 
routing paths are acyclic in the XGFTs and the input port controllers connected by 
Blocked_in-signals with value ‘1’ to each others can not form cycles. Furthermore, in 
the 2-D mesh networks the channel dependency graphs of the DOR are also acyclic 
and the input port controllers connected to each other with Blocked_in and 
Blocked_out signals can not form cycles in the 2-D mesh networks either. In the full 
2-D mesh configurations the channel dependency graphs are also acyclic, because the 
FTDOR uses the ordinary DOR for rerouting the packets multiple times as it becomes 
necessary due to the faults. Hence, the FDAR system must be deadlock-free in the 
XGFTs, in the 2-D meshes, and in the full 2-D mesh configurations, because routing 
algorithms which choose the routing paths for the packets are deadlock-free.  

9.4 The performance of the faulty XGFTs 
 
The performance of the NOCs decreases respectively as the number of faults 

increases, which has been shown by simulations with the XGFT [P7]. These 
simulations were repeated also with the 2-D mesh so that it would be possible to 
compare the operation and performance of the faulty NOCs. The performance of the 
faulty XGFTs was simulated with random traffic and local cluster traffic with 
adaptive Turn-Back routing. Simulations were done with a traffic load of 20 % which 
is smaller than the saturation point of about 28.5 % of the random traffic presented in 
Figure 49 A. Packet length was uniformly distributed between eight and 64 FLITs like 
in all of the previous simulations. The first simulations were done in order to study 
how much the throughput reduces as the probability of bit errors increases. Like 
Figure 73 A shows the throughput of the random traffic decreases very quickly after 
the probability of detected bit errors grows higher than 10-4. Like Figure 73 B shows 
the throughput reduces slightly less with the local cluster traffic 80 % of which was 
transferred within clusters of six processor leaf nodes and 20 % of which between the 
clusters. Because the switches remove only the packets the headers of which are 
corrupted, the real normalized throughputs will be even smaller than the subfigures 
show unless the packet payloads will be protected with error correcting codes or 
shorter packets than 64 FLITs are used. If all of the corrupted packets would be 
dropped at the destination, the number of packets’ retransmissions would grow high, 
which would reduce the performance of the XGFT NOC and the whole MPSoC. 
Additionally, if a large packet size would be used, the probability that the packets will 
be corrupted by the bit errors would be high. Therefore, the usage of the previously 
mentioned two methods will be necessary. Like the simulation results suggest, the bit 
error probability should definitely be smaller than 10-4 at least with the 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) topology.  

The next simulations were done in order to study how much the performance 
decreases with random traffic as there are faulty channels in the network. All of the 
packets were routed in normal mode and the value of TIMEOUT_NORMAL parameter 
was 255. Like Figure 73 C shows the throughput reduces as a linear function of the 
number of corrupted channels. In the simulations the faulty channels were uniformly 
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distributed over the whole network. According to these results the normalized 
throughput reduces by about 20 %, if 5 % of channels are faulty and must be locked. 
Furthermore, these results show that the network as well as the whole chip can be 
considered unusable, if only 10% of channels are faulty. However, if only 2.5 % or 
less of channels are faulty, which corresponds to only slightly defected chip, the 
network can still achieve a normalized throughput of about 90 %. In addition, like 
Figure 73 D shows the performance reduces clearly less with local cluster traffic 
which can be considered a more realistic traffic pattern than the random traffic. 
Because the adaptive TB routing is not able to route packets around the faulty 
channels, it can be assumed that the slightly defected XGFTs would be able to 
transfer all of the transmitted traffic if deterministic routing would be used for routing 
the packets around faulty channels.  

 

 
Figure 73. The normalized throughputs of the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) with different bit error 

probabilities (A, B) and different numbers of faulty channels (C, D). 
 
The performance, which is usually specified as the average throughput per 

processor, does not degrade as straightforwardly as the previously presented 
simulation results show. If the defect clusters destroy the switches of the lowest 
switch stage of the XGFT, the number of usable processors reduces correspondingly. 
For this reason, there will be actually little more routing resources usable per 
processor in the XGFT after the faulty parts are locked. As a consequence of this, the 
reconfigured XGFT is able to provide as good performance to the remaining 
processors as the faultless XGFT could provide to all of the processors, which 
recommends the usage of systems like the FDAR for reconfiguring the faulty XGFTs 
and MPSoCs.  

The chips can not necessarily be repaired, if the defects destroy the switches of 
the upper switch stages, because these defects may disable larger part of MPSoC’s 
communication and computing resources. The amount of the destroyed resources 
depends on the XGFT’s topology as well as on the size and location of the defect 
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cluster. Defect clusters in the ends of the vertical routing channel of the Backbone 
layout may, for example, destroy just one sub-XGFT(2,3,4,3,2) whereas one defect 
cluster in the middle of the vertical routing channel may make the whole chip 
unusable, because in the worst case it can damage all of the connections between all 
of the sub-XGFTs. Thus, in practice a few faulty channels or defect clusters, which 
destroy only sub-XGFTs of height one and processors, are repairable, because they do 
not considerably reduce the performance of the XGFTs.  

Similar performance simulations were repeated with the 2-D mesh NOC so as 
to compare the fault-tolerance of the different NOCs. These simulations were 
performed with the DOR, because the FTDOR is able to route packets around faulty 
channels and all of the traffic would be routed through the NOC as long as the amount 
of traffic does not exceed the NOC’s capacity. Like simulation results in Figures 74 A 
and 74 B show the 2-D 6×6-mesh produces normalized throughputs which are quite 
similar to those produced by the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) as the probability of detected bit 
errors is increased from 10-6 to 10-2. The 2-D mesh produces normalized throughputs 
which are quite similar to those produced by the XGFT also with different numbers of 
faulty channels like Figure 74 C and Figure 74 D show. Because there are no 
significant differences in the normalized throughputs, it can be concluded that the 
NOCs are basically equally sensitive to faults. However, the layout schemes of the 2-
D mesh topology do not have such weak-point as the Backbone layout scheme of the 
XGFTs, because the performance reduces independently of the location of the defect 
clusters. The normalized throughputs as well as the performances of the faulty NOCs 
could be improved by using oblivious routing in the XGFTs and the FTDOR in the 2-
D mesh, but this would make the comparison impossible, because both the NOCs 
would produce similar throughputs as long as the transmitted traffic would not exceed 
their capacity.  

 

 
Figure 74. Normalized throughputs of the 6×6-mesh with different bit error probabilities (A, B) 

and different numbers of faulty channels (C, D). 
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9.5 The effect of the improved fault-tolerance on the chip yield 
   

The XGFT topology has the advantage that the faulty sub-XGFTs can be 
efficiently isolated from the other sub-XGFTs, which makes the implementation of 
the fault-tolerant adaptive routing simple as was described earlier. In addition, the 
Backbone layout makes it possible to encapsulate the faults so that they can not 
corrupt the operation of the NOC. This is illustrated in Figure 75 which depicts 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) with two management interfaces (A) and its Backbone layout 
(B). There are two defected regions in the system marked with letters A and B. Defect 
cluster A damages processor leaf nodes two and nine. Additionally, it damages switch 
nodes of the second and the third switch stages in addition to one of the management 
interfaces, and it most probably also isolates all of the 12 processor leaf nodes of the 
leftmost sub-XGFT(2,3,4,3,2) assuming that the switch nodes are arranged in the 
vertical routing channel like Figure 75 B shows. Cluster A destroys in the worst case 
about 33.3 % of the computing resource of the MPSoC and makes the circuit 
unusable. Defect cluster B represents a much easier case because it damages only 
processor leaf nodes 31 and 32 and most probably isolates processor 30, because it 
damages switch number 10 of the lowest switch stage. Cluster B destroys about 8.33 
% of the MPSoC’s computing resources and the circuit can be still repaired. This 
requires that the faulty processor nodes can be permanently disabled so that they 
would not disrupt the operation of the other parts of the system. Hence, it can be 
concluded that if the defects do not seriously damage the switch nodes of two topmost 
switch stages, it is possible to reconfigure the MPSoCs to work perfectly with the 
FDAR especially if the diameter of the defect clusters would be small.  
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Figure 75. The XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) with two management interfaces (A) and the Backbone layout 

of the defected XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,1) (B). 
 

The topology of the XGFTs affects also the MPSoCs’ vulnerability to defects. 
The XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) has less switches in its upper switch stages, but it was able to 
achieve equally good performance with the XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0). The topmost switch 
nodes of the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) can be divided into two groups of two switches so as to 
reduce the probability that only one defect cluster can destroy all of the switch nodes 
like Figure 76 illustrates. If the defect clusters would be placed to the same locations 
as in the previous case, cluster A would most probably destroy at least one of the 
topmost switch nodes and processors two and nine. Furthermore, it would also most 
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probably isolate processor from zero to 11 like previously. Cluster B would probably 
isolate processors from 24 to 29 which are about 16.67% of the circuit’s computing 
resources. Hence, it can be concluded in this special case that larger XGFTs could be 
less vulnerable to defects than the smaller ones, which is also natural, because they 
have more redundant routing resources. It can be estimated that in the 2-D mesh 
NOCs smaller defect clusters like cluster B would damage at most four network 
nodes. Additionally, the 2-D meshes do not have such weak-points in their layout that 
one large cluster like cluster A could make the whole circuit unusable. Therefore, the 
2-D mesh NOCs can be considered more or less defect-tolerant than the XGFTs. On 
the other hand, if the defect clusters damages a large number of computing and 
communication resources, the chip is practically unusable, although its faultless 
resources could be somehow reconfigured to work properly.  
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Figure 76. The Backbone layout of the XGFT(2,6,6,4,0). 

 
  The XGFTs and 2-D meshes were synthesized to a 130 nm CMOS technology 
with nominal parameters and clock cycle of 2.5 ns. Tables 14 and 15 below show the 
results of the logic syntheses without wiring and with and without the FDAR system. 
These results were presented already earlier in Chapter 6 and 7.  
 
Table 14. The logic resources of the NOCs without the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number of 
equiv. logic 

gates 

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total 
area 

[mm2] 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) 2.9043 239802 3.3951 99072 6.2985
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) 3.1632 261438 3.6270 86088 6.7906
XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) 1.9212 158766 2.0538 60744 3.9754
6×6-mesh 3.5424 296316 4.1724 122400 7.7112

 
The FDAR does not increase the areas of the XGFTs at all, because the global 

wires dominate in area consumption. In most of the XGFTs the routing channels are 
clearly wider than the Flat Switches. In the 2-D meshes it increases the logic area by 
about 11.6 %. In practice the growth is smaller, because wires consume a considerable 
proportion of the 2-D meshes’ total area. For example, the FDAR increases the area of 
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the chip constructed from processor nodes of 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm the total area grows 
by about 6.7 % only as four metal levels are used for routing communication 
channels. This proportion reduces as the processor block size is further increased and 
increases as the processor block size is reduced. However, the FDAR can not increase 
the areas more than 11.6 % which it does as the wiring area is not taken into 
consideration at all.  

 
Table 15. The logic resources of the NOCs with the FDAR.  

Block 
Comb. 

logic area 
[mm2] 

Number of 
equiv. logic 

gates 

Noncomb. 
logic area 

[mm2] 

Number 
of reg. 

Total 
area 

[mm2] 
XGFT(3,3,4,3,3,2,0) 3.5142 290418 3.7863 112320 7.3020
XGFT(3,1,6,6,1,4,0) 3.8500 318040 4.0440 118052 7.8940
XGFT(2,6,6,4,0) 2.3272 192292 2.3052 67256 4.6284
6×6-mesh 4.1148 342360 4.4856 132120 8.6040

 
The FDAR system can be used for improving the chip yield, since it makes it 

possible to reconfigure slightly defected chips to work correctly. This may also be 
driven by the testing economics which favours the mobilization of such methods 
which reduce testing time [13]. The improved chip yield improves also the 
manufacturability of the MPSoCs, because the manufacturing can be started earlier 
with slightly immature and instable VLSI technologies, which reduces the time-to-
marked [86][87]. Different self-repair and reconfiguration methods are also generally 
used for improving the manufacturability [6]. Additionally, owing to the self-
diagnosis and self-repair, electronic systems where chips will be used will also 
operate more reliably, because the chips can recover from such faults which would 
usually make them unusable. The number of faulty unusable electronic systems will 
also reduce as a consequence of the improved fault-tolerance of the chips, which 
improves the yield of the electronic systems too. Although it would be required that 
all of the chips which pass manufacturing tests should be completely faultless chips, 
the FDAR can still reduce losses. This is because the future MPSoCs will be quite 
complex systems and difficult to test, and therefore, it is impossible to achieve 100% 
test coverage. As a consequence of this, faulty chips will in practice be mounted to 
multi-chip modules (MCM) and printed circuit boards (PCB) with several other chips. 
If one of these chips will be faulty, all the other chips will also be lost unless the 
MCMs or BCPs are repaired by replacing the faulty chips with faultless ones, which 
is a costly process including diagnosis, testing, and other assembly costs. If the faulty 
chip finally achieves the target electronic system and causes interrupts there, the costs 
are even higher. In this case the chips equipped with the FDAR system could still 
operate correctly, which would reduce the costs.  
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10. Conclusions 
 
In this thesis a NOC implemented with an XGFT topology has been studied and 
compared with another NOC implemented with a 2-D mesh topology which is the 
most commonly used topology in NOCs. The NOCs designed for MPSoCs should be 
scalable for different system sizes and performance requirements. Among the other 
things they should also be scalable for fault-tolerance requirements and they should 
achieve good performance with various traffic patterns. In this thesis the XGFT NOC 
has been shown to be comparable and competitive with the 2-D mesh NOC from 
many of the design perspectives. The 2-D meshes have certain advantages like short 
communication channels with small signalling delays and more easily reconfigurable 
switch nodes. Additionally, the communication channels of the 2-D meshes can be 
routed with a small area consumption, which makes the 2-D mesh NOCs very area 
efficient. The XGFT NOC is also able to achieve good area efficiencies, but this 
requires that its topology is designed carefully and that the traffic pattern is shaped 
appropriately.  

10.1 The main results 
 
This research was started by developing at first behavioural-level models of 

two different NOCs with the XGFT topology. Two new adaptive routing algorithms 
named the TB and the TBWP were developed for these two NOCs and their 
performances were compared. Later on two different switch nodes were also 
implemented based on the behavioural-level models of the XGFT NOCs. It was 
noticed that the NOCs implemented with so called mega-switches and the TB routing 
produced better performance and were more inexpensive than XGFTs implemented 
with dual-switches and the TBWP routing. Additionally, simulation results showed 
that the NOCs produced quite similar performances with random traffic, but with 
local cluster traffic the mega-switches were able to produce clearly better 
performance than the dual-switch nodes. For this reason, the XGFTs implemented 
with mega-switches can be considered more suitable for embedded systems which 
produce a lot of local traffic particularly after optimizations.  

The developed switches of the XGFT NOCs have distributed architectures 
were the routing, arbitration, and switching functions are distributed to the port 
blocks. This provides certain advantages compared to such architectures which 
contain centralized blocks for performing these functions.  For example, the 
distributed architecture allows more flexible layout schemes to be used. Furthermore, 
it makes it possible to repair the faulty switches by locking the faulty ports and 
channels. As a consequence of this, spare components are not needed for 
implementing the fault-tolerance and therefore, the switches have a simple structure 
and their reconfiguration is simpler. This is also exploited by the FDAR system which 
was developed for improving the fault-tolerance and manufacturability of the XGFTs 
and the MPSoCs. The FDAR system is able to detect and repair such static, dynamic, 
and transient faults which produce a lot of bit errors or block packets permanently.  
 The switch nodes have modular structure and the same port blocks can be used 
with minor modifications for implementing the switches of both of the XGFT NOCs, 
the new 2-D mesh, and full 2-D mesh configuration. The most significant differences 
between the switches are in their routing decision function and in the connections 
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between the port blocks. The similarity of the structure and the operation of the port 
blocks and switches made it possible to compare the simulation and synthesis results 
and to estimate the superiority of different NOC implementations. The 2-D mesh was 
used as a reference NOC in estimating the competence of the XGFTs. The FDAR was 
also adapted to the 2-D mesh and full 2-D mesh configuration. In addition, the 
FTDOR was developed for implementing a fault-tolerant routing in the 2-D mesh and 
the full 2-D mesh configuration.  

This thesis presents also the Backbone layout scheme which can be used for 
organizing connections between the switch nodes and the processor nodes of the 
XGFTs and for producing compact circuit layouts. It makes it also possible to 
estimate the signalling delays, the clock frequencies, and the areas of the circuits a 
long before the circuit layout is produced. This is important, because these factors 
affect the performance of the MPSoCs. The Backbone makes it is also possible to 
estimate the effect of the defect clusters on the chip yield and the fault tolerance of the 
MPSoCs. It has the disadvantages that a single big defect cluster in its centre (XGFT 
IIP) can disable a lot of MPSoCs’ computing and communication resources and that 
the communication channel connecting the upper switch stage may produce wire 
congestions to the vertical routing channel in the middle of it. The 2-D meshes do not 
have this disadvantage, because network nodes form a homogenous 2-D grid where 
nodes are connected directly only to their four neighbour nodes. Therefore, the 
switches and communication channels are distributed over the whole chip and local 
defect clusters can damage the grid only locally.  
 As the XGFT NOC was compared with the 2-D mesh NOC it was noticed that 
some XGFT topologies were able to produce clearly higher throughputs and smaller 
latencies, although they had smaller number of switches and smaller logic area. 
However, although these XGFTs have clearly smaller logic areas than the 2-D 
meshes, the communication channels of the 2-D mesh can be routed with so small 
area consumption that it changed completely the order of superiority. This comparison 
was done with relatively small operation rate, which makes it possible to assume that 
the communication channels have a constant operation delay. This favoured the 
XGFTs the longest communication channels of which can be much longer than those 
of the 2-D mesh NOCs. On the other hand, the operation speeds of the XGFTs’ 
communication channels could also be increased by using pipelining. Finally, the 2-D 
mesh is able to produce better area efficiency with both random traffic and local 
traffic patterns with most of the chip sizes. It has also been shown earlier in [37] that 
it is able to achieve better power efficiency with both random traffic and local cluster 
traffic, which means that it is able to transfer data bits with smaller average power 
consumption.  

It was also shown in this thesis that the XGFTs can be optimized efficiently by 
exploiting the locality of the network traffic, although no optimization algorithms 
were presented. In optimization the clustering of both processors and processes can be 
exploited. As the traffic pattern was shaped to more local pattern it also was noticed 
that the QoS of the XGFTs improved considerably and that smaller XGFT 
configurations with smaller number of switches were able to produce equal 
performances with the larger ones, which makes it possible to optimize the XGFT 
topology efficiently for different applications which produce different traffic patterns. 
It is impossible to produce guaranteed QoS of any kind with simple switches used in 
the presented XGFTs and with traffic prioritization, but if the XGFTs are not used 
with high traffic load near their saturation points, the XGFTs are able to provide quite 
high QoS with high probability for high priority traffic.  
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This thesis presents also three methods for improving the fault-tolerance of the 
XGFTs. One of these methods was topology transformation which doubles the 
number of routing paths between processor nodes although the number of switch 
nodes and channels does not increase and the costs remain almost the same. Another 
method was parity bit checks which are used for detecting bit errors from the FLITs 
before they corrupt the operation of the NOC. The aforementioned FDAR system was 
also one of these three methods. The FDAR and the parity bit checks are also usable 
in the 2-D meshes. The on-line self-diagnosis and self-repair is performed by the 
FDAR quite similarly in both of the NOCs. Furthermore, in both of the NOCs the 
switch nodes could be equipped with test wrappers and processors could be used also 
for testing their logic. Simulation results show also that equally faulty XGFTs and 2-
D meshes produce approximately similar performances. Based on the simulation 
results it can be concluded that the XGFTs can produce a good performance after 
repair, if the defect clusters damage only processor nodes or the lowest switches and 
if the upper switch stages are only slightly defected.  

The FDAR system is little easier to use in the 2-D meshes, because every 
switch node has a local processor, which can be used for testing, diagnosing, and 
reconfiguring the switch logic on-line. This would be more difficult to implement in 
the XGFTs, because it is more difficult to connect processors directly to the switch 
nodes. In the 2-D mesh NOCs the FDAR is used for locating and repairing the faults 
after which the FTDOR can route packets around the defected parts. In the XGFTs the 
FDAR is used similarly for the same purpose after which the processors start to use 
deterministic or oblivious routing for routing the packets around the faulty parts of the 
NOCs. The 2-D meshes have the disadvantage that the processor nodes must 
participate in packets’ rerouting, if there are locked output ports in their local switch 
nodes. This may require some extra resources, or otherwise, the processors may be 
congested sometimes.  

10.2 The future development of the NOCs 
 
 The testing of the future MPSoC circuits will be complicated by the increasing 
number of components and IP blocks on the chip. This requires that the processors 
will be used for implementing software-based BISTs for performing manufacturing 
tests so that the testing times could be reduced and the acceptable test coverage and 
reliability could be achieved. Additionally, on-line self-diagnosis and self-repair 
methods will be required for ensuring reliable operation, because new DSM VLSI 
technologies will be more susceptible to different transient errors. This requires that 
the NOCs will also be part of the test access method (TAM) of the MPSoCs. The 
fault-tolerance of the NOCs is crucial for the fault-tolerance of the MPSoC, and 
therefore, system like the FDAR will become a necessary part of the NOCs. The fault-
tolerance of the NOCs is also crucial from the point of view of the manufacturability 
of the MPSoCs. This is because the costs of the chips will increase, if their 
communication infrastructures do not work reliably and the chips yields will remain 
low, which reduces the manufacturability of the chips.  

Due to the problems related with the new DSM VLSI technologies, alternative 
technologies have been searched for replacing the electric connections [88]. Guided 
wave and free space optical connections have been considered promising altenatives. 
Free space optics utilizes diffractive optics and lenses for guiding single or multiple 
optical beams in free space, which may be too complex and expensive structures, 
whereas the waveguides resemble much electrical interconnects and can be 
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implemented with more conventional techniques. There are several reasons for 
assuming that optical on-chip interconnections will really replace the electrical ones 
in implementing communication links over longer distances. These reasons include 
smaller communication delays, higher bit rates over long links, and smaller power 
consumption [89]. The optical waveguides are also less sensitive to crosstalk and 
other noise sources than the electrical connections.  

Although the electrical communication links would be replaced with optical 
waveguides in the future, the NOCs will remain. This is because the NOCs are still 
needed for organizing the on-chip communication, since it would be impossible to use 
optical point-to-point waveguides for connecting e.g. 100 processors directly to each 
other. The optical links would actually make the XGFTs more usable, because optical 
connections have smaller signalling delays and power consumption over long 
communication links than the electric connections. They are not as vulnerable to 
different transmission errors as the electric connections either. The mobilization of the 
optical communication would favour simple scalable topologies such as the XGFTs 
which have a small diameter. Therefore, it can be assumed that the XGFTs will 
survive, although in the future DSM VLSI technologies electrical interconnects would 
be replaced with optical ones, whereas the 2-D mesh NOC will not necessarily do so, 
because optical communication does not offer similar advantages to topologies which 
have shorter communication links [89]. In addition, the optical connections will most 
probably allow simple ‘brute force’ communication without complex mechanisms 
developed for improving the QoS and it is possible that simple switches presented in 
this thesis may be usable also in the future.  
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Appendix A 
 
The interconnection networks can be represented as directed graphs the vertices of 
which are the switch and processor nodes of the system and the edges of which are 
communication channels connecting the vertices. The definitions below are similar to 
the definitions presented in [41] and [90]. They are copied to this appendix, because 
they are needed in proofing that the TB and the TBWP are deadlock-free and 
livelock-free routing algorithms. These results are also referred in several publications 
written about issues related to deadlock-free routing in communication networks. The 
topic of deadlock-free routing is also thoroughly concerned in [17] and [34].  
 
 DEFINITION A.1. An interconnection network, I, is a strongly connected 
directed graph I = G(N, C). The vertices of the graph, N, represent the set of switch 
nodes. The edges, C, represent the set of communication channels. Associated with 
each channel, ci, is a queue with capacity cap(ci). The source node of channel ci is 
denoted by si and the destination node by di.  
 

In the case of the XGFTs the set N in Definition A.1 above would contain both 
pure switch nodes and pure processor nodes, because the XGFTs are indirect 
networks. In the indirect networks the processor nodes can not route the packets to 
any direction, but they can be only packet sources or destinations. Therefore, they can 
be connected directly to the switch nodes without any channels in order to eliminate 
the first and the last channels from the routing paths. This modification eliminates 
also separate processor nodes from the graph and makes it possible to use definitions 
and theorems presented in [41] and [90] as such without changes, although the system 
remains practically exactly the same. It is also assumed in [41] and [90] among the 
other thisngs that every packet arriving at its destination is eventually consumed.  
 
 DEFINITION A.2. A routing relation R: C × N → C maps the current 
channel, cc, and destination node, nd, on the route from cc to nd, R(cc, nd) = cn. A 
channel is not allowed to route to itself, cc ≠ cn.  This formulation of routing as a 
function from C × N to C has more memory than the conventional definition of 
routing as a function from N × N to C. By making the routing decisions dependent on 
the current channel rather than the current node makes it possible to develop the idea 
of channel dependence.  
 
 DEFINITION A.3. A channel dependency graph, D, for a given 
interconnection network, I, and routing relation, R, is a directed graph, D = G(C, E). 
The vertices of D are the channels of network I. The edges of D are the pairs of 
channels connected by relation R:  
 

}.somefor,),(|),{( NncncRccE djdiji ∈==    (A.1) 
 
Channels ci and cj are two adjacent channels along the routing path to destination nd 
and they form one edge of the channel dependency graph D. According to Definition 
A.3 the edges of graph D are (ei, ej) tuples which consist of successive channels of the 
routing paths which the relation R produces as packets are routed from any of the 
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sources nodes ns to any of the destinations nd. Since channels are not allowed to route 
themselves, there are no 1-cycles in D.  
 
 DEFINTITION A.4. A configuration is an assignment of a subset of N to 
each queue. The number of FLITs or packets in the queue for channel ci will be 
denoted size(ci). If the queue for channel ci contains a FLIT destined for node nd, then 
member(nd, ci) is true. A configuration is legal if 
 

).()(, iii ccapcsizeCc ≤∈∀     (A.2) 
 
 DEFINITION A.5. A deadlocked configuration for a routing relation, R, is a 
non-empty legal configuration of channel queues such that  
 

, (( ( , ), , ( , ) )

( ) ( )).
i i i i j

j j

c C n such that member n c n d and R c n c

size c cap c

∀ ∈ ∀ ≠ =

⇒ =
  (A.3) 

 
In this configuration no FLIT or packet is one channel away from its destinations and 
no FLIT or packet can be transferred forward, because the queue for the next channel 
is full. A routing relation, R, is deadlock-free on an interconnection network I, if no 
deadlock configurations exist for it on that network.  

The following theorem is exactly the same as the one presented in [90]. It is 
used in chapter 4 to prove that the TBWP and the TB are deadlock-free routing 
algorithms.  
 
 THEOREM A.1.  The routing relation R is a deadlock-free routing decision 
function for an interconnection network I, if and only if there are no cycles in its 
channel dependency graph, D.   
 
 PROOF. (=>) Suppose that there is a cycle in D. Since there are no 1-cycles 
in D, this cycle must be of length two or more channels. Thus, it is possible to 
construct a deadlocked configuration by filling the queues of each channel in the 
cycle with FLITs or packets destined for a node two channels away where the first 
channel of the route is along the cycle.  

(<=) Suppose that there are no cycles in D. Since D is acyclic it is possible to 
assign a total order on the channels of C so that if (ci, cj) belongs to E then ci > cj. 
Consider the least channel in this order with full queue, cl. Every channel cn that 
channel cl feeds must be less than cl and can not have full queue. Thus, any of the 
FLITs or packets in the queue of channel cl is blocked and does not have deadlock. ■  
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